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INTRODUCTION.

SPEECHES RELATIVE TO THE BASIS OF THE FOLLOWING WORK,

BY DR. EBENEZER PROUT, AND W. H. CUMMINGS, ESQ., F.S.A.

THE following remarks, relative to the reflective aspects of notation

.and harmony, by DR. EBENEZER PROUT, and W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq.,

F.S.A., Head of the Guildhall School of Music, appeared in the printed

ireports of the "Proceedings of the Musical Association," 1894-95, and

"The Monthly Journal of the Incorporated Society of Musicians,"

May ist, 1895 :

On January yth, 1895, before the Musical Association, and on

April 6th the same year, before the Incorporated Society of Musicians,

(W. H. Cummings, Esq., occupying the chair on both occasions), two

lectures, devoted to the exposition of the scientific basis of the key-board

and the staff, were delivered by the author of the above-mentioned work.

When opening the discussion at the assembly of the Musical Association

the Chairman said, "We have all been delighted with the interesting and

admirable paper just read. I confess I came here knowing nothing about

the subject, and I would even go farther than that, and say that I knew

nothing about the construction of notation before. I had come to the

conclusion that the musical staff had been built up by degrees, just as

people required a little more help ;
that it began in a sort of haphazard way,

and each man and generation added something to it, in order to make it a

little more useful, as time went on. I think Mr. Rhodes has discovered for

us a very splendid defence for our system of notation. I had not the least

idea that we could bring science to show how admirably it has been

constructed ;
in fact, this revelation to us would rather suggest that the

formation of our notation and scale was an inspiration. After the

splendid exhibition we have had so simple to all conversant with music

of our old notation, which we love, since it gives us the classics of all

past ages, in future we shall not fear any new notation that may be

brought forward with the idea of superseding the admirable system

universally adopted."
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Also, on April 6th, at the close of the lecture delivered before the

Incorporated Society of Musicians, the Chairman said, "The first

thing, I am sure, that will be in our minds to night will be a feeling

of wonderment at the marvellous pains and ability which Mr. Rhodes

has brought to bear on the elucidation of his subject. The mere

preparation of those diagrams is perfectly appalling to think of. I

shall dream about them. But I am delighted he has come to-night to

give us this very interesting and thoughtful lecture. He has given us

more than we can grasp at one hearing. Nevertheless, I am particularly

obliged to him, because to me it has been an enlightenment. I had

always supposed that our present staff notation had grown up, as it were,,

by accident, that it commenced with a very small beginning that from

time to time there was added to the structure a brick here and a tile there,

until gradually it became what it is to-day. It seems, however, from the

remarkable discovery made by Mr. Rhodes, that, so far is this from being

the case, // is one of the most scientific things that has ever been brought

before the human mind" and at the conclusion of the discussion (reported

in The Standard, April 27th, 1895) Mr. Cummings said,
"
I have no doubt

as to the advantage of the system, but the value of the lecture consisted

chiefly in this, that it showed clearly enough that the staff which was now

in use had a scientific basis. That was a very important discovery which

all musicians would appreciate."

After the opening address by the Chairman, Dr. Prout said, "We have-

had a paper that has given us, I am sure, a great deal to think about.

For myself I may say, that, accustomed though I am to deal with

matters of this kind, yet not having heard anything of Mr. Rhodes'

views before, I had my work cut out to follow him. But he has laid

the matter so clearly before us that we cannot but feel under deep

obligations to him. I have often noticed the reflective aspect in regard

to the relations subsisting between the sharp and flat keys, but I have

never seen that principle carried out so fully and so clearly as Mr.

Rhodes has presented it to us this evening. One thing is quite new to-

me, viz., the clear way in which the lecturer laid before us the effect,

conscious or unconscious, which this principle has had on the

modulations and compositions of the Great Masters. I noticed myself a.

very striking example of this in one of Bach's fugues in G minor. I do

not remember all the details of it, but that the fugue referred to,

illustrates the reflection that Mr. Rhodes has spoken of, I am quite

positive. I feel that we have had a most interesting evening, and for
those, who have to teach the rudiments of music, a knowledge of the reflective

aspect of the treble and bass notes WILL BE A GREAT SAVING OF TIME AND-

TROUBLE."

From this testimony it will be at once apparent that NO REFORM OF
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THE STAFF NOTATION, as we have it, is for one moment entertained, for

reasons which will be found in the introductory chapter of the work,

P- 5> I0 -

On this point, a well known musical authority writes to the author

as follows :

"
Having spent my life in the atmosphere of the art of music, your

researches come to me as something quite fresh, i.e., the discovery of

reflection by means of a mirror, which gives an entirely new view of the

foundation of this vast subject ;
it is not only of practical use, but it is

most interesting.
" The one thing which strikes me as being so excellent in it, is the fact,

that the whole of your system is founded upon the universally accepted

form of notation, and does not require any new form of its own.
"
Wishing you every appreciation and success, I remain, my dear sir,

Yours, H. M. HIGGS."

"It has been indeed ever the province of the artist, the man of

imagination, to invent, or shall I use the other form of the same word

to discover the elements of the beautiful; and the province of the

theorist, the man of reflection, to explain and systematize and account

for these discoveries, and thus render their use patent to all coming time.

It still remains for genius to make new applications of the principles this

system (Day's theory) enunciates. Music is a free art, and the period
never can arrive when men may say that its resources are exhausted

and that its exercise, the capabilities of the artist's imagination, are

completed." SIR GEO. MACFARREN, Sixth Lecture, p. 215.

"I feel certain that the true theory of Harmony (whenever or by
whomsoever it is discovered), must be learnt from musical literature,

not from experimental philosophy." SIR JOHN STAINER, Preface to the

second edition of " A Theory of Harmony."
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1. THE following original work was begun with an honest endeavour

to ascertain, whether the key-board and the staff notation possessed a

scientific basis, which would account for the appearance of perplexing

readings of double sharps and double flats instead of naturals, in the

works of the Great Masters. The discovery of such a basis led directly

to a more perfect knowledge of such notation, and this will be one of

the practical benefits derived from a study of the work.

2. When the tips of the thumbs are together, and the fingers spread

in fan shape, the natural law of construction will be seen to be that of

inverted radiation, therefore the author concluded that any arrangement

of levers adapted to manipulation must, like them, be constructed upon
the same principle. Herein it was thought lies the basis for scientific

investigation, and the exposition of this law underlying the construction

of the key-board, key-notes, signatures, scales, harmony, and modulation,

is the main object of the book.

3. But this carries with it inevitably a knowledge of Harmony upon a

scientific basis new to the schools, not in the least antagonistic to any
scholastic methods of instruction, but confederate with, and auxiliary to,

whatever in them is sound.

4. The twelve semitones within the compass of an octave were found

to form a complete key circle, and the staff notation applied to the inner,

and some three and a half outer circles, would compass the lowest and

highest notes of a seven octave key-board ;
the key-note of each circle

added to inner circles was also seen to require one more sharp or flat

than its predecessor. (Ex. 104, p. 47.)

5. But what is most important for modulation purposes, was found in

the fact, that every scale throughout the whole series of circles, was

diatonically linked to the key-board notes, F'% or E\> and BQ or C$.
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This is dealt with in Chapter XV, on the art of modulation by oblique

motion.

6. It was also observed, how one complete circle could be measured

from certain fixed centres, to a range of keys within the compass of a

hand-breadth ; in other words, the key-board showed itself to be adapted
for FIVE FINGERS, and no more.

7. For all practical purposes, however, the staff notation is limited to

TWO circles, which, by the appearance of double flats and double sharps,

notifies when the music has passed the boundary of the first circle, and

entered the second. A full exposition of this, with an historical synopsis

of the origin and growth of the key-board, will be found in Chapter X,

p. 90.

8. The discovery of C, and F \ or G fr, as centres for radiation to key-

notes, led the way to a discovery of great practical value, by which

children may easily learn all the bass staff notes by a knowledge of the

treble, or, vice versa. The testimony of a little girl on this point, will

be found in Chapter II, (p. 18, 32), which is devoted to the exposition

of the reflective aspect of notes on the two staves, and is that to which

Dr. Prout referred when he said, "For those who have to teach the

rudiments of music, a knowledge of the reflective aspect of the treble and

bass notes will be a great saving of time and trouble"

9. Each note, counted by EVEN numbers of semitones to the R. and L.

of C, and by ODD from F $ or G?, constitutes the
"
Alpha" of the work,

and by reversion of these numbers, the "
Omega ;

"
for in Chap. XIV to

the end, each note distant from C by ODD numbers, and F f by EVEN

numbers, is regarded as the centre semitone of a scale between key-note
and key-note. This semitone is used as a guide in order to apprehend
dominant and supertonic harmonies.

10. From this brief sketch, it will be gathered that, throughout, TWO

objects have steadily been kept in view, (mentioned in i and 2),

viz., exposition of accidental notation, and the exhibition of reflective

aspects of notation, harmony and modulation.

Occasionally the prominence given, for educational purposes, to one

subject (say accidentals) hides from view for the time being the other

(reflective aspects). For example, on page 107, the chief purpose is to

exhibit in reflective aspects, major and minor common chords. But on

p. 226, the chief purpose is to teach accidental notation, by introducing
chromatic concords. On p. 209, both are combined, for the analysis

of the chord of the diminished seventh^ brings into view not

only "reflective aspects" but affords a basis for important study of

accidentals.
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11. Every writer on harmony is aware of the bewildering and

ubiquitous character of the diminished seventh chord. Dr. Stainer

remarks,* that "a volume might be written on this chord alone, so

we must with regret leave the pupil to read all about it elsewhere."

Now, what Dr. Stainer leaves out "with regret," the author, in

Chapter XVI, (p. 209), has endeavoured, in a practical way, to supply,

by attaching numbers to its three key-board reflective aspects, and also

by numbers to distinctive classification of its varied resolutions.

1 2. Again, in Chapter XIV, the main thought is reflective dominant

harmony and modulation. But on p. 191 (same chapter), this main

thought is overshadowed by the prominence given to accidental notation

of the important chords of the augmented sixth. The same may be

said in Chapter XV, the reflective aspect of modulation for a time is

lost to view, while the necessary education is in progress as to how to

modulate by oblique motion to sharp and flat keys, by use of the

dominant i3th, nth, 9th, yth, and 5th chords.

These characteristic features need to be noticed, in order to show the

continuity of the two thoughts underlying the whole work, though at

times each thought in turn may appear to be lost to view.

13. The musical extracts throughout, used for illustrations, have

purposely been selected (with one or two exceptions), from works known
to every musical student.

14. Concerning the value of science as the interpreter of the actual

.accepted music of all nations, John Curwen remarks f
"
Musicians have

tried and tried again, various melodies, chords, progressions, &c., rejecting
some and adopting others, until they have satisfied their own and the

common ear. They have thus adopted certain habits and fallen into

certain practices. The use of science is to discover the underlying reasons

which have led to the adoption of these habits and practices. When
these reasons are discovered, three advantages immediately arise, first,

the knowledge is no longer tentative and empirical ;

"
in other words,

known only from experiment, but "
it is certain and well defined. Second,

erroneous preconceptions are corrected, and new tentative processes are

suggested, thus opening the paths of fresh discovery. Third, a better

classification is often obtained for purposes of study and memory. For

example, the pianoforte makers had found out by experiment that they
obtained a purer tone when the hammer struck the string somewhere
about one-eighth of its length from the end,| but it was a long time before

science had discovered that that was the best place to knock out the

*
Harmony, p. 84.

t Preface to Musical Statics.

t To this agrees Professor Helmholtz, in his
"
Sensations of tone," p. 77,
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harsh harmonics. As soon, however, as this underlying reason was

discovered the pianoforte maker became more certain. Guess-work and

experiment were gone. He could fix the stroke of the hammer with

precision, so as to prevent the string vibrating in sevenuis, ninths,,

elevenths, thirteenths, &c. This clear knowledge would also suggest to

him where the dampers (as well as the hammers) should, or should not

be placed, and help his understanding and memory in all his dealings-

with the instrument."

Now, the reflective principle applied to
" DIATONIC INTERVAL MODU-

LATIONS, (p. 157), shown in Chapters XIII,* XIV, and especially XV,

(where the seven scale notes of a major key are regarded as key-notes,

and the major third is demonstrated to be the only diatonic note

common to all the seven keys), is to the performer or composer exactly

what the "
underlying

"
or scientific

"
reason

"
is to the pianoforte maker,

viz.,
" with precision

"
the artist knows to what particular key, from any

which may be in hand, such and such a chord of the seventh, ninth,,

eleventh, or thirteenth, will lead, and therefore, as touching the basis of

key "removes," "Guess-work and experiment are gone," and conse-

quently, such knowledge "helps his understanding and memory" in

all that concerns the art of modulation.

15. Like all other books on Harmony, the present work requires time

to be understood. But the numerous illustrations will help to explain

many difficulties, and interest will be stimulated by the numerous

extracts from the works of the Great Masters.

1 6. The value of investigation by reflective light into the accuracy of

sharp notation found in the compositions of the Great Masters, may be

seen by a careful reading of Chapter VI, pp. 63 and 64, where chromatic

notation is shown by the reflective principle to be fundamentally as-

accurate with sharps upward with the exception of B fc, as flats down-

ward with the exception of F $.

17. The work, having been executed upon a scientific basis new to

the schools, the author is very conscious of only offering to the musical

world the experience of a pioneer, and therefore it is not unlikely that

at some point, or points, he may unwittingly have erred, which future

investigation may correct.

1 8. But, as it is acknowledged by such authorities as those already

named, that a basis of study hitherto unknown has been opened for

the pursuit of musical knowledge, in this admission is found a sufficient

reason for the publication of the book.

* Concerning these MODULATIONS in Chap. XIII, the testimony of Dr. Prout,

(written on the margin of the proof sheets) is, "All this is decidedly ingenious as

well as sound."
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1 9. In conclusion : The author desires to acknowledge the valuable

assistance he has received in the preparation of his work, from Dr. Prout,

who most generously has overlooked the proof sheets from the beginning

to page 200, after which he left town for the summer vacation. It is,

however, only fair to Dr. Prout to say, that he is in no way responsible

for any statement in the book. In his absence, it has been impossible

to submit to him either the text of several of his valuable suggestions, or

the final reading of proofs.

Thanks are also due to W. H, Cummings, Esq., for his advice and

help, especially in the initiatory stages of the work
; to Dr. W. G.

McNaught, with whom the author has been in frequent communication;
to Dr. Charles W. Pearce ; my brothers, the Revs. John and Joseph

Rhodes; and to Mr. F. G. Edwards, for their kind interest and com-

munications.

ALFRED RHODES.

AYSGARTH, LEANDER ROAD,
BRIXTON HILL, LONDON, S.W.

September agth, 1896.
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AN EXERCISE ON SCALE KNOWLEDGE (p. 33).

If in this most important exercise, the French Sixth, (as described, pp. 33-37 ,
be

found difficult, the student is recommended to reverse the order, i.e., to pass/r0w the
head and foot keys of a circle to the chord of the French Sixth. Thus, by the following,

diagram, each dotted or continuous line terminates on key-notes at the head and foot

of key circles, so :

KEY CIRCLES SHOWN ON THE KEY-BOARD.

B B F F B
Tritone, Dim. 5th. Tritone.

or, Aug. 4th.

By way of an example, write C, as the head, and G ?, F J, as the foot of a circle,
so : C (Compare this with the second bar of Ex. 88, p. 38. )

Now, the Perfect fourth intervals below these key-notes, viz.,
G below C, and D 7 below G ?, are the key-notes of scales, the
individual notes of which are to be regarded as the key-notes of the
entire INNER CIRCLE.

=fe

D b Dominant of G p. G
Jj
Dominant of C.

It is easy now to write these key-notes, D ? and G JJ, as

the base note and the fourth note of the French Sixth : \s~

and also the entire circle, from the above scales in fifths upward, and fourths down-
ward, so :

A F
^ ^

G, Key-note.

Et>

t

Key-note
VD fr

If F$ be taken as the foot of the circle, the C $ scale notes, instead of D? scale

notes, will be the notes to be regarded as the key-notes on the sharp side of the outer

circle.* This exposition may serve as a model for drawing and study of other key
circles, the head and foot keys of which are represented by lines both continuous-

and dotted, on the above Diagram.

* See p. 34, Ex. 72. Regard this Example as sharp key-notes of the outer circle, Diagram 7.
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It may be observed, that so far, we have only traced the key-notes of the complete
inner circle, and one half, i.e., the sharp side of the outer. To trace the key-notes of

the double-flat half, outer circle, Diagram 7 must be viewed upside down, when G j?

will be at the head, and C
tj
and DJ7 at the foot, as described on p. 34 ; on this page,

Ex. 75 shows Atp Scale notes (the fourth below D tj? key) as double-flat key-notes of

the outer circle. By viewing the double key circle upside down, the first two bars ot

Ex. 88 are exchanged for the second two bars of Ex. 89, which is now the basis of the

keys A 3? and D 7, the scale notes of which are regarded as the key-notes of the entire

FLAT circle ; those of D fy scale supplies the key-notes of one half of the inner circle,

and AB> the half of the outer. N.B. The major thirds of these scales are the other

notes of the augmented sixth chords.

If difficulty is experienced in writing the scales, the student will find them all

written for him in reflective order in Exs. 91 and 93. The student, however, should
be able to write scales from any key-note with ease, which may be done by making
only the third and fourth, and seventh and eighth degrees SEMITONES. Making scale C,
in Ex. 91, and scales Ffi or G7 in Ex. 93, the models for scale writing, all intervals

in music are brought into view, and may be studied in connection with scale

construction.

Pages.

44-46
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Practical application to any key.

MODEL, KEY C. Scale NOTES as dominant notes.

First Learn the intervals between the Scale notes and the Dominant note, so

' 5

"-J 9 E 7
13

J

43 21
Second Name the key-note after each dominant interval. :

C Key-note.

1 J t ' t
Dom. 13 Root.

r i

7 C

C KEY, Scale NOTES as key-notes.

Third Now, regard each scale note of C as a key-note, and E, its major 3rd, as

derived from the dominant root of each key, in the same order as above, 13, 5, 1 1,

3, 9, *, 7-

Ej|, DIATONIC TO SEVEN KEYS.

13 5 ii 3 9

f ^ *
Scale notes of G. f

Dom. to C. Dom. to D. Dom. to E. Dom. to F. Dom. to G.

Dom. to A. Dom. to B. 7 R

To fill in the dominant and tonic harmonies, as shown on pages 196 to 205, is all

that is required to complete such modulations when E b, as a scale note, belongs to

each key. Practice in other keys.

Pages. Sections. Examples.

205-206

206

760-763

764-768

540

541-549

Study Key-board centres and reflective aspects of keys,
from one to seven sharp, and one to seven flat keys,
and modulation to be made to them by oblique motion
as above exemplified. Also, after this method, write

the scales of G, D 7, and Aft?, C $ (as stated in 760)
the notes of which, as key-notes, compose the inner

and outer circles of Diagram 7, p. 4. And, by oblique
motion, modulate to the six sharp and six flat keys of

the inner circle, by the use of the diatonic notes, B
tj

and F
(3.,

also the outer circle, retaining as diatonic

notes C 1? and E
||.A study Diatonic interval modulations in Chapter XIII

confirmed by diatonic modulations by oblique motion
in Chapter XV.
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CURIOSITIES
OF THE

KEY-BOARD AND THE STAFF.

PART I.

CHAPTER I.

I. ORIGIN AND REMINISCENCE.

1. In the summer of 1872, at a choral rehearsal in the Royal Academy
of Music, the Students were asked,

" How many sharps are there in the

key of B double sharp ?" When an answer, given by the author of the

following work,* was shewn to be inaccurate, he began to soliloquize,
thus :

"
It will be well to know of what practical use any answer can be

to such a question ! If double flats never occur in scales taught by the

professors, why should they be necessary in compositions ?
"

However,
in Bach's "Forty-eight Preludes and Fugues" double sharps are common
enough, and so are double flats in Chopin's works

; therefore, the study
of their nomenclature is incumbent upon every student. And from that

moment he was resolved to investigate the possibilities, as well as to

know the practical limit, of such notation.

2. About this period the writer began to apply to the key-board and its

representative notation, the principle which guided Sir Isaac Newton in

his astronomical discoveries, viz.,
"
thoughtful attention to little things,"

and the importance of this principle was impressed upon his mind, by
hearing a connoisseur of art relate the following story.

On the coast of Somerset, as the sun was setting over the Bristol

Channel, an artist and a young lady were watching the waves as they
rolled toward the shore. "What colour does the sea appear to you ?

"

inquired the artist.
" Oh ! I see nothing but muddy water !

" was her

reply.
" But look at the crest of that wave, what do you see there ?

"

" A streak of gold." "And what colour is immediately under the golden
thread ?

" " Oh ! distinctly a bright blue." Then, said the artist,
" Has

a little thoughtful attention turned your muddy water into blue and

gold ?
" "I could not have thought it," she replied,

" but so it is !

"

* The answer given was "thirteen." B$ was known to represent I2'semitones, as

the 12$ key-note. Bx was, therefore, by an impromptu calculation, supposed to

imply one more. The true answer will be found on p. 50.
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By this story it was manifest that "thoughtful attention to little

things
"
revealed what had previously been unobserved.

3. In the endeavour to apply this principle to the key-board and the

staff, not only did remarkable coincidences or curiosities appear, but it

led to the discovery of another principle, viz., that of a reflective design
in the construction of the key-board ;

for it was found to consist of

identical arrangement of white and black keys radiating, by semitones,
from right to left of two centres, D, and G J or AX The reflective

aspects of single notes were also found to extend to intervals, chords,
and especially to modulations; and moreover, further observation

revealed that the reflective principle seems to have guided, whether

consciously or unconsciously, our greatest masters, with the result of

producing some of their highest colouring and finest effects.

4. The above mentioned aspects of semitone radiation from two centres

first became manifest by ruling, upon a sketched key-board, major and
minor intervals of thirds, so :

Ex. i. MAJOR THIRDS. Ex. 2. MINOR THIRDS.

D
Centre.

and it was observed, when the tips of the thumbs were together, the

natural design of the open fingers was (fan-like) that of inverted radiation

From this it was evident that any arrangement of keys adapted to their

manipulation must, like them, have some centre for radiation arid

reflective design, and from the above diagrams such design was seen to

be in the construction of the key-board. These sketches were drawn
about the year 1874, and, since then, have often been helpful in teaching

intervals, and the construction of major and minor chords, and were the

basis of a lecture delivered before the Musical Association, in May,
1878.

II. PERPLEXITIES OF ACCIDENTAL NOTATION.

5. As the works of the Great Masters were studied, necessity for a

thorough investigation into accidental notation became more and more

apparent. For instance, when observing the clusters of double sharps
in Bach's

"
Fugue in C $ major," and the clusters of double flats in

Schubert's
" Marche Solennelle,"* and, at the same time remembering

Sir John Stainer's remark, how,
"
in the construction of chords we find

that one fact is common to all, namely, they are made up of scale

also knowing that no double flats ever occur in the scales

* See p. 192, Ex. 495. t
"
Harmony," p. I.
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written in our instruction books, the question naturally suggested itself,

From what scales were Schubert's double flat chords derived ? Evidently
the difficulty of reading accidental notation was vastly increased by the

practice of composers writing chords necessitating accidentals belonging
to scales never taught in our schools, hence the importance and duty of

investigation.
6. In the following illustration there is accidental notation belonging

to F I? (one double flat), and E bi? (three double flat) keys :

Ex. 3. Impromptu (Op. 29, sixth score). F. CHOPIN.

mb m I
L *M P-. ^r pm II \-* wm u. j

?^TT^T!^ ^t^M^r i rTt^i^

Accidentals borrowed from

F t? (i dbl. flat key) 8 flats.

(3 dbl. flat key)
10 flats.

Sir Sterndale Bennett also, in his
" Rondo Piacevole

"
(fourth page),

writes accidental notation belonging to D
jf major, (two double sharp

.key) :-
Ex. 4.

=#*
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Ex. 6. Eighth Score of Fugue III. J. S. BACH.

**-*

E $ minor. Dom. 7th. E $ minor.

8. The following diagram will show the difference between the range of

keys taught to a performer, and those from which a composer sometimes,

gathers his notation. In Stainer's "Harmony" (p. 8) a diagram appears,

showing the circle of keys and key signatures from C to C p (seven flats)

and C $ (seven sharps). This circle includes all the keys into which

compositions are said to be set, and may be called the performer's or
the student's circle. But, rightly or wrongly, composers use accidental

notation belonging to another circle, where all the sharp keys (of the
inner circle) become flat, the flats sharp, and naturals double sharps or
flats. Thus :

Ex. 7. KEY CIRCLES.
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This diagram we see, exhibits a broad belt of accidental notation

mysteriously surrounding the inner circle of keys ;
and the very com-

pleteness of that inner circle hinders even a suspicion that another ring
of keys exist from which composers gather their double sharps or flats.

9. If the inner circle of keys be complete, it may be asked, What need
of the outer? If the fifteen keys taught are sufficient, why should

composers write accidentals from twenty-five ? Are composers wrong,
or is "higher" education needed for the student? We believe the

latter, for it is not in the power of anyone to alter such notation, either

in ancient or modern compositions ;
and its correctness may be ex-

emplified. For instance, all schools teach that a very beautiful effect

is obtained by writing a major common chord on the minor second of
the key. In key C, this chord would be D fr, F, A P. This is beautifully
illustrated in the concluding portion of Beethoven's Andante in F major,*
where the chord of course is G2, Bfc, D fr. Now, to express the same
relations in key A J7 necessitates notation borrowed from D P minor, with

eight flats, viz., B?J7, DJ7, Ffr. The first inversion of this chord, commonly
known as the Neapolitan sixth, is found in "

Cujus Animam," and is

correctly written with B i2&. But where is the teacher who has not been
.asked why A tf has not been written instead of B W7 ? And it may be
said that often very little light has been gained by the enquiry. If C fr

be the key, accidentals belonging to a key chord of five double flats

{D I??, F v, A i?i?,)
would be correct notation.f And if the major common

chord on the second degree of A $ minor scale were called for, the key
chord (B$, Dx, Fx,) of five double sharps would be needed. The
composer's range of keys, therefore, cannot be limited to the student's

circle.

10. Now, it is obvious that what is written and published is intended to

be read, and into whatever key a composer is pleased to enter, a student,
when analysing the work, must follow

; and, therefore, the knowledge
of those scales which necessitate double sharps or flats should not be
of a superficial character. Can a man do good work with an imperfect

knowledge of his tools ? And can a student study intelligently when
his accidental notation is imperfectly understood? Now, one of the

objects of the writer is to assist to a fuller knowledge of such notation.

11. In conclusion, it is desired that it should be distinctly understood
that the following pages are not written in any way to obviate the

difficulties of the staff notation by introducing any method of reform ;

but rather to face boldly these difficulties, and show reasons for their

existence, and then, a scientific method how they may be overcome ;

for it is well to note how this notation has grown with the ages, and
is now the vehicle for the transmission of musical inspiration among
peoples of every civilised nation under the sun. From this it is evident

that the introduction of any new method which requires alteration of

the staff can scarcely be entertained, for it means new plant for the

publisher ;
new instruction books

; also, a new educational training for

all teachers of the art. Students who discard the old for any new
method are not able to read the music handed down to us from many

*
Chap. xvii. p. 228. f Ex. 98, p. 44.
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generations, so that, after all, for educational purposes, the old notation
must be learnt. There is no doubt that the notation with its flats and

sharps is difficult to master, its complexity produces perplexity, and it is

this fact which has provoked many to attempt its reform. Seeing,
however, that this is impossible (at least in our generation), any new
light which may show some of its complications in simpler and more

intelligible aspects, will, it is reasonable to suppose, be welcomed by
every musical student.

To every branch of the following work, the author has endeavoured
to apply the principle mentioned at the beginning, viz., "thoughtful
attention to little things," with what success, will largely depend upon
the reader's application of the same principle, during his study of the

subject.



HOW THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE WAS DISCOVERED.

CHAPTER II.

I.-HOW THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE, UNDERLYING THE STAFF

NOTATION, WAS DISCOVERED.

1 2. Some years ago, during hours of endeavour to teach young enthusi-

asts, the staff notation ever seemed to be playing at cross purposes. In
the first place, the bass staff notes were at cross purposes with those in

the treble, for their corresponding positions did not agree in name. The
black digitals on the key-board had no independent names of their

own, and for that reason had a double notation of flats and sharps,
named from their nearest neighbours. There was a multiplicity of scale

readings of major and minor keys, ever athwart each other's paths ; and
if a composition said to be in a certain key was in hand, sharps and
flats from other keys often intruded themselves, which, though colouring
and expanding the resources of that key, nevertheless were at cross

purposes with it. Under these complex aspects, the question often in

mind was, how can this notation be intelligibly taught, so that it may
be easily understood ? Is there no way of classification ? no method

by which this chaos can become cosmos ?

13. By a separate examination of the treble and bass staves, it was
noted that by reflection, the fourth ledger line of either staff bears the
same name as the fourth line of its own staff, and the second ledger
line as the second space. These points of sight may be considered
as " landmarks "

to aid the memory when learning ledger line notation.

It was also noticed that every name (A B C D E F G) is represented
on each staff ty ledger line reflection.

Ex. 8.

G F

?!- A
rf \

p^j p-
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Ex. 9.

,

G Rings of clefs applied
C .0. '*'f{

to and reflected on
.- I^I

~
? F A C E ledger lines.

* line G.

F third line
^ 3 G third line.

A c E G zzzzrsz
HneF

14. Again, if the names of the notes in both staves be read in their usual

order upward, we shall see that, by reflection in the mirror, the chords
G B D F and ACE occupy corresponding positions in both staves.

Ex. 10.

re are represented all the keys on a

seven-octave piano key-board.

D
F F B

D E D EG
B C B C .*.GAG A ::

g j=3==^=F*_
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Joseph Haydn, which could be read upside down with equally good
effect.

1 6. When first examined, how far this reflective principle would help the

memory when learning the position and names of the notes on the two
staves, a difficulty presented itself which well nigh caused the writer to

.abandon any further effort. That difficulty lay in the fact that the
order of alphabetical names from A to G always ascended.

Ex. 12.
C D E

If the letters descended, as here shown, in the same order as when
ascending, perfect reflection of position of note and alphabetical name
would be attainable. But the arrangement is not so.

17. Some time after this, attention was again directed to this subject,
by observing that A C E, both above and below the staves, read upward.
occupied the same positions :

Ex. 13. E-^-
C-&-
A -m~

and how, in both chords, C occupied a central position. It was also
observed how the treble ledger lines numbered upward 123, and the
bass downward i 2 3 (the way all instruction books teach) made A and
E show themselves at cross purposes :

Ex. 14.

The writer asked, is C central to all the notes? It was evidently so,
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when he considered how the great staff of eleven lines showed C on its

central line. Then drawing the two staves, and placing C in every
position, it was perceived for the first time that if a mirror were placed
between the staves, all the C's of one staff would be reflected in the

other, even the very ring of the G clef round the second line of the
treble staff was found reflected in the F clef, round the second line from
the top of the bass staff :

Ex. 15. .*_

MIRROR LINE.

This discovery of a reflective aspect of all C's seemed to be a clear

gain in the art of teaching, for the bass and treble C's could easily be
learnt two at a time, if only the lines and the spaces of the bass staff

were numbered downward instead of upward.
1 8. At this time it had not been perceived how it was possible to apply

the reflective principle to the other bass and treble staff notes, for it

was a disappointment to find that their reflective positions did not reveal

the same names, and for some time further exploration was abandoned.

But, later on
; counting two semitones to the right of C showed I),,

the key-note for two sharps, and to the left, B fe the key-note for two
flats.

This revealed a curiosity of coincidence between numbers of semitones
on both sides of C, and numbers of sharps and flats in key-signatures.

Regarding this C as a centre, the first thought was : Is the reflective

principle applicable also to the key-board? Counting again from C
upward, three semitones showed E t?, the key-note for a three-flat signa-

ture, and downward, three semitones A, a key-note for a three-sharp

signature. But it was asked, how is this ? Sharps according to their

meaning should be upward, and flats downward. Is the keyboard
playing at cross purposes ? and with the same letters, A and E, which
at first attracted attention at cross purposes on the staves ?

At that moment semitone numbers radiating to the right and left of

C were like rays of light from some star on the dark horizon of the

writer's then vague conceptions of key-note radiation, and his attitude

of mind was like the attitude of one of those who " look for light, but

behold darkness ;
for brightness, but walk in obscurity

"
(Isa. lix. 9,.

R.V.) ; but to be able to see anything at all, showed there was light
somewhere.

1 9. In this state of mind the thought occurred there must be another
centre on the key-board which will account for this contrary aspect of
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flats upward from C, and sharps downward. But where is it ? that was
the question. It was not long before "light broke out of obscurity,"
and another star appeared at F $ or Gt?, whose rays in semitone numbers

joined those from C, for three semitones downward from G i? showed.
E b, the same note as three semitones upward from C ; also three semi-

tones upward from F$ joined at A, the three semitones downward from
C. So that these notes were pointed at from two centres, as though
some importance were attached to them, which may account for the fact

why these notes combined, forming the diminished seventh chord, is called

by Sir John Stainer* "the most important chord in music."

Ex. 16. Ff cir

Mffl
(3)1 4 3 J

C centre.

To the right and left of C, semitones to key-notes were found to

radiate by even numbers :

Ex. 17. 6 4 2 o ii. iv. vi.

To the right and left of F | or G 7, by odd numbers

Ex. 18. 75310!. iii. v. vii.

And it was observed how, where the lines from C terminated on white

keys, those from G b terminated on black, and vice versa,

20. This discovery of a second centre at F J or G b accounted for all

perplexity, and explained completely why the key-board had played so

adroitly at cross purposes. EVEN numbers of semitones were seen to

correspond with EVEN numbers of sharp signatures upward and flat

downward, and ODD from Ff upward, and Gb downward. This radia-

Theory of Harmony,' p. 48.
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tion to EVEN numbers from C, and ODD from F j or G {r, was evidently
the cause of that perplexity.

2 1. The keyboard was now looked upon as a picture where all lines were
focussed at two centres as points of sight, which led the author to sketch,
not only the above designs, but also the following diagram, extending
radiation to the utmost capacity of the key-board, and also other designs
limited to twelve flat and twelve sharp keys, from which accidental

notation is borrowed by composers :

Ex. 19.

16 14 17 15 18 20

21 19 12 IO 3 5 12 14 16 ii 13

On this diagram the dotted line conducts the eye to even numbers
which radiate from the C centre

;
and the continuous line to odd

numbers from Ff or Gfe. To the right of each centre the number
of semitones correspond to number of sharps to each key signature.
To the left, number of semitones correspond to number &tflats to each

key signature.
22. The difficulty of applying the reflective principle to the bass

and treble staff note readings still confronted the writer. He had
discovered the two star centres from which key-notes radiated to sharps

upward and flats downward, and the question now was, how was all this

reflective aspect of the keyboard represented on the book in other

words, how was its notation shown on two staves? was it possible to

find sharp signatures reflecting flat ? and if so, what about the reflective

aspects of the key-notes themselves to which those signatures were
attached ?

23. When drawing the following diagram to show a young student how
six sharps and six flats were, on the keyboard, one and the same scale,

he observed that although F$ and G2 represented the same keyboard
digital, yet they occupied two distinct positions on the staves, and
THOSE POSITIONS WERE REFLECTIVE :

Ex. 20.
Key-note Ob".

MIRROR. MIRROR. Key-note.

Reflected.

-^g * ^
Key-note
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Ex. 21.

t

24. The next step was an easy one. If this were so with G and F#,,

did other key-notes hold corresponding reflective positions with equal
numbers of flat and sharp signatures? and the following diagram
showed that they did :

Ex. 22. D

p -
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lines
;
whether between the staves or above and below them, eveiy B

reflected its position on line or space as D, and D, B
;
A with E, and E

with A
; G with F, and F with G. And here was a remarkable feature

in the case : C not having either sharps orflats in its scale, and therefore
without a signature, was on this account quite independent of TWO
(/. e., $ or

!?,)
notations ; it, therefore, stood alone, without a companion

in all reflective positions as monarch of the situation.

If science be defined as classified knowledge, then this classification

of pairs, BD, AE, GF, may be considered a scientific method for

learning the names of the notes, and the puzzling question before-

mentioned viz., is there no way of classification ? no method by which
this chaos may become cosmos ? is answered in the affirmative.

26. Now the law of association as an aid to memory is very valuable,
and therefore it is helpful to classify these pairs of notes, BD, AE, GF,
by the three primary colours of the rainbow blue, red, and yellow.
These colours are chosen, not in any arbitrary way, but because some
hundred years ago they were used as clef signs, and consequently for

staff note readings.
On the pages of the writer's notebook, dated July, 1872, is found the

following :

" Mr. Macfarren says that he possesses music to which are

attached coloured lines for clefs Blue for F, red for C, and yellow for

G; also that in the first edition of Cramer's Studies, published in 1790,
there is used the alto clef after the bass. Three or four times in the

course of a line these clefs would change."
From that date to this the impression has been that the first edition

of Cramer's Studies had coloured lines for clef signs. Upon the remark,
it would be difficult to read, Sir George replied,

" Not when you are

used to it."

27. The late Hans von Bulow, in his introduction to "Cramer's

Studies," expresses regret at not being able to find any information as to

when or where the first edition of "Cramer's Studies" was published.*
It is evident Sir George Macfarren could have supplied an answer

Ex. 23. U

f B A G

28. This diagram shows C as a star-centre and classification of stave

notes radiating in pairs. They may also easily be found and remem-

bered by playing the notes in contrary motion from the C, or F and G,

as centres.

*
It is very likely that Sir George had reference to only a few studies, for the

second part appeared in 1810, published by Breitkopf and Hartel (Grove's Dictionary,
Vol. I., p. 414).

t B D are easily remembered by B for Blue.
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G A B C
D E F Z . A. -*L GAB C

A G F
D C

The same names are reflective on the Alto stave :

ALTO STAVE. INVERTED.
Ex. 25. . B C

D E F G ;l -- -Q-

C centre.

: .r T I
ist 1st 2nd 2nd 3rd Over and
line, spaces, lines, spaces, line, under the staves.

II. LEDGER LINES MEET AT
FJf

OR G{? CENTRE.

29. When comparing ledger lines either between the staves or below

the bass and above the treble, F and G become the chief centres,

because these notes in radiation from C meet at the fourth ledger line,

and betiveen the staves at the third.

Ex. 26.

G FOURTH
LEDGER LINE
above TREBLE. -

G !B
F FOURTH

LEDGER LINE
below BASS.

Ex. 27.

F G A B C C B A G

GF FOURTH

LEDGER LINE. _
F G

G G C D E F
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Ex. 28.

G THIRD
LEDGER LINE
above BASS.

Ex. 29.

F THIRD
F- -F LEDGER LINE

below TREBLE.

Radiation from C shows ledger line readings of FG, AE, and BDr

at cross purposes :

Ex. 30.

F E D

2
1

-1 1-
n

-3

G A B

30. Therefore, whether C, or GF be regarded as centres, the same
letters are found in reflective radiation, and that is so over the whole-

notation.

Ex -

REFLECTIVE ASPECTS OF NOTATION.

B D A E G F
-

.. nE A F G

MIRROR,

B D A E G F
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D B

* n
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32. But of what practical use is all this? Two facts will illustrate.

Soon after observing the reflective aspects of staff notes, while

teaching a young lady to play a composition, her sister, a child between
seven and eight years of age, came into the room. The writer said,
" My little friend, do you know your notes on the staves ?

"
She replied,

"
I know nearly all my treble notes but I cannot learn the bass !

"

"Well, suppose I show you a way how to learn the bass notes by what

you already know of the treble !

" "
O, thank you," she said. About a

quarter of an hour was spent in showing the reflective positions of the

three pairs of letters, so that if B was known to be on the third line in

the treble, it was easy to remember D on the third line in the bass, &c.

What was the result ? The next time we met, my young friend said,
" Please do set me a lot of treble notes I like to copy them in the

bass and say what they are !

"

33. Now, children, when making a spontaneous remark, do so without

reserve, and therefore make good witnesses to the practical utility of a

method for instruction which is suited to their capacity.

34. The other fact is : A gentleman was playing at sight, and finding
it necessary to leap to a note under the third ledger line below the bass

staff, remarked, "Upon my word I do not know the name of that

note !

" "
Well," said the writer,

"
perhaps you know the name of the

note over the third ledger line above the treble staff?" "Oh, yes, it is

F there."
"
Then, according to the reflective principle, what must it be

in the bass?" "G," he at once answered, and said, "I never saw the

advantage of the reflective method before."
"
Yes," was the response,

"
you see it is like the multiplication table applied to the staves ; for did

you ever notice that that table has a reflective side to it ? for if you
cannot remember how many four times six make, you may find it by

remembering how many six times four are." "Oh, yes," he replied,
"

it is quite a new light over musical notation."

35. The author continued,
" The same illustration will also be found

applicable to the

TIME VALUE OF THE NOTES,

for a moment's consideration will reveal, how each multiplication table

has its centre, exactly where the two numbers multiplied are the same ;

as for instance, four times four, or, eight times eight. From these

centres multiples decrease on one side, and increase on the other. In

this respect the multiplication table illustrates radiation from a given
BEAT NOTE as a CENTRE, when (as in the following tables) the longer
time value of notes are to the left, and the shorter to the right. In

these tables also, will be found what is but vaguely understood by many
students, namely : that SEVEN QUAVERS make a minim as surely as

FOUR. That seven semiquavers, or FIFTEEN demisemiquavers only

equal the time value of one crotchet ; or again, FIVE demisemiquavers or

NINE to FIFTEEN semidemisemiquavers equal one QUAVER, &c. All

this, however, will be clearly understood by an examination of the

illustrations from the Great Masters, attached to the tables.
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CHAPTER III.

I. BEAT NOTES, REGARDED AS CENTRES FOR RADIATION OF LONGER

AND SHORTER VALUE OF OTHER NOTES.

Simple time is represented when 2, 3, and 4, are the top numbers ;

and Compound when the top number is a multiple of 3.*

TABLE I. ONE MINIM BEAT.

Ex. 33. SIMPLE TIME.

I)
2

|

.
I 2

i

-. I! 3 3
| | j II 4 I 4

| III
I 1^2

'

\u o c) el II 1^2 fy Cf fj Cf II 1^3 I o d d ^) ^)
Hi i

v
l

^ > ii
i

^ > II r I

2

Single Minim Beat.

TIME TABLES.

36. In the following tables, the Minim, Crotchet, Quaver, and Semi-

quaver are considered as standard time notes, to which all others are

relatively valued. First, find the beat note required in any chosen

composition, and its representative table; then in each bar observe

closely those notes which vary in value from it, and name each as a two,

three, four, half, quarter, three-quarters, or an eight beat note, as the

<:ase may be. By this means, rapid progress in time reading is assured.

37. As a section of musical study, time demands the most careful

attention; for an endeavour to comprehend clusters of notes in the

aggregate, before they are understood in detail, is the chief cause

-of imaginary difficulties and embarrassment,| especially when reading
.at sight,

Ex. 34.

4. 3^ 3

THE MINIM.
One

if ij Beat. \ | J-
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Groups of QUAVERS of four, five, six and seven notes represent the
value of one minim beat :

ILLS r rrr r r r r r r r r r

Groups of SEMIQUAVERS begin when the first cluster of four quavers
is doubled, and represent one minim beat of any number of notes from,

eight to fifteen :

8 9 1011 12 1314 15

Groups of DEMISEMIQUAVERS of any number of notes from sixteen

(the eight doubled) to thirty-one, represent one minim.

Ex 35. COMPOUND TIME. One Dotted Minim Beat.

2 123 12
6

Ittl

Rare.

9 JJJJJJJJJ

One
Beat.

> > >

2

TABLE II. THE CROTCHET BEAT NOTE.

Ex. 36. SIMPLE TIME.

f.crrrr
Crochet Beat.

OneEx. 37.

87 6 4 3i 3 2 if 1.1 Beat. \ f

j^p!
i f^^ . , ^> , f^j 2 i? <C^ *

* v
iil

Groups of QUAVERS of one crotchet beat, composed of two and three

notes :

Groups of SEMIQUAVERS of one crochet beat, composed of four, five,,

six, and seven notes :

rrrr rJr* rrrrr rrrrrr rrrrrr

Groups of DEMISEMIQUAVERS of one crotchet beat, which number
from eight to fifteen notes :

8

rrr
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SRMIDEMISEMIQUAVERS are in groups of notes of one crotchet beat,

varying in numbers from sixteen to thirty-one.

38. In Beethoven's Rondo of " Senate Pathetique
"
there are examples

of crotchet beat groupings of three, four, five, six, and seven notes :

Scores 9 and 17

39. Also in Sonata No. 3, (Op. 31) in Eb, the twenty-eighth score of

the first movement, a group of twelve demisemiquavers represents one
crochet beat :

Ex. 39.

40. In the introduction to Schulhoff's " Carnaval de Venise " we have
an example of nine demisemiquavers to one crotchet beat, with three

strokes to their stems :

Ex. 40.

Ex. 41. COMPOUND TIME.

\\l fSrJrJj I Jrjrjr II ? !

T Jrjrjrjcr II

/to/te/ Crotchet Beat.

One
Ex. 42. 8 4 2 Beat. J J ^

r
5 -

r,: i r ^ |-
Ex. 43.

A Curiosity ! Schumann, in his
" Schlummer-

Ued," writes half beats in time thus :

J.

JT3-

j-

J73-
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Ex. 44.

TABLE III.-^THE QUAVER BEAT NOTE.

SIMPLE TIME.

2 I 2

8

Quaver Beat.

4

Ex. 45.

3

One

IT

14 12 8 7 6 4 3l 3 2 if ij beat, i

r i

p
,

p
r r r ^ ^ ^55^

Groups of two and three SEMIQUAVERS to one quaver beat :

I"",

Groups of four, five, six, and seven DEMISEMIQUAVERS to one quaver
beat :

rrrrr rrrVrr rrrrrrr

Groups of SEMIDEMISEMIQUAVERS may contain any number from

eight to fifteen :

rrrrrrr rrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrWrrrrn

and five strokes or QUINTUPLES may cover groups of notes, representing
one quaver, from sixteen to thirty-one.

41. In the well known "Barcarolle" from the Fourth Concerto, by
Sir Sterndale Bennett, there are clusters of demisemiquavers of one

quaver beat :

Fifth and Sixth Scores.

Ex. 46.

I 2 3
4 S 6

42. In the first bar the composer prefers to write the fifth and sixth

quavers as a crotchet cluster of fifteen demisemiquavers. This leaves it

ambiguous as to whether the GJ or A should commence the sixth beat.
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If at A, then the first eight notes would be played as though four strokes

were placed to the stems, and three to the seven following. If at G#,
the last eight would be played as possessing four strokes, and the first

seven, three. Had th e crotchet group contained sixteen notes instead

of fifteen, all the stems would have required an extra stroke.

43. Near the close of the Introduction to SchulhofFs "Carnaval," there

is a bar containing forty-five treble notes with four strokes to their

stems, and nine quavers in the bass -five treble to each bass note.

Now the above table shows that three strokes to the stems are only

required to four, five, six, and seven note clusters to one quaver ;
there-

fore, in this bar, fo&fottrth stroke is unnecessary.

Ex. 47.

Ex. 48. COMPOUND TIME.123

Dotted Quaver Beat.

Ex. 49. 8 4 2 I I J

O . p ^ - * - f
> ^ ^

1234

Ex. 51.

TABLE IV. THE SEMIQUAVER BEAT NOTE.

Ex. 50. SIMPLE TIME.

One

Single Semiquaver Beat.

32 16 12 8 7 6 4 3^ 3 2 if ij Beat. } f f

Groups, of two and three DEMISEMIQUAVERS to one semiquaver beat :

U i
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Clusters of four, five, six, and seven SEMIDEMISEMIQUAVERS to one

semiquaver beat :

QUINTUPLES, or five strokes to the stem, cover from eight to fifteen

notes in groups to one semiquaver beat :

8 15

rrr rrrrrn

44- Latin names are taken to express extra strokes to note stems.

Sextuple, six
; septuple, seven

; octuple, eight ; nonuple, nine. They are

however, never needed.

EXAMPLES OF SEMIQUAVER BEAT GROUPS.

45. In the introduction to Beethoven's "Senate Pathetique" (Op. 13),
which Czerny (who was a pupil of Beethoven's from ten years of age)
recommends to be counted by semiquaver beats (see his "School of

Music," R. Cocks & Co.), we have examples which are strictly in

accordance with the preceding table :

46. Here are clusters of four, six, and seven notes requiring four strokes

to stems of one semiquaver beat. But when eight or more, as in the

above third cluster of notes, then five strokes are necessary.

Ex. 53- COMPOUND TIME.

i -2 "3

BTffSrit
^

Dotted Semiquaver Beat.

One
4

\
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II. THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE A NATURAL LAW.

48. The reflective principle, which proves a very useful agent for

investigation, is found both in natural phenomena and in natural law.

The writer possesses a picture by an artist who visited the Antarctic

region, where he witnessed a most magnificent panoramic scene of a

range of mountains, their varied altitudes of ice and snow crowned with

every variety of fantastic device. But what entranced him most was,
that against the Arctic sky, this exquisite scene was perfectly reflected,

peak answering to peak, and valley to valley. A photographer, after

taking such a scene, would find difficulty in deciding which side should

be uppermost. It is not necessary for us to enquire into the cause of

these natural phenomena any more than we need to enquire into the

cause of a double reflection of the rainbow, or the double echoes of the

shrill blast of the trumpet.

49. But, coming from shadows to substances, we find that by a

natural law one part has its counterpart. For example, place on the

(key-board the two hands, spanning octaves on Cs :

Ex. 54.

Do we not see, by the fingers radiating from the thumbs, that the two

hands, though perfect models of each other, are designed in inverted

order? This natural law of development by inversion goes through
everything, whether we consider our hands, feet, limbs, eyes, ears, or

brain the very organ of thought.

50. Now, if, on the key-board, a mirror with its face to the right, be

placed on middle D, in it we should see perfectly reflected the groups
of black digitals in their regular order of three and two. *

51. Looking into it as the right hand plays the ascending F| scale,

the reflection is as though the left hand were by contrary motion running
over the same digitals, beginning with the first finger on A$ .

* By the style of fingering, first introduced into England by Clementi (1777), t

having a + for the thumb, these groups show the perfect adaptability of the key-
board to the hands, for all through the flat scales, and also the five, six, and seven

sharp, the third finger of the right hand is bound to play the third black digital of

the three black keys, and the second finger the second of the two. It may be observed
that the continental method of numbering the fingers from I to 5 does not so lend
itself to represent the black digitals of the key-board.
"Down to about the year 1480, the keys of the organ, from 3 to 6 inches wide,

were struck by the closed fists. The earliest marked fingering of which we have any
knowledge is that given by Ammerbach in his

'

Orgel oder Instrument Tabulatur
'

(Leipzic, 1571). His fingering was precisely the same as the present English system,

except that fhe thumb was indicated by a cypher instead of a cross." Grove's Die.,
Vol. I, pp. 525 and 527. Also Die. Mus. Terms, p. 168.

t W. H. Cummings, Lecture before the I.S.M.
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Ex. 55.

21 21 321 21 321

CENTRES FOR RADIATION.

21 321 123 12 123 12 123 12 12-

52. Now take the mirror with the right hand, with its face to the left,,

and place it upon the middle digital of the three black keys. As the
left hand plays the descending G scale, the reflection is as though the

right hand by contrary motion were running over the same digitals,,

beginning on B fr.

12 123 12 123 12 123

53. By these illustrations it is seen how the key-board has its part
and counterpart. In this we find a reason for its adaptability to mani-

pulation, and why its representative, the notes on two staves yield, as

we have seen, to the application of a reflective principle.

54. This principle will be found applicable not only to the key-board
and to note reading, but to every tributary subject with which we
have to deal. For instance, for purposes of analysis, the seven notes of

every scale have one set of names called

III. TONAL NAMES.

55. As from a seed, roots develop downward, and branches upward,,

so, from the key-note as a centre were the Tonal Names of individual,

notes of the scale originally developed :

Ex. 57. 5 Dominant.

3 Mediant. I Tonic. 2 Supertonic.

C Tonic I-gfczta

3 Submediant. 7 Leading note,

5 Subdominant. or subtonic.

This scarcely needs explanation. The tonic here may be called the

ground note of the scale tree.
* Its root branches below are reflected as-

branches above ; hence their appearance without the adjunct syllable, sub.

* Hereafter, it will be shown that the dominant is the root of all scale sounds.

Ex. 507, p. 196, and Ex. 201, p. 88.



ACCIDENTAL NOTATION

CHAPTER IV

I.-ACCIDENTAL NOTATION, KEY CIRCLES, AND REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF
-

DIATONIC SCALES.

THE KEY-BOARD ACCIDENTAL NOTATION, 7, , #, x-

56. On our seven octave pianos, there are exactly fifty white keys. The-

word octave means the number eight, but the division of the key-board
into seven octaves does not mean seven times eight, but seven times

seven and one over, which is the fiftieth, verily, a jubilee of notes !

This reminds us of the Hebrew laws found in the Pentateuch : seventh.

day, seventh week, seventh month, seventh year, and finally seven times

seven and one over, the fiftieth, named the jubilee year. Here are five

laws concerning sevens. Now, five times seven are thirty-five, and this

number corresponds exactly with the number of black keys on the seven

octave piano.
*

It may also be noticed that the word Pentateuch has its

analogue with the word Pentatonic. As we advance, it will be found,

that fives and sevens become important factors in our analytical work.

PENTATONIC SCALE.

57. The five black keys, between F and F, whether considered as-

sharps, or flats, constitute the ancient Pentatonic scale, or ladder of

five sounds.

Ex. 58.

58. In Engel's "Music of the most Ancient Nations," we find how great
is its antiquity. Its existence is there traced among the ancient American.

Indians, as well as among Asiatic nations in Siam, Java, Nubia, &c.
" The Greeks confessed to have had it from Egypt. It was .common

among the Assyrians, and tunes are now heard in it in China, Japan,,

Hindostan, Burmah, Persia, and Arabia. At a very early period, it

spread over Europe, and is the distinctive scale of many old Scotch

tunes, and a few Irish, to this day."

59. Now, if we doubled this scale, we should have the number of strings

that David had to his harp (Psalm xxxiii. 2
;

xcii. 3), and most likely

*
It is curious to find, that the septenary laws of Sinai, are analogous to the-

septenary system of the key-board.
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the same succession of sounds, for the Hebrews came out of Egypt
where the use of this scale was common. The national Scotch tune,

"Auld'Lang Syne," is in this scale, also the Sunday school tune (which

originally came from Hindostan) to the hymn, "There is a happy
land," &c. Any child who can sing these melodies, and possessing a

musical ear, can find and play them on the black keys alone
;
and if

G!? and Dl? were made to sound continuously, we should hear the two
" drone notes

"
of the Scotch bagpipes accompanying the tunes. Engel

tells us that a pipe of baked clay, found in the ruins at Babylon, having

finger holes in it, when played, emitted these five sounds.* A short

time ago, a missionary in China, an intimate friend of the author's,

wrote, asking for tunes in the Pentatonic scale which could be adapted
to Sunday school hymns. His reason for asking was, that the Chinese
children could not sing the semitones of our scales.

EXAMPLES OF TUNES IN THE PENTATONIC SCALE.

The Five Black Keys only.

Ex. 59. (A). "AULD LANG SYNE."

&c.

"THERE IS A HAPPY LAND." (Indian air.)

:p=p= &c.

"YE BANKS AND BRAES.

r-fr^ J J . j ^' &c.

THE CAMPBELLS ARE COMING.

^
The Pentatonic scale, of course, may be found on white keys.

"COMIN' THROUGH THE RYE."

(E). E and B j? omitted. f

1 &c.

60. In Moore's "Irish Melodies," "St. Patrick's Day" with the

'exception of a passing note or two in the second part, which may be

alterations from its original setting is found in the Pentatonic scale.

*
Engel, "Music of the most Ancient Nations," p. 75.

f 121, p. 45.



Ex. 60.

ACCIDENTAL NOTATION.

Cand F$ omitted.*

29.

D.S. to Fine.

II. ACCIDENTAL NOTATION CONTINUED. SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL.

ANALYSIS OF THE INNER CIRCLE.

KEY-NOTES.

6 1. It is appropriate with the design of this work to mention two-

curiosities by unknown authors. Fully twenty years ago, when in

conversation with a London organist, he remarked, "I never could

remember the order of the key-notes until I was told that the first and
last letters of the words,

Ex. 61.

'I
G oo D
P fr

3* 4

AL
6 #

B EE FJ

would assist the memory with the sharps, and then invert the order of

numbers for the flats. Also all C's had to do with sevens seven

naturals, seven sharps, and seven flats."

62. This curiosity when read forward is valuable as showing on the

Key circle round to the right, the DOMINANT order of Key-notes, and
when read backward, to the left, the SUBDOMINANT.

63. As an aid to memory, however, the reflective principle shows a

more excellent way, not only as exhibited on Diagrams 1 7 and 1 8, but

also by the following method of scale reflections, where it will be seen

that the KEY-NOTES for SHARPS reveal the order of the scale notes of

G major, and reflectively, the KEY-NOTES for FLATS, the scale notes of

Dt? major.

r, '*_3|. 5j o
afl 4 1 6|

Ex. 62.

*
122, p. 45.

g 3 ^~
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III.-ORDER OF KEY-SIGNATURES, AND THEIR KEY-BOARD REFLECTIONS.

KEY-BOARD CENTRES D AND G$OR Afr.

64. The second curiosity was supplied by a lady, who said that it was

easy to write the key signatures by remembering the first letter of each
word in a short sentence for sharps, and reverse the words for flat

signatures. Thus :

Frederick Charles Goes Down And Ends Battle.

Ex. 63.

Battle Ends And Down Goes Charles Frederick.

65. Why do not sharp signatures in the treble, appear in reflective

positions with flat in the bass? For example, by drawing scale D
with two sharps, and in the bass, B b with two flats, and making black

notes on the staves to represent black keys on the key-board, their

reflective aspects appear so

Ex. 64.

66. But these scales, as we see, do not show black keys reflecting

"black, but they would do so if we commenced with D for the B b scale,

.and extended the D scale to F *
,
so :

Ex. 65.

67. But why do not sharps and flats on the key-board answer to each
other in reflective aspects, if KEY-NOTES with equal number of sharp
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and flat signatures, do so on the two staves ? Because D, and G $ or

Ab, being the key-board centres, are not the same as key-note centres

C, and F# or GP.

Ex. 66.

Cr

68. The two diminished triads on B, and

F, which show their middle notes to be the

above key-board centres, constitute the basis

of the key-board design, and so adroitly is

this key-board adjusted, that when these triads are resolved to KEY-NOTE

centres (C, and G b or F f), the KEY-BOARD centres (D, and A b or G f),

still hold their own as central to both chords so :

Ex. 67.

69. Now the key signatures are taken from the lowest and highest
notes of these triads. For sharp keys the lowest, and flat keys the

highest. These being equi-distant from key-board centres, are on the

key-board reflective of each other^ but not on the STAVES, because the

signatures are not derived from KEY-NOTE centres.

70. To demonstrate. Place a hand-mirror on D, or G $, or Ab, (or

anywhere) on the key-board, and with the right hand play in order the

seven flat signatures ; each flat will be seen in the mirror reflected as a

sharp in the order of the seven sharp signatures in the bass staff so :

Ex. 68.

f\
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THE IMPORTANCE OF B
tj

(THE LEADING NOTE TO C), AND F fa,

(LEADER TO G[?) KEYS.

Ex. 69.

IV. EVERY SCALE OF THE TWO KEY CIRCLES ARE DIATONICALLY

CONNECTED WITH FJJ OR E J, AND B
t}
OR C fr.

Ft} AND Bjf.

71. If the Scale notes of F# major (Ff, G#, A#, B&, Cft D#,
be regarded as LEADING NOTES to KEY-NOTES of Ex. 62, they show the
last sharp of ALL the sharp signatures of the inner circle of Dia. 7.

And the Scale notes of Gfr, (see Dia. 7),(Gfr, A?, Bfr, Cfc, D7, E?, F&),.
show the last flats of ALL the flat signatures of that circle.

72. f It may be observed that B
fc{

is the only note of the above Ft
scale without a sharp, and F tf the only note of the G ? scale without a
flat. The reason of this is, that F

tj
is the only scale note which is

essential to all the FLAT keys of the circle, and B
tj

the only note
essential to all the sharp keys. As these notes together only belong to-

key C, the F
tj

is the only connecting link between C and all the flat

keys, and B
tj the only connecting link between C and all the sharp-

keys. On this account the C key is ratified as chief and head of the

circle.

73. The qualification therefore, for the admission of any key into a

particular circle (if it be a sharp) is, its possession of the LEADING NOTE

belonging to the key regarded as its head. If it be a flat, it must

possess the FOURTH NOTE of that key, and relatively each will take its

own place in the circle, according to the number of sharps or flats in its-

signature.

* The pierced Key-notes, B and F, are representatives of the Key-board, and show
the division between the 7 white and 5 black Keys. It is curious (though perfectly

explainable), how Key circles are inclined on their own axis. The pierced notes, B-

and F on Ex. 69, are the lowest and highest notes of the Key-board Central Triads
( Ex. 67) which have to do with Key Signatures,

f Thoughtful attention to the following analysis will well repay the reader, anct

prepare the way for practical application of modulations dealt with in Chapter XV.
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74. As for example : Because F ONE b, and G ONE $, possess in

common with C, all scale notes except one, they therefore stand to it in

FIRST RELATIONSHIP, (or remove). BP TWO?, and D
fcj

2 J, sharing
with C all natural notes except TWO, are named its second removed

keys. And so on to the SIXTH, when the identical key-board scales of

F $ and G t?, by their notation, form the buckle by which the two
semicircles of keys are locked together.

75. From this analysis we learn, First That the north and south

keys (C, and F$ or Gfr), are the culminating points of all the keys of

the inner circle.

76. Secondly The DOMINANT KEY of C (viz., G), possesses in its

Scale notes all the Key-notes with sharp signatures on the eastern side,

and the Dominant Key of G? (viz., Dt?), possesses in its Scale, all the

Key-notes with flat signatures on the western.

77. Thirdly The Major Third of the Dominant Key G (viz., Bt}), is

the only Scale note common to all the sharp keys ;
and the Major Third

of the Dominant Key Dp (viz., Ft]), is the only Scale note common
to all the flat keys.

78. Fourthly Both these naturals being necessary to the scale

of C, unite their trains to, and establish //, as the head of the

C circle.

v A G
79. These Six Key-notes are, therefore, the repre-

sentatives of the entire circle. In pairs we see

them: ist, as KEY-NOTES (C, Gi? or F$); 2nd,
as DOMINANTS (G and D?); and 3rd, as LEADING-
NOTES (Btf and Ftf).

80. Suppose that the Key-notes C and G 2 are

withdrawn, the D? and Ftf will then represent
the flat side of the circle, and G and B naturals

the sharp. Here are two major third intervals *

separated by a tone, so :
Ex. ?o-

^8
J C, the head Key of the Circle.

3

These intervals combined, as here shown, compose the chord known as

the FRENCH Augmented Sixth.

V. THE FRENCH SIXTH THE REPRESENTATIVE OF A KEY CIRCLE.

8 1. Now, wherever this chord appears, it is the representation of a com-

plete circle of Keys. A semitone above or below it, is the Key-note at

the head; and between its middle notes (in the above case, FJ Gl?) is

to be found the one scale of key-board digitals with two notations ; these

are situated at the south pole.

82. In this double notation of one scale of digitals, is found the cause

and evolution of the SECOND CIRCLE, Diagram 7.

* "
Major Thirds," see Diagram I.
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83. To demonstrate. If we inverted the FRENCH SIXTH, this is

equivalent to turning the circle upside down,
Ex. 71. Yfc fyffiyfj ~| F$ would then be the head, and the keys at

3jz:i
r^ J the most southern point which lie between

the B and C #, viz., C
t|
and B $ ; these on

diagram 7, are both the beginning and the end of the complete sharp
circle.

84. The C f scale notes, regarded as KEY-NOTES, show all the key-
notes of the Second Circle on the sharp side.

il
Ex. 72.

Head of

the Circle.

E$ (the Leading note to the head key, viz., F#) is the one essential

scale note which is common property to all these keys.

85. REFLECTIVELY. Turning our attention to the other Major third

of the French sixth, G and B, the G scale represents by naturals the

flat side of the double sharp circle, i.e., the single sharp keys on the

eastern side of the inner circle.

if 3i S|_ 2 $ 4# at
Ex. 73.

And Btj, the major 3rd, is the one essential scale note to all these keys,
which unites them to the key of F f ,

their head, by being itself the 4th
of that key.

DEVELOPMENT OF D&, KEY.

86. Again, suppose Gb be considered the head of the key circle.

The above chord of the French sixth must now undergo a change of

notation. The minor second of Gl? is Afe, the chord must therefore

be written so :

*

87. The note C?, (the 4th of Gt> scale), is the essential diatonic or

scale note, which connects to the head key of the circle, viz., G b, all

the keys, the key-notes of which compose the scale of A3?.

Q LL Hv^, b<^ fr*

Ex. 75. ~
C.

(D $ is here found as a key-note to a 5 lb scale).
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88. REFLECTIVELY, Ft} (LEADING NOTE to Gfr), connects all the

single flat key-notes, which compose the scale of Di7 major, to their

head, Gfe.*

Ex. 76. .-Z2I

89. So that Ctf and Dfrfr which stand between the Ct? and Dt> notes

of the French Sixth, are the most southern keys, when GP is regarded
as the head of the circle.

90. In all this exposition, the transfixed KEYBOARD notes, B and F
(as seen on Dia. 69), have not been altered. The notation has been

altered, when by turning Diagram 7 upside down, the Gfr and F$ became
.the head of the circle.

THE FRENCH SIXTH AS THE REPRESENTATIVE OF A KEY-CIRCLE,
FURTHER EXEMPLIFIED.

Take for example the French Sixth based upon Ak

Ex - 77 -

9 1. This chord represents a complete circle for the following reasons:

First Its four notes are composed of KEY-NOTE and KEY-BOARD centres,

so that the above chord may be dissected thus :

Ex. 78.

&o
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Second By analysis, its two* root notes, A? and D, are Key-notes of

scales, the individual notes of which, are the KEY-NOTES of the entire

circle. Ex. 85.
Ex. 79

A? c: ^
Western side. J ">c>

~*m 9 '
II

FLAT KEYS. & ?f ^= Jj^. ~T^"
4? 2? o 5? 3?-.

B

-i"? i

Ex. So.
' '

I- TZ
Eastern side.

~gL= ~T~ ^^^fl
SHARP KEYS ^ p ;>

= 5 4Z ~S 3 J 5* 7}

94. And be it observed that G2, and C* or D?, which constitute the

north and south poles, are in the above scales the only notes twice

shown. j __n
95. Third C over A*

/^ .>% : U being the 4th of G scale (the
head of the circle), is the & "

only diatonic note essential

to each flat key, and, therefore, upon it all depend for their connection
to G key, their head. ^ ^
On the other hand, FJ over D ^= fl is the only diatonic note,

common to all the sharp keys of /
" the circle, upon which

they also depend for their diatonic connection with G, their head.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

96. Fourth First make a square of the above four notes.

C >D The A? and C represent the western,
and D and FS the eastern side of the circle.

Ex. 81. The lowest written notes,

(A? and F) are on the staff Ex. 82.

A ? F J the lowest and highest notes

of the chord. G, one semitone above F, or below A?., is the head of

the circle.

97. Fifth Between the middle notes C
and D, lies the single digital of Cj or Di?.

These Key-notes are situated at the south pole.
The N., E., W., and S. of the circle are now complete, so :

G

C > D
A

!

Ex.84.

* A 7 and D are Key-board centres, Ex. 78, and also secondary
"
roots," generated

from G, the head of the circle. D is the FIFTH, and A? the MINOR NINTH.
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98. Sixth In scale A 7 (Ex. 79), are found the Key-notes F, B?,
and E7, to complete the western side of the circle; and, in scale D
(Ex. 80), A, E, and B, the eastern.

The circle is now complete, so :
*

G
1

Ex. 85. C . ^ >. D D and A ? are the Key-notes of Scales which
F A
B?
E?

A supply the Key-notes of the entire circle,

E
B

v
AT

*

*ForG?...F and C are the diatonic notes, belonging
to every key of the circle.

VI. THE OUTER CIRCLE DUE TO THE INCOMPATIBILITY OF SHARP
AND FLAT SIGNATURES.

99. Now the C $ and D ? keys at the south pole of the above circle

(Ex. 85) are by their notation opposed to each other. In key D2, F ~

and C Q are essential notes, but if C instead of D ? be regarded as the

south pole, F b and C t| are obliged to be cancelled, so that E $ and
B *

notes of key C may take their places.f
100. When G is at the head of the circle, F $ is the only note which

qualifies C for admission, so that it is clear, that if D 7" be regarded as

the south pole, its essential note, F ij, cancels F $, and thereby C J is

cut off, and free to belong to other key-circles. As we have seen in

. 84, the E *
ir. C *

scale connects it with a circle of which F $ is the

head. If, however, C be considered a leading note, it belongs to a
circle of which D is the head, and C $, as a diatonic note, becomes very

important, for it belongs to every sharp key tof that circle. If D be the

head A ? and G ? will be at the south pole.

1 01. Now, C key possesses two notes (F* and C) belonging to

key D, therefore C* holds a second place in the circle, ie. t next to the
south pole, so :

Ex. 87. D
A
E
B
FIG*

CZ. D?
C-AT.

The F *
scale, possessing three notes of D, the head, (Fl C * and B $),

holds a third place, i.e., next but one to the south pole. This develop-
ment of the outer circle is shown complete on Diagram 7.

*
Key-notes are in FIFTHS to the R. and L. of the head Key. If any difficulty in

placing them be found, refer to Ex. 6 1 or 63, pp. 29, 30.

t Compare Ex. 72, p. 34, wua Ex. 76. N.B. G, i key, is FLAT to
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THE FLAT SIDE OF THE CIRCLE.

102. Of course, the same process brings about the same result on the

FLAT SIDE of the circle. For example, if, when G is at the head (Ex. 85),
C | be acknowledged as the south pole, its essential note, E $, cancels

F q, and so destroys the connecting link of D V key to G circle. The
major 3rd, however, of D i? (F tj), being the 4th of key C, shows this

D P to be connected with a circle of which C is the head. The D i? key,

possessing only two notes, Fft and C[, belonging to C, the head, there-

fore holds on the flat side of the first circle a second position, i.e., next to-

the south pole (F $ or GP) as on Diagram 69, p. 32.

103. In this way it may be said that on Diagram 7, the key-notes of

the outer circle are evolved, because their f or b notation represents
the same scale of digitals as does the key-note of the inner circle. By
this analysis it is clear that these key-notes constitute the south poles
of independent key circles.

104. By making the following FRENCH SIXTHS the basis of key circles,

and writing them after the above model, (Ex. 85,) the developing of the en-

tire SECOND CIRCLE out of the inner will be accomplished. (See Ex. 88.)

By such an exercise the student will learn to write all the scales of the

outer circle, from which composers gather fa and x notation,
* which will

also be found developed in reflective aspects in the following examples,
91, p. 40, at D, E, F; also Ex. 93, p. 42, F, G, H, ;

and from 94 to 98,

D t A # E # B # I

SOUTH POLES, ARE HERE SHOWING THE KEY NOTES OF THE THIRD CIRCLE OF KEYS.
|

Ex. FLAT NOTATION. ^ a.^

*
10, P . 5. D.C.
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105. The important fact concerning the circles on Diagram 7, is, that

for modulation purposes, only TWO notes on the Key-board, or FOUR
notes in the notation are required as diatonic scale links of connection

with all the keys. For the inner sharp circle, Btf, outer, E$. For the

inner flat keys, Ffcj, outer, Ck These are the FOUR notes which are

the golden threads which run through and bind together the whole

fabric, making of the inner and outer circles one complete whole.*

VII. REFLECTIVE STAVE ASPECTS OF THE MAJOR SCALES AND INTERVALS.

106. Diagram 19 shows Key note Radiation to an unlimited extent,

but Diagram 7 shows that composers limit such radiation of Key-notes
to TWO KEY-CIRCLES, so that accidental notation is borrowed only from

keys containing twelve sharps or twelve flats.

Ex. 90.

C, A CENTRE, AND ITS MAJOR SCALE THE MODEL, FOR THOSE KEYS
CONTAINING EVEN NUMBERS OF SHARPS OR FLATS.

Ex. 91.

ONE TONE or Two Semitones from C develops the

Two Sharp and the Two Flat Keys.
(A)

PENTATONIC SCALE, negative
to Ftf and Gfc Major Keys.

1^=1^=1
D (2 sharps.)

^ Bb (2 flats.)
*~C

MAJOR THIRD or Four Semitones from C develops PENTATONIC SCALE, negative
the Four Sharp and Four Flat Keys. to E and AJ2 Major Keys.

E (4 sharps.)

All (4 flats.)

* This point is dealt with in Chap. xv. p. 194, on the Art of Modulation by oblique
motion.

f Alto Clef, p. 15, diagram 25.
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AUGMENTED FOURTH or Six Semitones from C PENTATONIC SCALE, negative
develops the Six Sharp or Six Flat Keys. to F $ and G J7 Major Keys.

. f^^~o fj G

F|| (6 sharps.)

Gfr (6 flats.)

DIMINISHED FIFTHS.

AUGMENTED FIFTH or Eight Semitones from C PENTATONIC SCALE, negative
develops the Eight Sharp or Eight Flat Keys. to G Jand Ffc Major Keys.

G# (I double sharp.)

Ffc(l double flat.)

AUGMENTED SIXTH or Ten Semitones from C PENTATONIC SCALE, negative
develops the Ten Sharp or Ten Flat Keys. to Aj and Efo Major Keys.

^ A | (3 double sharps.)
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107. The speciality of all scales containing more than seven flats or

sharps is their double sharps or flats, and ought to be named according
to the number each key contains. We ought also to note with emphasis
that all single sharp signatures become double when their key-notes are

raised a semitone ; and all single flat signatures become double when
their key-notes are lowered a semitone. For example the two single

sharps of Key D become double sharps, when D is raised to D| and

regarded as a Key-note. Or the three single flats of Key E i? become
three double flats when E fr is lowered to Key-note E tb.

1 08. In every case, when Key-notes are altered, a chromatic semitone,

7 $, or 7 p are added to the Key-signature, hence the above 5 $ key
becomes a 5 double $, i.e., a 12$ key, and DJ7 a 5^ key, becomes
a 5 tb, t.e.

t
a 12 & key.

VIII. F $ OR G
j? CENTRE, SCALE MODELS FOR THOSE KEYS CONTAINING

ODD NUMBER OF SHARPS OR FLATS.

Ex. 92.

Ex. 93 .

(A)

MIRROR.

* ONE SEMITONE develops G, one Sharp Key; and PENTATONIC SCALE,
F, One Flat Key. negative to key G.

(B) u

m 2=*-

(I sharp.)

F (I flat.) Negative to F.

MINOR THIRD, or Three Semitones to the Right, PENTATONIC ScALE.negative
Three Sharps ;

and to the Left, Three Flat Keys. to A and EJ2 Maior Keys.

a^
A (3 sharps.)

E[?- (3 flats.)

* See Chap. XIII on REFLECTIVE MODULATIONS, pp. 179 to 183.
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* PERFECT FOURTH, or Five Semitones develops PENTATONIC SCALE,negative
Five Sharp and Five Flat Keys. to B and D Keys.

(
D

) ,. #^ ..&- -af*. u *-, te-

\/L #rj $ #
* 1 * **
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semitones, otherwise a minor sixth) when inverted to a diminishedfourth

(four semitones, otherwise major third) will develop the same scales. *:

Key Gf.

Ex. 94.

* jgT XQ fra

-feET
Key Fjr.

'*

in. A diminished seventh (nine semitones, otherwise a major sixth)

when inverted becomes an augmented second (otherwise minor third) and

develops two double sharps (a nine sharp key) or a reflected key of two-

double flats (nine flat keys) as in Ex. F, p. 42 :

KeyDj.

Ex. 95.

Key Bfe -9- +
112. An augmented sixth (ten semitones, otherwise a minor seventh)

when inverted becomes a diminished third (otherwise major second)
which develops the same scales as three double flat, or, reflected, a

three double sharp scale (ten sharps) Ex. E, p. 40 :

KeyEfe .,. ._. -JL

Ex. 96.

fe

fe

Key Af .

113. A diminished sixth (otherwise a perfect fifth) becomes by
inversion an augmented third (otherwise a perfect fourth) and develops a

four double sharp (or an eleven sharp) key, or, by reflection, a four

double flat key (eleven flats) Exs. G and H, p. 42. :

Ex. 97.

, H
r fl

* See previous scales of one double sharp and flat, eight sharps or eight flats scale,
Ex. D, p. 40.
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114. An augmented seventh (otherwise a perfect eighth) inverted

becomes a diminished second (unisonant) and develops the identical

digitals of C major scale, which are named enharmonic intervals, Ex. F,

:P- 40 =

. (5 dbl. flats.)

Ex. 98.

Ml

KeyBj (5 dbl. sharps.)
"-

115. If we inverted the major second, Ex. (A), p. 39, to a minor seventh
;

a major third, Ex. (B), p. 39, to a minor sixth, in both cases the result would
be the same. The intervals of a major and minor ninth inverted

.are the same as a major or minor second, Ex. (A), p. 39. and Ex. (B),

p. 41. The augmented fourth inverted to a diminished fifth, Ex. (C),

,p. 40, simply means an exchange of bass and treble scales.

1 1 6. If, with these additional intervals^ we include the dominant

eleventh, and major and minor thirteenths, dealt with in chap, xv., we
have exhibited by reflection, all scales and intervals of musical notation

in use.

IX. NATURALS-THEIR GENERAL USEFULNESS.

117. Naturals serve four purposes.
first As signifying white keys, never black.

Second When used to negative SHARPS they are, in effect, FLATS.

Third When employed to negative FLATS they are, in effect, SHARPS.

fourth Single naturals entirely negative DOUBLE SHARPS or FLATS.

NATURALS AS FLATS..

1 1 8. Suppose a modulation be effected from A, a 3$ key, to Bfr, a

2 !? key ;
the three sharps of Key A, are each by a natural, lowered a

semitone. Each natural is therefore in effect a FLAT, to be added to

the TWO of B 2 key. Hence a REMOVE from A to B i? is said to be a

FLAT REMOVE.

NATURALS AS SHARPS.

119. On the other hand, a remove from B ? (2 i?), to A (3 f), the

naturals which raise a semitone the TWO flats of B V key, are in their

effect sharps, which, when added to the three of Key A, the modulation

is said to be a FIFTH SHARP remove. So in all transitions, when a

change is made from flat to sharp, or sharp to flat, NATURALS effecting

such removes are named sharp or flat according to the last mentioned key.

NATURALS AS NATURALS.

120. But when a KEY REMOVE is from sharp to sharp, or from flat

Jto flat, NATURALS are not counted as sharps or flats, but are simply
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considered as the necessary natural scale notes of the key passed into.

For instance, from G, i #, to B, 5 |, is named a FOUR SHARP MORE.

REMOVE; or from AP, 4?, to F, i, a THREE FLAT LESS REMOVE.

NATURALS, IDENTICAL ON THE KEY-BOARD, WITH DOUBLE SHARPS AND FLATS..

Q x -x
v ii ..

\\> ~i \\
Ex-99- 4 *

* P-^=^
*j

121. If Ex. 59 (E), p. 28, had the above five double sharp signature,
then all the notes of

" Comin' thro' the rye
" would be identical with

those of key G.

PENTATONIC SCALE, Key G.*t==Ex. 100.

Key-note.

122. Also, if Ex. 60 had the above five double flat signature, then all

the notes of "St. Patrick's Day" would be identical with those of key F.

PENTATONIC SCALE, Key F.

Ex. 101.

Key-note.

X. ENHARMONIC CHANGES.

DIAGRAM 7. BOTH CIRCLES ON ONE STAVE.

EACH KEY-NOTE TO BE PLAYED AND NAMED ON THE KEY-BOARD.

Ex. 102.

lit if lot 2? 9% 3?

4fJ?
12

~w
2$ IOJ? if III? O I2l?

12 12

FLATS EXCHANGED FOR SHARPS.*

123. In order to avoid writing or setting music in keys containing,
more than 7 sharps or 7 flats in their signatures, an exchange is often

made between flat key signatures and sharp, or vice-versa. For example,
the following extract from the "Adagio" in Spohr's Quartett in Afr,.

Op. 58, is a case in point.

* For ENHARMONIC or REFLECTIVE NOTATION see p. 75-
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Ex. 103.

... J. J

124. KEY Ai? (4 flats), is seen on Diagram 7, and in Ex. 102, to be
identical with G$ key (one double sharp or 8 sharps). It is evident that

to pass from an 8 sharp key to 4 sharps is a FOURTH SHARP LESS REMOVE,
but when a modulation occurs, as in the above example, from a 4 flat to

a 4 sharp key, it is named AN EIGHT SHARP KEY REMOVE. But what
does this teach ? It teaches that we cannot call flats, sharps, or sharps,

flats, as we have so-called the naturals. * So opposed to each other are

they, that to write, say Ai? and G$, and be bound to name which is being

played, is to annihilate one or the other
;
so that when changes in key

signatures occur in composition, naturals are introduced as intermediate ;

or, in other words, naturals having the effect of SHARPS to flat signatures,

may be said to be introductory to sharp signatures, and also, being in

effect flats to sharp signatures, are introductory to flat signatures.

XI. ACCIDENTALS THE DATE OF THEIR INTRODUCTION.

125. "The Flat and the Natural were known and used at a very

early period, certainly long before the times of Guido (c. 1025). The

Sharp, or Diesis, has not been traced back farther than the latter half

of the 1 3th century, when we find it in some French MSS. in the form
of a double St. Andrew's Cross (X), as in Adam de la Hale's Rondellus
' Fines amourettes.' f Dr. Hullah in his

'

Six Lectures on the History
of Music '

says, that the accidentals became recognized signs about the

middle of the i2th century." \

PRELUDE TO CHAPTER V.

126. In carrying out the resolve mentioned in i, viz, "to investi-

gate the possibilities as well as to know the practical limit
"

of musical

notation, the following chapter may be said to contain, in this direction,

the sum and substance of our inquiries.
" BOUNDLESS POSSIBILITIES,"

as part of its heading, indicates, that knowledge not available for practical

application is being dealt with. The writer would rather leave unsaid

what seems to invade unpractical regions of study. It is, however, good
for a student, for the purpose of removing any vague sense from his mind
of incomplete knowledge, to have at least one transitory view of the

boundless horizon of the subject in hand. Therefore it is that some of

the processes of thought revealing such a view are embodied in this work.

*
118, 119, p. 44-

t Vol. II, p. 474,
" Music and Musicians.

"

\ History of Modern Music, pp. 40 and 45.
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CHAPTER V,

I. BOUNDLESS POSSIBILITIES OF MUSICAL SOUNDS. SELECTION

AND NOTATION.

127. Sir John Herschel calculated that "When sixteen impulses reach

the ear in a second, they form the slowest succession of sonorous

impressions that can be recognized as a continuous musical tone. When
thirty-two thousand such impulses strike the ear in a second, they produce
about the highest musical tone the common human ear can appreciate."

*

Mr. Curwen remarks, f
" Out of the boundless possibilities of musical

tones, which no ear can distinguish, memory retain, or notation name,
musicians and philosophers are obliged to select. They take a certain

tone which lies midway between the two extremes of high and low as

the standard of pitch. It is called
' middle C.' .... This tone, produced

by two hundred and fifty-six vibrations in a second, is the most suitable

for voices, and the nearest to the pitch for which Handel wrote his

choruses. It is, however, a semitone lower than the highest concert

pitch."
128. Example 19 shows radiation from C and F} or Gi? centres which

may be co-extensive with the piano key-board. Now if from the middle
C of a seven octave piano we consider that key-notes for sharps are to

the right, and flats to the left, key circles to include every digital, may
then be drawn in reflective order thus :

Ex. 104. FIRST CIRCLE.

Si? 3t ifr 6f 4b 2b 2$ 4} 6} if 3* 5}
Dj? EJ7 F G{? Afr Bfr C D E FJ G A B

SECOND CIRCLE.

12!? io> 87 13!? nt> 9^ 7fr 7} 9} IJ } J3} 8$ 10} 12$
Dft Eft Ffr Gft Aft Bft CIT Cj DJ E| Fx G| Af B|

THIRD CIRCLE.

igfy 17!? I5J7 20J7 igj?
1

i6.tr 14}? 14$ i6| i8j 20$ 15$ 17} i9|l

Dbft Ebft Fft Gbft Ahft Bbft Cft CX Dx Ex Fx# Gx Ax Bx

FOURTH CIRCLE.

23# 25$ 27$
21 fr Cbft Cxf 21 f Dx} Ex} FXX

*
"Encyclopaedia Metropolitana

" on "Sound," p. 222.

f "Musical Statics, "p. 8.
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129. here represents the lowest keyboard digital and Fxx the

highest, which may be considered as the N. and S. poles of the C x(
circle, for F xx holds the same relation to C x# as F $ (in the first

circle) does to C ty.

II. POSSIBLE NUMBER OF ACCIDENTALS TO SINGLE NOTES, ASCERTAINED
BY RADIATION OF MINOR THIRDS.

130. From A and C A. ^ r3=zH as key-board centres for radiation

of minor thirds, flat -Jr
" notation develops upward, and

sharp downward. As a curiosity the following diagram shows such
radiation to the fullest extent of a seven octave piano.

*

Ex. 105.

-,

A C D| F| A C Dfl F:

XXO D

c D t y|
< CENTRE. >

A C

*

m
D

C

: B

^0
A C EJ? A C Efr

i

131. If A ^ir^zrH as the centre of radiation be moved an octave

then the ascendant clouds of flats would increase to seven,.

* Ex. 19, p. 12.
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and the sharps diminish to five. If to another octave lower,

nine flats will be attached to the highest note, and three sharps to the

lowest. If to another, "@j B the highest note will have eleven flats,

and the lowest two - _ "
sharps (Gx). _*_

-*-

Now reverse the order. If in
" acute

"
regions, A / 3 be made

the centre of radiation, two flats (Bii?) will be found ^7
- "to the

highest note, and thirteen sharps to the lowest. Sevens, sixes, fives,

elevens (6 and 5), and thirteens (7 and 6) are here found to be the

boundary numbers of accidentals attached to single notes.

-THE KEYS BX AND D TO, ALSO THEIR CENTRE SEMITONES AS

CHROMATIC NOTES, XJ E W) A.

DIAGRAM 106.
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132. We may now answer the question asked by Dr. Hullah,
mentioned at the beginning of this work, viz :

" How many sharps are there to the Key of B double sharp ?
"

133. On the occasion referred to, the answer given was "NINETEEN."
But how was that answer found ?

134. Now it is easy for us to make such a calculation who know that

any key-note raised a chromatic semitone adds seven more sharps to

the signature.* For example, B is the key-note for five sharps ;
B $

therefore requires seven more, and is the key-note for twelve sharps.
B x seven more

;
hence it is the key-note for 19 sharps to its scale.

REFLECTED :

D fr (fiv.e flat key) to D tt? (a twelve flat key), D to to D ttb (seven flats

more), DW? is therefore the key-note for 19 flats.

135. On Diagram 106 will be found at the N. and W. corners Fx
and Exf, also Gtb, and Alttb. Why such exceptional notation?

Because E xj and Atttb are chromatic notes in B x (19 sharps) and D btt?

(19 flats), and by then introduction we obtain a large view of possible
accidental notation.

Ex. 107.

BX (a I9| key). Chro. note. XGL

key). Chro. note.

136. By this we see how accidental notation is as boundless as the

possibilities of semitone radiation, so that as in the case of "musical

tones," curtailment, for practical purposes, is a necessity, so now we
have to consider its limited use by a practical application to diatonic

and to chromatic harmonies.

IV. A CURIOSITY. ON DIAGRAM 106, THE NUMBERS ATTACHED TO

THE ARROWS SHEW THE FINGERING OF C MAJOR OR MINOR SCALES.

Ex. 108.

-#
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137. Having numbered the arrows according to the order in which
the pierced keynotes of Diagram 106, reflect each other on the staves^ it is

curious to find that these numbers, when the transfixed letters are so

arranged as to form the C major and minor scales, actually represent
both the English and Continental methods of fingering. From what we

may call the equator to the N., the numbers attached to the arrows

represent the English method ; those to the S., the foreign.

138. Every student is aware, when playing the C scale through several

octaves, that the thumbs play together only the key-note C. This C is

the N. pole of the diagram. If the notes at the S. pole, F f and G fr,

were read as naturals, the thumb of the left hand plays G, and that of

the right plays F. The thumbs therefore, may be said to play the N.

and S. poles of the circle.

Ex. 109.

fi-



Ex. in.

BOUNDLESS POSSIBILITIES OF MUSICAL SOUNDS

ENGLISH FINGERING. FOREIGN.
C MINOR.

Pole. Pole.

4 +1234 i 123
-r^_

N. S. N.

C MAJOR.
+ I

N.

1^1
N.

142. The arrows on Diagram 106, are a,lso drawn to pierce the letters

from S. to N., or N. to S., and the same singular correspondence of the

notes and their arrow numbers for fingering appear.

V.-^A STUDY IN PREPARATION FOR CHROMATIC NOTATION.

143. The following diagram exhibits even and odd numbers of semi-

tones, radiating from C, and key signatures in contrast with 7, 5, and i,

of such radiation.

Ex. 112.

144. It is natural to suppose, that if exact correspondence exists

between the number of semitones radiating from C, of 2, 3, 4, and 6,*

and number of sharps, or flats, of each respective key signature, that

seven, five, and one, should also correspond. Why do they not ?

*
P. II, diagrams 16, 17, and 18.
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145. Contemplating the preceding diagram (112), we find that, seven

semitones from C (to the right) carry the eye to G, one sharp key ;

and one chromatic * semitone to C $, a seven sharp key. Why this inter-

change of numbers, one and seven ? Again, to the right of C, five
semitones conduct the eye to the key-note for one flat

;
but one diatonic t

semitone to Dt> shows the key-note for five flats. Why this interchange
between five and one ?

146. Turning our attention to the left of C, an exact reflection is

found. Counting seven semitones conducts the eye to F, one flat key ;

and one chromatic semitone to C fr, a seven flat key. Five semitones to

G, one sharp ;
and one diatonic semitone to B, a five sharp key. Why

this interchange ?

147. Because, as clearly shown on Diagrams 17 and 18, odd and even

numbers necessitate emanation from independent centres. To count

odd numbers from C, or even from Fj, causes intrusion upon each

other's radiation. This will be understood, by considering

DIAGRAM 1 06 AS A COUNTERPART TO THE KEY-BOARD.

148. On this diagram, one revolution of the needle is analogous to

1 2 key-board semitones, or 1 2 key-notes from C to C. So that to turn

the needle either eastward or westward, and cause it to point at the 2nd,

3rd, 4th, or 6th key-notes, is equivalent to pointing on the key-board to

the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 6th semitone radiation, upward or downward from

C. So that to move on the key-board from C to C f (one chromatic

semitone), is equivalent to moving the north end of the needle eastward

over 7 key-notes to C$ , or, again, if on the key-board we moved from

C tf
to D 7, it is equivalent to turning the needle from C, westward five

removes to D v.

REFLECTIVELY.

149. The reflection is to turn the south end of the needle at F$,
eastward seven removes to key F, one flat. This, on the key-board, is

equivalent to moving one chromatic semitone, from F f (six sharps) to

Ftj, i i?, a seven flat remove. Or, again, placing the south end of the

needle at F$ or Gi?, and move westward seven removes to G, is on the

key-board, equivalent to moving one chromatic semitone from G fr to

G q ,
i

f,
a seven sharp remove ;

and if from G i? the south point of the

needle was moved over 5 key-notes to F, it would be on the key-board,

equivalent to passing from G i?, one diatonic semitone, to F
tj,

a five flat

key remove.

CONTRASTED.

150. On the other hand, to move the north end of the needle one

point from C to G (east), or from C to F (west), is on the key-board,

equivalent to passing over seven semitones from C to G upward, or

from C to F seven semitones downward, which is the full extent of

* Chromatic. ONE name to two notes, as CC $.

t Diatonic. EACH note having its own name, as C, D J7. See p. 55.
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radiation of Diagram 112. Once more, to move the south end of the

needle from F f to B tf, 5 j (one point), is, on the key-board, equivalent
to moving from F |,

five semitones, to B
; or, again, on the diagram, to

move the south end of the needle one point, from G to D p, is, on
the key-board, equivalent to moving from G P downward, five semitones,
to D7.

151. All this shows how the Key circle diagram is a perfect counter-

part to the key-board.

RESULT.

152. So, everywhere on the key-board, one chromatic semitone upward
shows a seven sharp key remove, or downward a seven flat remove. Or,
a DIATONIC semitone upward, a five flat remove ; or, downward, a five

sharp remove.

C| AND C]2 BEGIN A NEW KEY CIRCLE.

153. The last thing we can do with C (the head of the inner circle),

is to move it one chromatic semitone, to C f or C i?. These being 7 j
and 7 fr keys begin a new circle, the north polar keys of which require

5 sharps and 5 flats more, as shown by the 2nd key-circle on Diagram
7, p. 4. On Diagram 106, the G fr (13 flats), and Fx (13 sharps), are

really over the border of this SECOND CIRCLE, which will be seen to

correspond in position to the 7 f and 7 "b keys situated over the border

Of the FIRST CIRCLE.
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CHAPTER VI.

CHROMATIC NOTATION DERIVED FROM DIATONIC SCALES.

I. DIATONIC AND CHROMATIC SEMITONES BY RADIATION OF KEY-NOTES

FROM C AND F| OR cfr CENTRES COMBINED.

"DIATONIC" means through the tones, or letter names of the scales.

"
DIA.," through ;

"
TONOS," a tone.

Ex. 113.

154. In this example (113) each bar contains a DIATONIC SEMITONE,
because each note is separated from its neighbour, both in position and
name.

155. The interval between the last note of each bar and the first note

of the next to which an accidental is attached, is named a CHROMATIC

SEMITONE, because each note is the same, both in position and name.

156. The word CHROMATIC relates to colour. The synonym for

chromograph is colourgraph ; so the diatonic notes of flat scales are

brightly coloured by the ty, f,
or x

;
and the diatonic notes of sharp

scales are
" toned down "

by the tf, i?, or tb.

II. THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE AGREES WITH THE METHOD OF WRITING
CHROMATIC SCALES WITH SHARPS UPWARD AND FLATS DOWNWARD.

157. Chromatic notation is the result of writing alternately the scale

notes of two major keys, the key-notes of which are one DIATONIC semi-

tone apart, hence their relation to each other, as shown in 152, is that

of a 5 flat, or 5 sharp remove.

158. To the right and left of F J or G$ centre these keys stand in

reflective aspect thus :

Ex. 114. LEFT. CENTRE. RIGHT.
Q- . i wr-

6 . fe^-= I^K
si?

' X
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Read forward, the second note of each bar is a key-note, the FIFTH

flat remove from its predecessor; but read backwards, the second,
or lower note of each bar is a key-note, the FIFTH sharp remove from
its predecessor.

INTERWEAVING FOUR SHARP WITH FOUR FLAT SCALES.

n JL E Major. F Maj. interlaced with E Maj.

Ex. 115.
F Major.

BJL

G interlaced with

tfcfifefe

"i
E{? interlaced with D. D with

The following shows the above scales as,

KEY-BOARD .REFLECTIONS, WHEN SHARP SIGNATURES REFLECT FLAT.

Ex. Il6. Fit REFLECTIVE WITH B^.
T" u. m U. Jt

F | and C f reflect E j? and B j?.

Ff , C J , Gf ,
reflect Aft,

-^-
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F#, Cf , Gj, Dj, reflect Dj?, Afr, E>, B^.

57

159. With
f
the above four sharp and four flat chromatic scales, the

admixture of the three elements of flats, naturals, and sharps ceases, for

reasons given on p. 59, 166.

III. WHY IS THE OUTER CIRCLE OF DIAGRAM 7 NECESSARY ?

1 60. Because of chromatic notation, for the keys of the outer circle

stand in FIFTH REMOVES to the keys of the inner, which no composer
can do without when writing chromatic chords.

1 6 1. This relation of the outer circle to the inner is shown by the

following example :

Ex. 117.

c*
ei

Bib cb Ett?

/fo P^ ^g i
162. When writing the chromatic scales to keys C, GJ, and C b, with

-sharps upward, and flats downward, the Pentatonic Scale appears in

sharps, flats, double-sharps, double-flats, and naturals. On the key-
board this scale is fixed, in its relation to key-board centres, thus :

PENTATONIC SCALE IN DOUBLE NOTATION.

Ex. 118. Aft orG| <- KEY-BOARD

D J7 DOMINANT.

'CENTRES. >Dt
, t

C|l DOMINANT.

G P KEY-NOTE.
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THE CHROMATIC SCALE OF C, DERIVED FROM D ? AND B, DIATONIC
SCALES.

Ex. 119.
FIVE FLAT KEY.

FIVE SHARP KEY.

PENTATONIC SCALE IN SHARPS.

^=*=*
c. KEY NOTES.

m T*

PENTATONIC SCALE IN FLATS.

163. From this it is evident, that if chromatic notation for Key C be

borrowed from keys possessing FIVE SHARPS and FIVE FLATS, a composer,
when writing in C f (a SEVEN SHARP KEY) must, according to the same

rule, borrow chromatic notation from a key with FIVE SHARPS MORE, i.e.,

a TWELVE SHARP KEY, which is situated at the head of the second key-
circle. Also, his flat chromatic notes must be gathered from a 5 $ less

key, i.e., D t|,
situated one diatonic semitone above the C $ key.

Ex. 1 20.

CHROMATIC NOTATION OF Cjt MAJOR.

_0_JL.

I
164. So also, when writing in C (7 b key), a composer must derive

his chromatic notation from a FLAT key situated one diatonic semitone

above the C 7 key-note (D P), and from a sharp key (naturals represent-

ing sharps), one diatonic semitone below it (B 1?).
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Ex. 121.
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169. These examples illustrate the derivation of chromatic notation,
and serve as models when exploring the chromatic work of the great
masters, to which it is now desirable to direct special attention.

IV. CHROMATIC NOTATION ACCORDING TO THE SCHOOLS.

170. Sir George Macfarren writes in his "Rudiments of Harmony,"
(p. 7), "Whatever irregularities sometimes occur in the notation of. the

chromatic scale, composers of all schools agree in writing the Augmented
fourth from the key-note, and the minor seventh."

Extract from GOUNOD'S "Redemption," p. 140. In the upper scale

all are sharps except B j? (the minor 7th from C).

123.

In the lower scale all are flats except F the Augmented fourth.

171. In the above example (123) we have two methods, but in both,
F $, the augmented fourth from the key-note C, and B 7, the minor

seventh, are preserved.
For convenience, we will name the upper progression the sharp method,

and the lower the./fo/ method.

172. In order to preserve the notation in major sixths, both methods
are necessary. Without the two, the difficulty of reading is increased

by meeting with occasional sevenths, as a glance at the following extract

from a modern composition testifies.

Ex. 124.

us
X
7

To preserve the progression in 6ths, B P and B i? should have been
written.

173. Many professors contend that the flat method (i.e., making major
intervals from a key-note, of 2, 3, 6, and 7 FLATS when ascending) is

correct, because three of these flats are diatonic notes in the TONIC

minor scale, and the flat 2nd is derived from the key-note as a root, it

being its minor ninth. And the sharp method is said to be allowable

only on the ground of expediency, in order to save the trouble of writing
naturals after fiats when ascending.

*
Compare this passage with Gounod's, Ex. 123.
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V. AS CHROMATIC NOTATION IS DERIVED FROM MAJOR SCALES FOR
MAJOR KEYS, SO NOW WE HAVE TO CONSIDER IT AS DERIVED FROM.
MINOR SCALES FOR MINOR KEYS.

174. In dealing with chromatic notation in MAJOR KEYS, the Reflective

principle has already clearly revealed the method of sharps upward and
flats downward, and by Ex. 115 and 116 is shown the Augmented 6th

when ascending instead of the Minor 7th, and the Diminished 5th when
descending, instead of the Augmented 4th.

175. But the remarkable feature in the case is, that the Reflective

principle when applied to MINOR SCALES reveals as correct, the flat

method as taught in the schools, and we shall presently see that TWO
and even THREE methods of writing the chromatic scales, the third often

adopted by Beethoven and Mendelssohn, are shown to be supported by
reflective aspects of sharps versus flats.

176. In Major keys, we have observed that their chromatic notes

constituted the Pentatonic scale. But what do the chromatic notes in

a MINOR KEY constitute ?

177. To show this, we must first understand DIATONIC ACCIDENTALS
OF THE THREE MINOR MODES.

Ex. 125. C MINOR, DIATONIC.

HARMONIC. MELODIC.

Ex. 126.

ALTERATION OF MODES ONLY CONCERN THE SIXTH AND SEVENJ-H NOTES.

MELODIC.

178. In the MELODIC scale, B b (in the treble descending), and A
fcj'

(in the bass ascending), are regarded as purely "arbitrary" alterations,

in order to obtain smooth and melodious effects. In this sense they are

DIATONIC notes. But B ? cannot be so strongly allied to C minor Har-

monic scale as A ft, for this reason, by its use we forfeit the LEADING

NOTE, which is most essential to the key.

179. And again B P being the Dominant note for Ei? major, its use

strongly indicates a modulation to that key. All this cannot be said of.

A
t)
as a diatonic note to C minor. An example will illustrate.
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Ex. 127.

TOTAL ECLIPSE." Handel (Samson) transposed from E minor to C minor,

n5.^__

*

1 80. The introduction of B!? leads to Efr major, so that B
t)
must

again appear before C minor can be even hinted at.

181. The Chromatic notes therefore to C minor will include this Bfr
and appear thus : D ]7, E tf,

F #, B 7.

182. Now it is a curiosity of peculiar interest to find that these notes

combined, so :

Ex. 128.

on the key-board the very digitals which compose the second
inversion of the Dominant seventh to Key B (a 5 f key) so :

Ex. 129.

183. Or, with enharmonic change of notation, the second inversion of

the Dominant seventh of Key C 1? (a 7 1? key) so :

Ex. 130.

4
3

184. The dominant roots of both these keys, viz., Gb and Ff, are

the key-notes of the Pentatonic scale, which constitute the chromatic

notes of the C Major key. See Exs. 118 and 119, pp. 57, $8.

i&$. From this analysis it is easy to find the FOUR chromatic notes

of any minor key, by simply making a 2nd inversion of a Dominant yth,

taking the Augmented 4th of the key as the root.

VI. REFLECTIVE ASPECTS.

1 86. Ex. 119 shows chromatic notation for C MAJOR to be taken

from D t? and B \ and the key-note of the Pentatonic scale for such

notation to be F | and G !?-. Diagram 112 showed the reflective aspects
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between one semitone and a 5 $ or 5 fr remove. D b is five semitones

below Gb, and B# five semitones above F$, to chromatically alter by
one semitone the F $ into F

t|,
and G b into G tf,

we shall find that to

write harmonic minor scales upon these key-notes (G t) and F
t})

will

reveal the notation of the chromatic scale of C, according to the

method of the schools.

Ex. 131.

From the Dom. G, is gathered Bj^and F. From Subdom. F, E t}
and D [?.

G MINOR.
F MINOR.

RESULT.

CHROMATIC NOTATION OF C.

VII. OTHER METHODS OF ACCOUNTING FOR CHROMATIC NOTATION.

THE THEORY OF DAY, M.D., 1810-1849, ADOPTED BY

SIR G. A. MACFARREN, 1813-1887.

187. These authorities regarded the accidentals of the chromatic scale

as derived from the natural law of harmonics.* If, for instance, the

THREE MAJOR common chords of C major be regarded as key chords.

their dominant minor ninths reveal all the chromatic notes of C major
or minor as adopted by the schools, so :

Ex. 132.

KEYS. C G F MAJOI

^ 7^1^^, ~f r* T,> ~r f
Dom. Root of C.

Dom. of G. Dom. of F.

THE CHROMATIC SCALE OF C MAJOR OR MINOR.

1 8 8. Now it is because the accidentals of the above chromatic scale

are developed according to such a law, that the accuracy of such
notation is regarded as proved.

189. But this proof is undoubtedly of equal weight for a sharp method
of notation, because when the THREE MINOR common chords of a

major key are regarded as key-chords, their Dominant minor ninths

reveal all the chromatic notes of C major with sharp notation, with the

remarkable exception of B
i?,,

and just as F f was developed and retained

Chapter ix. p. 86.
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in the flat method according to the law of natural harmonics, so the B fr

is developed and retained in the sharp method according to the same
law.

Ex. 133.

D minor. E minor. A minor.

190. On the keyboard these methods are perfectly reflective of

each other, and although both evolve
f
F$ and Bi? yet these are

reflections of each other, having G $ or A 9 as their centre, which shows
how perfect even according to Harmonic LAW, is the LAW OF RADIATION
and reflection underlying accidental notation.

191. The NATURAL HARMONIC LAW COINCIDES, THEREFORE, WITH
THE NATURAL LAW OF CONSTRUCTIVE DESIGN BY RADIATION,* Confirming
the accidental accuracy of our greatest masters, when they write the

chromatic scale with sharps upward with the exception of B7, and
FLATS downward, with the exception of F f .

Ex. 134.

VIII. BEETHOVEN AND MENDELSSOHN. THEIR CHROMATIC NOTATION.

BEETHOVEN.

"Rondo" in Sonata, No. 2, Op. 2. Peters' Leipzic Edition, p. 23.

Ex. 135.

9

mt I
192. In this extract is found Et? instead of D$. Beethoven might

find such a method of writing, by simply taking the Major chords of the

TONIC and DOMINANT and altering their thirds by flats, and adding
sharps to the thirds of the three Minor chords of the Major key. So :

This NATURAL law of constructive design by radiation is clearly observable

from the skeleton back boue of a fish, to the highest developed forms in the animal

kingdom.
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Ex. 136.
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197. Yes, it is found by interweaving the two major scales of

and A
,
so :

Ex. 139. Key-note. Key-note.
E ^. * A

9 ib . . Q *
li ftp :rXL (Vh '^ " M1L m
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Ex. 142.

I , I

KEYC.

T
203. According to Dr. Day and Sir George Macfarren, the Cf

should be written D b.

204. Second Beethoven's method may be regarded as uniting in

one the two methods, viz., the flat and sharp, which appear in the

extract from Gounod's "Redemption," Ex. 123.

205. Third By the enharmonic combination of accidentals, A b 01

G f,
the diminished seventh chord is provided for, either with flat or

sharp notation.

Afr

Ex. 143.

2o6. Fourth This method reveals accidentals for augmented sixth

chords on B b and E {? which may be used as chromatic chords in Key
C (though not recognized as chromatically belonging to this key) if

followed by dominant or tonic harmonies, so

I

Ex. &m-

teJ
:g

Maj.

-0-
'

Eb P

207. Now why does this method show, by its variety of accidentals,

special qualification for chromatic work ?

208. Because its whole structure is based diatonically upon E b and
A t| scales, which are central to key-note centres (see Ex. 16, p. n).

Ex. 145.

209. Between the tonic and dominant of Key C minor, E I? is the

centre, and between the subdominant and upper tonic of C major, A
is the centre, consequently these key-notes being central to C and F
(as shown on Diagram 16, p. n) possess flats and sharps which, on the

key-board, are reflective of each other ( 70). So that from this point
of view, these keys, by their central positions to the key for which

chromatic notation is .required, are especially adapted for the basis of

such notation.
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BEETHOVEN'S METHOD ADOPTED BY WEBER.

210. In Weber's Opera,
"
Euryanthe," as transcribed for the Piano by

Thalberg (Melange), we find TWO methods of chromatic notation

which differ from Gounod (Ex. 123). They are written thus :

Ex. 146.

G Key-note.

211. In the fourth triplet E i appears, the augmented 6th from G
(key-note). F ty, the minor yth from G, would have been written had
Gounod's method been followed, Ex. 123.

212. In the same triplet (4th) both Gj and BP appear. These
notes of course stand in the same relation to G, as Beethoven's C $ and
E I? did to C. Consequently Beethoven's method of chromatic nota-

tion is here adopted.

TWO SURPRISES.

213. By examination of Beethoven's chromatic passages, found in

Peters' Edition* of his SONATAS, on pp. 45, 48, 58, 91, 92, no, 130, 138,,

170, 193, 215, 220, 301 and 389, our attention has been arrested by
two surprises, first the comparative absence of chromatic work

;
and*

secondly, with few exceptions (pp. 91, 92, 215, and 301), all such

passages ASCEND.

214. The same surprises are experienced when examining Mendelssohn's

chromatic work. Novello's Folio Edition shows them on pp. 60, 159,
243, 3 2 3 5 33> 339> 343, 37 6 > 383 ;

a11 such passages ASCEND, with the

exceptions of pp. 159 and 243.

215. Evidently chromatic scales are more often written ascending
than descending \ written in this way their effect is much more exciting,
as experienced when listening to the

" Overture to Tannhaiiser." By
this we are reminded of a work by Airy,

" On Sound and Atmospheric
Vibrations;" on p. 117 he writes: "Within our knowledge the ring of

bells in ascending series is used as the alarm signal of fire or other

danger.

"The castle bells, with backward clang,
Sent forth th'alarm peal !

"

The Lay of the Last Minstrel.

*
Leipzic, No. 4952, 4953.
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CHAPTER VII.

CHROMATIC AND DIATONIC NOTES IN CONTRARY MOTION, EFFECTING

TRANSITORY MODULATIONS BETWEEN TONIC, DOMINANT, AND
SUBDOMINANT KEYS. PEDAL NOTES; AND REFLECTIVE OR
ENHARMONIC NOTATION, ILLUSTRATED.

I. CHROMATIC PASSING NOTES.

2 1 6. When chromatic passing notes progress in contrary motion they
usually begin, and terminate, with the TONIC, or DOMINANT, or SUB-
DOMINANT notes.

Ex. 147. tpF^i :.ir i^asfeii

217. It is as though two messengers were sent from the key-note

(Queen of scale notes), to the dominant (King), and they return by
another route.

218. Or, PASSING NOTES are forwarded to the Queen's subdominant,
which return with additional notes from the dominant (King).

TONIC. DOM.

Ex. 148. afa

219. When passing notes issue from the subdominant, and cause
modulation to the dominant, only SHARPS are required.

220. And FLATS, from the SUBDOMINANT to the TONIC.

Ex. 150. Yfe
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221. From the DOMINANT to the SUBDOMINANT both the SHARP and
FLAT are needed.

222. Sometimes the Tonic and Dominant work their way together to-

FIRST related keys.

Ex. 152.

New
Dom.

New
Dom.~Dom.

' "
Dom.

-

+ N.B. B fy shows that C is no longer the Key-note, but as Queen of the old key,

may be regarded as awaiting the King's final move, when she steps forward to meet
him.

II. TONES IN CONTRARY MOTION TO SEMITONES.

223. The following demonstrates how chromatic semitones and
diatonic tones move together in contrary motion, and also is seen the

singular coincidence, how, the THE TWO KEY-BOARD centres (D and

G$ or At?), and also KEY-NOTE centres (C and F| or Gi?) synchronize.

C A?

224. Here semitones ascend and tones descend, contrariwise, i.e. f

semitones to descend and tones to ascend cannot go beyond two tones

and a half, or, four notes in semitones in contrary motion to four notes

of the diatonic scale.

Ex. 154.

Semitones. (B) Scale Tetrachord
i i

r r i

Scale Tetrachord.

Jlocked.

Semitones.

This progression is musically dealt with in Chap. xvi. p. 225
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225. Or if at these points the progressions were suddenly reversed,

e., semitone progressions changed to tetrachord progressions, the same
block to progress will appear, so :

Ex. 155. J

226. These scale tetrachords are usually from the tonic or mediant,
and from dominant or leading note, which rise or descend either in

single note progressions, or in double file in thirds, against which

chromatic or diatonic passing notes are found in contrary motion, as the

subjoined extracts show.

III. TETRACHORDS, IN CONTRARY MOTION TO ACCIDENTAL NOTATION,
EFFECTING TRANSIENT MODULATIONS FROM TONIC TO DOMINANT
AND SUBDOMINANT KEYS.

227. TETRACHORDS AS KEY-BOARD REFLECTIONS.

Ex. 156.

228. Beethoven's Romanza transposed from G to F.

Ex. 157.

j . ri j : =^a
DOM. TONIC.

&C.

229. Chromatic semitones accompanied by tetrachords in thirds.

Ex. 158.

J
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230. Every musician will remember how such a phrase is heard in

the Overture to Mendelssohn's " Midsummer Night's Dream."

E Major.
r

Ex. 159.
fcj

:S=I
m

to
TONIC.

231. And in Mozart's Symphony in C Major, the " Minuet "
has for its

subject the same chromatic progression as in Beethoven's " Romanza."

Ex. 1 60.

Subject, B
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Ex. 163.

HAYDN'S 2ND MASS. "QUONIAM TU SOLUS SANCTUS."

o _ J JfJ J I I hJ .

Jf ft ^ ^

OBSERVE THE ORDER.

IV. PEDAL NOTES.

235. By the above exhibition of accidental notation and scale

tetrachords, we see how important are the tonic, dominant, and sub-

dominant notes. We cannot therefore pass them by without special
notice.

236. The dominant and subdominant are central to the tonic.

Tonic.

Ex. 164.

Tonic.

237. And also the tonic is central to them.

' I65-Ex.

Dom.
Subdom.

Tonic. Dom.
Subdom.

238. As the above tetrachords in the various examples begin and end
on these central notes of the scale, so it is easy to imagine a good
effect, by sustaining such central notes whilst other scale sounds are

heard moving to and fro sequentially.

239. Such an effect is supplied by Mendelssohn in his Organ Sonata
in A, No. 3. The sustained notes, however, are not regarded as PEDAL
NOTES, because all the notes foreign to the dominant chord are Passing
.notes.

* In Ex. 70, these notes are the centre of the Augmented sixth.
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Ex. 166.

240. The subdominant alone, as a sustained note amidst key
harmonies, is rarely heard. The nearest approach to this of which the

writer is aware, is in the "Andante tranquillo" in the same Sonata in A,
from which the above extract is taken. D the subdominant is in bar

32, sustained alone ; but in bars 28 and 29, it is found in company with

the tonic, thus :

Ex. 167.
Bars 28 & 29.

Bar 32.

r

241. By the fact that the subdominant as a pedal note is conspicuous

by its absence may be gathered that composers regard it as of little

avail. But with the tonic and dominant the case is very different.

These notes, whether heard separately or combined, are in their key,
PREDOMINANT. On the organ they are very significant as an accompani-
ment to diatonic or chromatic harmonies, and their importance is very

pronounced. Our greatest Masters do not hesitate to hold such notes

for purposes of climactical effect, and as reserved power to be exhibited

at the conclusion of important compositions. For confirmation of this

we need only refer to Bach's Fugues, Mendelssohn's Organ Sonatas

and Orchestral Symphonies. Under skilful treatment such notes are

often held for a considerable time, with very powerful effect.*

24.2. We may mention that a tonic pedal is sustained through 108

bars of the well-known "Ballet of Sylphs" in Berlioz's "Faust," p. 73.

The longest pedal extant is perhaps the introduction to Wagner's Opera,
" Das Rheingold." f

* We have heard that Mendelssohn was once highly amused. When opening an

organ he held a dominant pedal so long, that in consternation the builder came to hin>

and said,
"

Sir ! what note is that which is sticking?"

t See Mus. Die., Vol. II, p. 680- 1, which the student should read.
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DOUBLE PEDAL.

75:

243- When both tonic and dominant are simultaneously sustained we
have a DOUBLE PEDAL. Beethoven has produced a never to be forgotten
effect just before the finale of the C Minor Symphony by the simple yet

unique device of placing in his long double pedale the dominant undei

the tonic instead of above, as is usual. This passage stands absolutely
alone as a specimen of Pedal. As an example on the piano of tonic

and dominant notes combined, we refer the reader to Mendelssohn's

"Lieder," No. 35,

244. To recognize the all prevailing power of the tonic and dominant

notes, we need only refer to the two drone notes of the Scotch bag-pipes
and the Italian hurdy-gurdys, and that drums are usually tuned to these

notes.*

245. In conclusion, we refer the reader to Chap. XX of Dr. Prout's-

Standard work on "Harmony, its Theory and Practice," for ample
illustrations, and rules for guidance in extempore performances and

composition.

V. ENHARMONIC OR REFLECTIVE NOTATION.

246. Finally, that the outer circle of Keys on Diagram 7, are used by
composers not only CHROMATICALLY but DIATONICALLY, will now be-

shown.

247. The subjoined illustrations have been chiefly selected to show
reflective notation of the two semicircles on the western side.f :

Ex. 1 68.
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J. S. BACH.

249. The following extract is taken from a Fugue in Gj minor (48
Preludes and Fugues, No. 18, bar 22) ;

its key E$ Major is represented
by bar 3, in sharps, Ex. 168. E$ major may be regarded as the Domi-
nant of A# minor.

Ex. 169.

^ J E| KEY-NOTE, or Dom. to AJ minor.
DX LEADING NOTE.

250. Its reflective notation in key F is represented by bar 3, in flats.

Ex. 1 68, so :

"~^^i

Ex. 170.

'Ex. 171.

BSi
!

F major, or Dom. to B? minor.

Modulation (as above) to
E^jl

the Dom. of A $ minor.

a t^/ \ &>
y |i

*~~i ' A ..^*% y&
IT , _, . T u
4Zor II J, E|key. Reflective notation.

SIR JOHN STAINER.

251. The subjoined is taken from the tenor song in "Daughter of

Jairus," "MY hope is in the everlasting," its notation in Af key is

Tepresented in bar 5, in sharps, Ex. 168.

Ex. 172.

33r**^$*=^

lA KEY-NOTE.
GX LEADING NOTE.

252. Its enharmonic notation in key Bfr, is represented by bar 5, in

.flats, Ex. 1 68.

Ex. 173.

Dom.

*5> ^
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Reflective cadences. Identical Key-board digitals

77'

Ex. 174.

Bfe

SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN.

253. The following example is taken from the "Golden Legend,"
p. 133, the voices are singing in Key D$ represented by the second
bar of Ex. 168, when at the same time instrumental accompaniment is

being read as represented in bar 2, Key E !? notation.

Ex. 175. Reflected in j? notation.

VOICES.

PIANO
SCORE.

m
254. And, on p. 7 the vocal parts are written in G 1?, and the accom

paniment is set in F $, so :

Ex. 176.

VOICES.

255. By the above enharmonic notation of Fjand Gi? Keys, it is-

clear that the author of the " Golden Legend
"
does not believe that

his hearers are able to perceive any appreciable difference in musical

pitch between orchestral instruments and voices. One thing, however,
is certain, that composers both in our own time and long ago, have set

music in Keys which are found exhibited in both circles of Diagram 7,.

consequently musicians are obliged to understand enharmonic notation

if intelligently they are to analyse, or read the works of the great
masters.
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ROSSINI AND BEETHOVEN.

256. Instead of an example in Gj (or one double sharp key) we

.give one in F I? or one double flat key. This belongs to the eastern

side and therefore not found on Ex. 168.

"
Cujus ANIMAM." ROSSINI.

J3.i>J~J3tiJ~J3

Ex. 177.

257. A similar progression of harmonies is to be found in Beethoven's
.Sonata in G (No. 2, op. 14); it occurs in the "Andante" (bars 17 and
1 8). The conclusion varies, for in the above example the major chord

precedes the Neapolitan sixth, but in Beethoven's, a minor chord precedes
a \ of the dominant. Transposed from related keys of C (i.e., D minor

and E minor) to related keys of E
(i.e., F$ minor and G# minor) shows

reflective notation of the above progression from Rossini, so :

tjfc
IS

*
jfc^ m- ytm ft ~f-

3~

_ tt m W . Or*- . 'm K^ H

Ex. 178.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO ANCIENT SYSTEMS OF

GREEK MUSIC.*

I. THE FOUR-STRINGED LYRE.

258. From the time of Homer down to that of Terpander who
seems to have flourished some 300 years after Homer the Greek Lyre

possessed only four strings :

II.-THE SEVEN-STRINGED LYRE.

259. Terpander, who was a native of Antisso, in Lesbos, and lived

B.C. 700-650,! is the Father of Greek music, and established the first

music school or system that existed in Greece. He added three strings

to the Lyre, making it thereby, a seven-stringed instrument. So :

Ex. 180.

260. The first four notes ending, and the second four beginning on A,
are known as

" the conjunct tetrachords," which, together, constitute the

SEVEN-STRINGED LYRE of the GREEKS.
261. It is recorded that Terpander's music produced a powerful effect

upon the Spartans, who held him in high honour. He was the first who
obtained a victory in the musical contests of the Carnea, B.C. 676. }

262. Now what kind of tunes could be played upon this ancient seven-

stringed lyre? The middle string being "MESE" or key-note A, its

compass would range from the third note above to the third below, and
its semitone intervals would be between the ist and 2nd (E, F), and the

4th and 5th (A, B
1?).

This compass and pitch, would suit admirably a

Tenor or a Baritone voice. But the middle string being the key-note,

the tunes sung or played, must have been vastly different from the

national music of our own times. But if we suppose Terpander's in-

* A synopsis of historical data taken from "
Die. of Musical Terms," p. 200, also

Smith's "
Classical Dictionary," p. 753.

t The dates here given show Homer to have been contemporary with the age of

DAVID, who was anointed King of Hebron, B.C. 1055.

% Smith's "Classical Die.," p. 753.
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genuity suggested an alteration of his KEY-NOTE from A to F, then our
national Anthem could have been played by him exactly as we sing it,

for its arrangment of semitones and tones, also its compass and notes,

are precisely those of the ancient seven-stringed lyre.

Ex. 181.

TENOR. v_
-M -

Compass E

263. Now, Terpander was a poet as well as a musician, for we read

that he was "a Hymnologist," therefore it is obvious, that if he could

upon his lyre play such a tune as the above, he could set music to

words, and invent for the Spartans other tunes within the same compass.

III. THE OCTAVE SYSTEM.

264. The next improvement in Greek music, is connected with the

most important of all dates in Grecian history, viz., that at which Egypt
was thrown open to the Greeks by PSAMMETICHUS, who began his reign
B.C. 664. From that event sprang the rapid advance of the Greeks,
in science, art, and literature. It was this change in Egyptian policy
that enabled Pythagoras to go to Egypt, where he is said to have lived

twenty-two years. He is the reputed discoverer of the octave system of

music, which system was certainly known in Egypt at least 1000 years
before his visit. The old minor seventh of Terpander's lyre, from E to-

D, was made into an octave E to E. A, was still MESE or key-note.

265 This Egyptian, or octave system, is our A minor with G C|, a
minor seventh from the key-note.

MESE or

Key-note. .& . ,d. ~&~

Ex. 182. A&- _ L ^ O Q Q =p
Lower Tetrachord. Upper Tetrachord,

IV. THE TEN-STRINGED LYRE.

266. About 200 years after Terpander, or c. 150 after Pythagorasr,

ION of CHIOS, a Hymnologist (like Terpander), added to the seven-

stringed lyre three more, and so made it a /^-stringed instrument.

B.C.c. 4 <o.

Ex. 183.
B.

ION'S TERPANDER'S
Tetrachord. Tetrachord.

CONJUNCT TETRACHORDS.

Original Greek
Tetrachord used in

Homer's day, B.C. c. JOOO.-

267. Ion produced his first tragedy B.C. 453, and died 421.
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V. THE LESSER PERFECT SYSTEM.

268. After the time of Ion, the original Greek scale (Terpander's),
received only one more string, the eleventh, which was added to the

bass to make an octave to "mese."

^ v

EX - i84- ^=^_^-^c^-^ ^=^- ^pfl
added ~T~
note A. >D

Thus borrowing from the octave system.*

269. It was a great improvement, for in this form it gave an octave

to the Hypodorian or common Greek scale from A to A, (our A minor

with G
fcj ,

a minor ;th), and also an octave of the Dorian mode from D
to D, which having B b in the upper part of the scale, constituted our

D minor, with C t) a minor seventh, f

270. "In this its completed form, it became THE LESSER PERFECT
SYSTEM of the Greeks." J

VI. THE GREATER PERFECT SYSTEM.

271. "The entire Greek diatonic scale of two octaves may be accu-

rately represented in modern notation," thus :
\\

^ Ex. 185.
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intervals and pitch of other scale notes, and when by
"
bridge tones

"

the pitch of Doh is changed, how to re-adjust the semitones of the new

key by flats or sharps.

VII. THE NAMES OF GREEK MODES.

275. On page 313 of "Dictionary of Mus. Terms," we read that "St.

Dunstan (A.D. 925-988) was the author of a "
Kyrie," a creditable

specimen of the age, in GOOD GREEK DORIAN OR D MINOR."* Now
what does this mean, and what was THE POSITION OF THE DORIAN
AMONG GREEK MODES ?

276. On one of two diagrams by Claudius Ptolemy f (A.D. 139,

Alexandria), is shown the above example (185) as the central scale of

seven, which is named the DORIAN. But on the other diagram it is not

A minor, but D minor, which is named the Dorian, and which is the

central scale of seven. Therefore, in the following example every scale

has its
" mese "

a fourth higher than when the Dorian mode is regarded
as having its "mese" on A (Ex. 185).

Ex 1 86.

G minor.

Fjt minor.

E minor.

D minor.

C;jt
minor.

B minor.

A minor.
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VIII. THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO THE GREEK SCALES.

277. The compass of the original seven-stringed lyre (as we have seen),

was only that of a minor seventh, E to D.

278. From this fact, we shall regard the minor seventh interval as a

measuring rod, and it will be seen by measuring downward from the

B 7 of the Greek Lyre of Homer's day, that the above mentioned scales

{Exs. 1 86, 187) with sharps, will develop in alphabetical order thus :

Ex. 188. _^ fco> -^-

P
&c.

H ^
1=1

BC DE FG AH CD E Fit G A H C# D

279. Here our harmonic 7th interval has discovered for us, all the

notes and accidentals of the Dorian, Hypo-Dorian, "Phrygian" and
"
Hypo-Phrygian

"
modes, but not the Hyper-Dorian. The flats essen-

tial to this, we shall find by using our harmonic 7th measure in a

contrary direction.

REFLECTIVELY.

280. Beginning with C and measuring upward, the scale will develop
downward, and the alphabetical names read backward.

C B? A G F EfT D C &c.

281. The important difference between the Greek scales and our own
is, that the Greeks did not recognize the LEADING NOTE, (i.e.,

the Major
7th from the key-note), hence the above reflective development of sharp
and flat scales, show that the minor mode, and not the major, was the
basis of Greek music.

282, In "
Dictionary of Musical Terms," p. 208, ist paragraph, we

read,
" There could not be a complete major scale among the Greeks,

because they had a musical law, that the seventh of the scale must be
at least a tone below the key-note. It might be more, but it could not
be less."

*

* For information on the Greek chromatic and enharmonic scales the reader is

referred to this article. Also see chapter ix., 301, of this work.
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IX. GUIDO ARETINUS D ?

AREZZO.

THE HEXACHORD, OR SCALE OF SIX SOUNDS.

283, Mr. Rockstro,* remarks,
" In order to remove certain grave

difficulties, connected with the Tetrachords of the Greek tonal system,
Guido Aretinus, is said to have proposed, about the year 1024, a new
arrangement, based upon a more convenient division of the scale into

Hexachords, groups of six sounds, so disposed as to place a diatonic

semitone between the third and fourth notes of each series, the remaining
intervals being represented by tones. . . . We may wonder that with

the octave within his reach, the great Benedictine should have gone so
far out of his way, in his search for the means of passing from one

group of sounds to another."

Ex. 190.
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Diminished
Triad

ignored.

Triads not in

the Sequence.

286. To begin with D minor, B i? must be found in the sequence-, and
we see the diminished triad is not included in the progression. Thus
Handel in his double chorus in C major,

"
I will sing unto the Lord,"

beginning on D minor, is obliged to introduce B 17 in his sequence.
The passage to which we refer is set to the words,

" The horse and his

rider hath He thrown into the sea."

The horse, &c.
X \.

Ex. 193

-0- y \/
j*

i 1

D minor chord.

n
The horse, &c.

287. It is evident that the above passage is a sequence on the six

notes of Guido's Hexachord in D minor. If Handel had begun the

sequence in A minor, no occasion for the B ? would have occurred, but

now, in order to return to C, B tt is as necessary as was the B v in the

sequence. This B
fcj
however is an additional note to Guido's Hexachord

in key C, and is the bass of the diminished triad. Herein lies the

superiority of the present over the old Hexachord system.

Ex. 194. :
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CHAPTER IX.

!
-TflE DIMINISHED FIFTH, ON THE SEVEN STRINGED LYRE, IDENTICAL

WITH HARMONIC LAW.

288. The natural musical instinct implanted in men's hearts analogous-
to the natural law of harmonics, is the only rational ground by which to

account for the introduction of the "
lyric

"
semitone between A and B 7

in the attempt to construct the first lyres of which we have any know-

ledge.* And again, the important addition by Terpander of three notes
under A as a key-note, introducing thereby into the scale system, the

interval of the diminished fifth. (See Ex. 180).

Ex. 195. ISt

289. That the two notes E and B? are harmonic notes generated
from C may easily be tested on any good piano, thus :

_^Ex. *96.^
290. First play B fr an octave higher than the above, so : 2J {^ II

-\ffi H

and listen well to its pitch When all is silent, quietly put down the

Ex 197.

loud pedal and play fortissimo, C : ^= fl By the time seven are

quickly counted, the B I? will be heard distinctly as an harmonic note

from its generator C.

291. The generation of E also is distinctly audible. Dr. Ebenezer
Prout says,*

"
If on a good piano we play the note C in three octaves,

Ex. 198.-&

thus : 'tjj~ rj> I and listen carefully, the E can be distinctly

-&-

heard. Now, if the minor third above the upper of the three C's be

v. H. Cummings, Esq., (chairman to a lecture on the basis of this work,
before the " Musical 'Association, Jan. .7th, 1895), said,

"
I had come to the

* As W,
delivered

conclusion that the musical staff had been built up by degrees, just as people requires
a little more help ; that it began in a sort of haphazard way, and each man and

generation added something to it, in order to make it a little more useful, as time

went on. I had not the least idea that we could bring science to show how admirably
it has been constructed in -fact, this revelation to us would rather suggest that the

formation of our notation and scale was an inspiration?
* "

Harmony, its Theory and Practice,'
1

p. 8^
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Ex. I99. k~

also sounded, "@j ^ B the jarring of the E 1? against the E ft is

-~&-

quite perceptible to anyone whose ear is at all trained to analysing
sounds."

292. Apropos of this, the author of the present work, remembers well

Sir George Macfarren saying, that on one occasion he visited York

Minster, and when at the extreme end of the "
nave," he heard distinctly

the harmonic major third jarring against the minor third sustained by
the organist, in the final chord of an organ solo. But to return.

293. Still retaining the damper pedal, very quietly add the soft and
Ex. 200.

pianissimo^ play the minor seventh chord from C,
""*"

PPP*

doing, we only employ faint harmonic sounds already vibrating in the

ear, and the diminished fifth of the seven-stringed lyre is heard amongst
them.

II. THE NATURAL LAW RELATIVE TO VIBRATIONS COINCIDES WITH

THE LAW OF RADIATION.

294. Now the law of nature relative to vibrations, exactly coincides

with the reflective principle.

295. Professor Tyndall says, "The first law of vibration is, that

the length of the string is inversely proportional to the rapidity of
vibration." *

296. Also, p. 91. "The vibrations of a string also depend upon its

thickness ; preserving the stretching weight, the length, and the material

of the string constant, the number of vibrations varies inversely as the

thickness of the string. If, therefore, of two strings of the same material,

equally long, and equally stretched, the one has twice the diameter of

the other, the thinner string will execute double the number of vibrations

of its fellow in the same time. If one string be three times as thick as

another, the latter will execute three times the number of vibrations, and
so on."

297. That law is defined by Dr. Ebenezer Prout thus, "that rapidity

of vibration varies inversely as the length of the string ; that is to say,

that exactly as the length of the string decreases the rapidity of vibration

mcreases." f His illustration is, that if a ball be fastened to one end
of a string, and allowed to swing at its full length, it will have but one
motion of vibration ;

if held in the middle it will move twice as fast,

having two vibrations instead of one ; held at one-third its length there

will be three vibrations ;
at one-fourth, four vibrations, and so on. So

are the vibrations of a string at its centre, when both ends are fixed.

298. A pianoforte string first vibrates its whole length. Whilst this

* "On Sound." pp. 91 and in.
* "Harmony, its Theory and Practice," p. 24.
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continues, by a natural law its vibrations divide in the middle into two

vibrations, i.e., one on each side of its centre which produce harmonic
notes one octave higher than its prime or generator. To stop the

vibrations on one side of its centre would reveal the octave note, and
it then would become the generator of faint sounds which would rise

and float round it. After the division of vibrations to one half, divisions

take place on the vibrating string at one third, producing a fifth ; at a

quarter, producing a two-octave note, and so on to 5, 6, 7, &c., every
division increasing its vibrations exactly in proportion as the vibration

shortens on the string.

III. THE NATURAL LAW OF HARMONICS ILLUSTRATED.

Ex. 20 1.

299. It is educational to observe, that the doubling of the simple
intervals (i.e., from i to 7), shows the octave harmonic note, thus :

twice i are 2, twice 2 are 4, twice 4 are 8
; hence, i, 2, 4, 8 are all

G's, and these numbers correspond to the number of notes on each of

their respective lines, (not twice 8 are 16
;

this does not generate G, the

octave above 8 means only 7 notes more, i.e., a i5th). Twice 3 are 6,

twice 6 are 12, therefore, 3, 6, 12 are D's. Twice 5 are 10, 5 and 10

are B's. Twice 7 are 14, 7 F's are seen generated on the top line of

the staff, and 14 over the third ledger line. These, G, B, D, F, together,

show the minor seventh chord, generated from G, __5^2^
the dominant note of C. ~fa g n

'b
i r~
? ?

300. Now the generated seventh is a very powerful harmonic, for it is

the first discordant note over the concordant sounds, G, B, D, and each

of these notes, (G, B, D, F,) are also generators of "partials" or

"overtones," as seen in Ex. 201, hence the seventh evolved trom these

roots, develop another minor seventh chord, so :

~v
Ex, 207. TrY"
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Ex.

9K
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CHAPTER X.

AN HISTORICAL SYNOPSIS OF THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF THE

KEY-BOARD.*

I. ORGANS WITHOUT KEY-BOARDS.

308. We must look at the history of the organ for the origin and

growth of the key-board.

309. The organ is said to have had its origin in Greece, and from

thence introduced into other countries.

310. Organs without key-boards continued to the eleventh century.
In place of the key-board, to every pipe there was a small shallow box

inverted, something like a domino box, the sliding lid being downwards.

Upon the top of each box the foot of a pipe was inserted. Each lid

had an orifice, which, when pushed in, placed the hole in correspondence
with the orifice of the pipe, and the

pipe
then sounded. But when the

lid was drawn forward it closed the orifice of the pipe and so was silenced.

311. This kind of action is described by
" Hero "

as belonging to the

organ of Ctesibius,t an Egyptian who flourished in the third century B.C.,

who, it is said, also invented the "hydraulic organ," hydraulic only so

far as the method of weighting the wind was concerned, which secured

absolutely equal pressure of wind against any inexpertness of the blower.

There is mention also of a simple kind of key action, which, by a spring
made of elastic horn and a cord, pulled out the slide when released,

after being pushed home in order to play the pipe.

312. Organs are mentioned by the Emperor Julian, the apostate, who'

died A.D. 363. An obelisk was erected at Constantinople, by
Theodoret, A.D. 393-457, on which is represented an organ with 8 pipes.
S. Jerome, A.D. 420, is said to mention an organ at Jerusalem with

12 pipes, two elephant skins, and 15 smith's bellows, which could be

heard at the Mount of Olives.

313. According to Julianus, a Spanish Bishop, A.D. 450, organs were
used in churches in Spain. One is described in the ancient city of

Grado, A.D. 580, with 15 playing slides and 30 pipes. Pope Vitalian

at Rome introduced the organ, A.D. 666. Subsequently, however, he
abolished the singing of the congregation and substituted canonical

singers.

314. At the commencement of the 8th century the use of the organ
was appreciated, and the art of making it was known in England. It

* Information abridged from Dictionary of Music and Musicians,Vols. I and II, p. 575.
t Chappell's History of Music, Vol. i, p. 343, etc
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was introduced into France by Pepin, father of Charlemagne, (714-768).
The first organ introduced into Germany was one which the Emperor
Charles the Great, in A.D 811 or 812, caused to be made at Aix-la-

Chapelle.

315. In the 9th century, organs had become common in England.

316. In the loth century, the English prelate, St. Dunstan* (925-988)
erected an organ in Malmesbury Abbey, with pipes of brass. In this

century also there was erected a remarkable organ in Winchester

Cathedral by order of Bishop Elphege (who died 951). It "had 40'

tongues," and as the organist had two assistants and each "managed his

own alphabet," the lettered tongues must have been assorted into three

sets like a three manual organ.

317. A series of eleven diatonic sounds from C to F, making with

the B twelve, would be all that was required as an accompaniment to

the old chants
;
the three sets would thus dispose of 36 of its notes.

The chief alphabet may not improbably have descended one note lower

than C to B t} }
and three higher than F to B 1?, a compass that was

afterwards frequently adopted by the Mediaeval organ makers
;
or may

have had two extra diatonic notes both above F and below C, extending
the range to two octaves, namely, from A to A, corresponding with the

ancient "
Disjunct or Greater Greek System Complete." f In either

case the exact number of "40 tongues" would thus be accounted for :

p,
o 12 Notes.

Lyric semitone. f
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III. EARLY KEY-BOARDS.

321. These early keys were provided with a spring to raise them when
released. They are described as being three to five inches wide, an inch

and a half thick, from a foot and a half to a yard or more in length,
with a fall sometimes of a foot.

322. It was in the Cathedral at Magdeburg, towards the end of the

nth century, that the earliest organ with a key-board was erected, of

which we have any authentic record. It is said to have had the same

range of notes, as that of our assumed "
chief alphabet

"
of the

Winchester organ, but no mention is made as to what the notes were.

In the 1 2th century the number of keys were increased, and each
received the addition of two or three pipes sounding a fifth and octave
to the unison. According to Seidel, a 3rd and zoth were added. Also
this same writer tells us, that in the i3th century, the organ used in

Divine Service was deemed profane and scandalous by the Greek and
Latin clergy, as in the lyth century by the English Puritans. The
Greek Church does not tolerate its use even at the present day.

IV. KEY-BOARD COMPLETED.

323. One of the greatest improvements in the i4th century was the

gradual introduction of the four remaining chromatic semitones.

F$ was added in the early part of the century, then followed C$ and

E2, and next G$. The B? already existed in the Winchester and
other Mediaeval instruments. According to Dom Bedos the introduction
of these four notes is assigned to the i3th century, while others place
the appearance of three of them as late as the i5th. Praetorius gives
them an intermediate date, the middle of the i4th century, and he is

undoubtedly correct, as they were certainly in the Halberstadt Organ,
finished in the year 1361.

324. The claviers of this organ being the earliest examples known
of the chromatic key-board, present several interesting features which
are shown by engravings from Pnetorius in the "

Dictionary of Music
and Musicians," Vol. ii., p. 582.

V. THE CLAVICHORD.

325. There is great probability that the Greek monochord was a

stepping stone to the invention of the CLAVICHORD. This was a string
stretched over a sound board and measured off into vibrating lengths by
bridges, and was used for centuries in the church to initiate the singers
into the mysteries of the eight Gregorian tones. It must at last have
seemed more convenient to dispense with shifting bridges, and at the

points of division to adjust fixed bridges raised by an apparatus like the

keys of an organ to strike the strings and produce the notes required.
This would be an elementary clavichord actipn, and may account for

clavichords and harpsichords being styled in the i5th and i6th

centuries Monochords.
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VI. ETYMOLOGY OF CLAVICHORD.

93

326. The word CLAVIS, key, in the solmisation system of Guido
d'Arezzo, was used for note, or tone, and thus the CLAVIS was the" key"
to the musical sound to be produced. The CLAVES were described by
alphabetical letters, and those occupying coloured lines, as F on the red

and C on the yellow, were claves signatae, the origin of our modern clefs.

The usual compass of the CLAVICHORD was four octaves when J. S. Bach
wrote his

"
Wohltemperirte Clavier." *

VII. SYMMETRICAL KEY-BOARD.

327. "The invention of a 'symmetrical' key-board, by which uniform

fingering for all scales and more perfect tuning may be attained, is due
to Mr. Bosanquet, of St. John's College, Oxford, who has had an
enharmonic harmonium constructed with such a key-board. The
fingering agrees with that usual for the A major scale -any passage,

chord, or combination of any kind, has exactly the same form of keys
under the fingers, in whatever key it is played. The number of keys in

an octave available for a system proceeding by perfect 5ths is 53. But
in the SEVEN tiers of the key-board just mentioned, there are 84, for

facilitating the playing of a round of keys."

328. "It is, however, pretty well agreed, even by acousticians, that the

piano had best remain with 13 keys in the octave, and with tuning

according to equal temperament."
329. A. J. Hipkins, Esq., the writer of the article on the Clavichord,

in
"
Dictionary of Music and Musicians," writes, p. 386, "The early

history of the clavichord previous to the i5th century, together with that

of the chromatic key-board, rests in profound obscurity. We are still free

to regard our key-board as an invention sprung complete from the brain of
some one Mediaval musician^ or, as the result of gradual contrivances

due to the increasing requirements of many. The small evidence that

can be adduced favours the latter notion."

VIII. AN IMAGINARY DESIGN OF THE ORIGINAL KEY-BOARD.

330. Now, suppose we accept this freedom "to regard our key-board
as an invention sprung complete from the brain of some Mediaeval

musician," and that he had never seen or thought of such a key-board as

we possess, but some one proposed to him that he should sketch in black

and white, a ground plan of some arrangement of levers, which would
answer to requirements such as the following :

331. To be within easy reach of the fingers of both hands ; embracing
within their compass the flats and sharps of the " Greater Greek system

"

of scales. To be so arranged that almost any combination of notes

composing concords and discords could be played, and affording facility

for easy transition of keys and varied modulations. That its compass
also should embrace all scale tones which the human ear can recognize

*
Die. Mus. and Musicians, p. 368.
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and appreciate as musical sounds. Moreover, its design should exhibit,
within the compass of a hand breadth, the possibility of the fingers

touching readily the last sharp or flat of all key-signatures and key-notes.

332. How to draw in black and white a ground plan, embodying in

every detail, such a complicated puzzle, might well stagger the keenest
witted architect who ever lived.

333. Having our key-board in possession, whatever may have been its

origin, we may easily discern its ground plan to be that of inverted

radiation, and we venture to think, that no better design could possibly
be devised, possessing as it does so few digitals within the compass of

an octave. If ever such a "Mediaeval musician" lived, who designed
such a key-board, his name ought to have been preserved. We,
however, believe that its construction has grown with the ages, and
that we may regard it as a splendid legacy bequeathed to us from many
generations.

334. Now, if a " Mediaeval musician
"
ever sketched such a design,

-we submit that its plan must have been something like the following :

THE GROUND PLAN OF THE KEY-BOARD ANSWERING TO THE

REFLECTIVE DESIGN OF THE HANDS.

Ex. 209.

C? D? EJT F

\

Ft?

FOURTHS of SCALES.
B D F

Centre.

Diminished Triad.

F|G|A| Bf
LEADING NOTES.

IX. THE KEY-BOARD DESIGN ANALYSED.

335. This design may be analysed under three aspects.

336. First As representing a complete circle of keys by radiating
lines for both hands from D, G#, and A J? centres.

337. Second The complete inner circle as represented by double
lines for both hands from the D centre only.

338. Third The inner circle shown to be complete within a single
hand-breadth.

339. By way of introduction, it is obvious that the last flat or sharp
of any key signature is the representative of all sharps or flats in its own

respective signature, because there can never be a second without a first,

or a seventh without a sixth, &c.
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First. X. THE THUMB OF THE RIGHT HAND ON D AND

G$ CENTRES.

340. When the thumb of the R. H. is placed upon the D centre, its

four fingers will naturally fall upon F #, G $, A # and B # ; these as the
last sharps or leading notes, represent keys with odd numbers in their

signatures. If the thumb be removed to G $ the four fingers naturally
fall upon B tj, C f,

D $ and E $, which are representative of sharp keys
with EVEN numbers in their signatures.

341. Thus from the two centres all the sharp keys of the inner key
circle are represented.

REFLECTIVELY.

THE THUMB OF THE LEFT HAND ON D AND A t? CENTRES.

Ex. 210.

3fcfc
IZ

Of- -Af
ODD NUMBERS.

is
.Q.
r->

cf

EVEN NUMBERS.

342. Now place the thumb of the L.H. on D and the four fingers will

naturally fall upon B 7, A fr, G fr and F P. These are the FOURTH notes

of keys and the last flats of their signatures with ODD numbers. If the

thumb be removed to A i? centre, the four fingers will naturally fall on

Ft, E i?, D 7 and C 1?, which are the last flats of EVEN numbered

signatures.

Ex. 211.

Ct^t n & II 7 i
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Second. XL THE INNER CIRCLE REPRESENTED BY THE TWO HANDS,.

FROM THE D CENTRE ONLY.

RIGHT HAND.

344. Now place the right hand thumb upon the middle D, and the

ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th fingers respectively, upon Ff, G$, A$, and B ft

as before, and contract the fingers one semitone to F
tj, Gtj, AC}, and

B p . By this act these naturals are in effect FLATS, and consequently,

according to the law of FLAT signatures, F
tf

will be the fourth of C ;

G
t}
the fourth of D (2 $) ; A tj

the fourth of E (4 $) ;
and B

tj
the fourth

of F $ (6 %). These naturals, therefore, represent sharp keys with EVEN
numbers of sharps.*

345. By this act of contracting the fingers, all sharp keys of the

INNER CIRCLE are represented within the compass of the R.H.

LEFT HAND.

A REFLECTION OF THE RIGHT.

346. Now place the thumb of the L.H. on D, and the four fingers.

as before, on B P, Ai?, G>, and F^. Contract the fingers one semitone

to Bt{, Atf, Gtf, and F tj. By this act these naturals are in effect

SHARPS, and consequently, according to the law of sharps in signatures,
B

t]
is the Leading note toC; A

Ef
to B ?

;
G 3 to A?; and F

ty
to

GP (precisely the same keys as when the L.H. thumb was placed on
A !?), centre. Thus by contracting the fingers, all the FLAT KEYS of the

INNER CIRCLE are represented within the compass of the L.H., so the

two hands represent the entire circle from the D centre only.

Third, xn. THE INNER CIRCLE SHEWN TO BE COMPLETE WITHIN

A HAND-BREADTH.

347. If when the R.H. thumb is upon D, and the fingers upon the

F, G, A, and B naturals, we again contract them one semitone, so that the

ist falls upon Ffc, the 2nd upon Gi?-, the 3rd A!?-, and the 4th Bi?,

these flats as fourths of keys will represent C? (yb), D7 (5>),E7 (3?.),

F (i b), (i.e. ODD numbers). Now expand the fingers one semitone and

play the same naturals as before, Ftf, G, A, and B, these naturals are in

effect sharps^ consequently, to be regarded as LEADING notes. So F is

leader to G? (6b), G to At> (4^), A to BP (2!*), and Bt| to C, (EVEN
numbers).

348. Under the second head we found all sharp keys within the

compass of the R.H. ; under this head all flat keys are also within

the compass of the R.H. So together the entire inner circle of sharp
and flat keys are within the compass of a HAND-BREADTH.

*
It will be observed that these naturals represent precisely the same keys, as when,

the R.H. thumb was placed on Gt, and the fingers touched BJ], C$, D^p,
and E$r

which were regarded as Leading notes.
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XIII. THE KEY-BOARD ONLY DESIGNED FOR FIVE FINGERS TO COVER

AND REPRESENT ONE COMPLETE KEY CIRCLE

349. If the hands possessed six fingers instead of five, the sixth

would trespass into the second circle of keys. So :

Ex. 212.

b
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for radiation to key-notes containing ODD numbers of sharps in their

signatures.

353. And hereby a law comes into view respecting the repetition of

a bass note in a sequence, when the bass part chromatically ascends
with sharps, or descends with flats, viz : when changes of key occur from
odd to even, or even to odd numbers of sharps or flats in their signatures,
the progression of the bass part is stopped by a necessary repetition of

its note.

Ex. 215.

1 1? 3 IT $? ?k| 4th of 3rd of 1 ith of
J
~>5?-| c>0 .

Bfr,2|7.|A,3j.

of

354. If a sequence continues through keys with even or odd numbers
of flats or sharps, no repetition of a bass note is necessary, for, when the

sequence arrives at six or seven sharp or flat keys, it passes at once

from the first circle into the second, and consequently, at this point,
double sharps and double flats appear in its notation, so that if

Mendelssohn had continued his sequence without a repetition of F \ in

the bass, he would have passed into the second circle of sharp keys, so :

FIRST CIRCLE. < SECOND CIRCLE.

Ex.2i6

"AvE MARIA," A. Henselt. (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel.)

Similar Notation in a Sequence descending.

* ** jtxj-tfrj ^jTJ ^^
Ex. 217. Bar 28.

IE
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A SEQUENCE continued through KEYS with ODD NUMBERS of FLAT SIGNATURES.

Ex. 218.

XV. KEY-BOARD DESIGN (DIAGRAM 209) WITH REFERENCE TO THE
SECOND CIRCLE.

355. Example 209, shows that when the R.H. thumb is upon G J
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th fingers touch the leading notes of single sharps
to keys D, E, and F$, which are seen in Mendelssohn's sequence,
Ex. 214, and with this F.f, the sharp side of the ist circle ends.

356. To go to sharp keys with even numbers beyond this point (as
in Ex. 216), the key-board requires that the right hand thumb should

be placed upon C $ (the key-note for seven sharps), in order that the

double sharps as LEADING NOTES to 8, 10, and 12 sharp keys, may be
within the compass of a hand-breadth. With the B # key the sharp side

of the 2nd circle ends. Then the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th fingers will touch

the double sharp leading notes, shown in Ex. 219. Reflectively, the

L.H. fingers cover the last double flats of signatures up to the i2th flat

key, which ends the 2nd circle on its flat side, so :

Ex. 219.

LEADING NOTES TO

D F|Gf A|B|
2$ 6 8 IO 12

4th Notes of KEYS
Bi? Gfr Fj? E& Dtf?

2-76 8 IO 12
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Keys with 13 $ and 13 f are beyond practical notation.

XIV. CONCLUSION.

358. By this analysis of Diagram 209 we see that the key-board is

designed, .for separate key circles, and these circles are limited, by
measurement from fixed centres, to a range of keys within the compass
of a hand breadth. Also, that musical notation is, for all practical

purposes, limited to two circles only, which notifies, by double sharps
and double flats, when the music has passed over the boundary of the

FIRST circle and entered the SECOND.

NOTE. MR. C. F. ABDY WILLIAMS, writing to the Editor of The Standard,
Nov. i6th, 1894, remarks: "Your correspondent in The Standard of to-day is, I

think, mistaken in describing the recent discovery at Delphi as likely to prove a
'

Key
to the music of ancient Greece.' The key, or rather two keys, have long been at

hand; what we have to discover is the treasure house which these keys will open. In
other words, we require specimens of the music of ancient Greece .... a two-fold
translation is required, one with regard to the pitch of the notes, the other with regard
to their rhythm.
The key to the first is supplied by Alypius, a writer of about the first century of our

era, whose tables of notation have most fortunately been preserved, and were published
in 1652 by Meibomius in his

'

Antiquse Musicae Septem Auctores
' ... on making

use of them for translating old Greek music, they are found to be arranged on a

perfectly intelligible and orderly system with regard to the various modes, and the

gradual development of the scale from the tetrachords.

The second key, that to the rhythm, is found in a treatise by Aristoxenus, published

by Morelli in 1785, and this is supplemented by a fragment by an anonymous Greek
author of about the second century of our era, published in 1841 by Friedrich
Bellermann. These two works have formed the basis of nearly all investigations of

the nature of Greek metre and rhythm during the present century : and the result has
been to show that the rhythm of Pindar, Sophocles, ^Eschylus, &c., was ina.ll essential

matters the same as that of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, &c. A glance at any recent

edition of the Greek poets for example, Jebb's, Sophocles', and Gildersleeve's.

Olympian and Pythian odes will show this."

Much more interesting information is supplied by this gentleman.

END OF FART I



PART II.

DIATONIC HARMONY AND MODULATION.

INTRODUCTION.

PREAMBLE ON TONAL NAMES.*

359. Modern major and minor modes, are divided into wnat are

known as upper and lower tetrachords. For example, the four notes

.from C to F, and again upward from G to C, so :

Ex. 221.

AUTHENTIC MODE.

I II III IV V VI VII I

PLAGAL MODE.

V VI VII I I II III IV
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SUBMEDIANT (vi) AND MEDIANT (ill).

361. Now why is suB-mediant (vi) in the UPPER tetrachord? It

seems a misnomer to name a note suB-mediant when it is placed higher
in the scale in order to distinguish it from another named Mediant (in)

which occupies a place lower in the scale. This at once suggests how,,

when tonal names were first used, the TONIC was regarded as the centre,

hence at that period ancient scales prevailed. By its position in the

upper tetrachord we have internal evidence of a change having been'

effected, since it was so named, from ancient to modern systems.

Therefore, when learning the position it now holds, it is better to regard
the TONIC as the key-note holding a central position, as it did in ancient

times, so :

vi Key C Major, in

Ex. 223.

SUB-MEDIANT. TONIC. MEDIANT.

362. These represent the Relative Minor Key chord to Key C.

(When so regarded, this SUBMEDIANT, of course, would be named TONIC.)

363. For an exercise play and name the notes of this chord, considered

as belonging to its relative major key, the key-note of which is the centre

note of the three.

Ex. 224.

TONIC AND DOMINANT.

364. When a tune is set between tonic and tonic, it is said to

be in the Authentic mode. When between dominant and dominant, in

the Plagal mode.

365. Tunes in the Authentic mode are bolder, stronger, and much
more majestic than those in the Plagal \xxote. Luther's tunes, "Worms,"
and that which bears his name, are examples.

Ex. 225.
TONIC.
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, #DOM. V. DOM. V.

Pr-^ p ^ r J ^ J II 1
1

i



PREAMBLE ON TONAL NAMES.

Ex. 230. Example.

Key G major, I ,

Relative to G.

Key E minor, I

Subdominant iv in Mediant. vi

Supertonic n i Tonic. IV

Leading note VII vi Submediant. n
Dominant v vn

F major, I.

v vi vn i
v vr VII

D major, I. B minor, I.

V" V IV VII

B J2 major. G minor.

tP^=h^
VI

To be rehearsed in all keys.



DIATONIC HARMONY AND MODULATION.

CHAPTER XL

THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO DIATONIC HARMONY

AND MODULATION.

I. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE REFLECTIVE PRINCIPLE TO
INTERVALS AND COMMON CHORDS, ALSO THEIR MENTAL EFFECTS,
ILLUSTRATED.

369. Sir George Macfarren defines melody as " notes in succession,"
and harmony as "notes in combination." *

Ex. 231.
BEETHOVEN'S SONATA, No. 2 (Peters' Edition, p. 16). JL

'

-0- ^~
1

. m r-^,. . .
1

f I*

370. When these " notes in succession
"
are in

"
combination," thus :

or, excluding all

Ed repeated notes, so:

we find columns of "harmony" embodying every note both of C major
and its harmonic minor scales.

"
Rudiments," p. I.
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371. This distinction between "
melody" and "

harmony" is suggestive
of the difference between what is known as the ancient, strict, diatonic,
and contrapuntal style of composition, and the modern, free, chromatic,
and fundamental style of harmony.*

372. As the following pages are devoted to exhibiting in reflective

aspect the modern harmonic style of composition, it may be explained
that the old school of thought guided the writing of musical compositions
by strict rules, which had special reference to the flow of melodies. For

example, if these notes : Q o
1
were sung together in a quartet,

puts it), "was looked upon aseach note (as Dr. Hullah ^ -^

anindependentfactbelong- *J -c^~-
'

ing to an independent melody."
The modern school since the time of Handel and Bach

regard the notes simply as a chord requiring resolution. The old

masters, therefore, viewed a composition in lines of melodies; the

modern, in columns of chords.

373. During Layard's excavations in Babylonia, there was discovered

Sargon's ancient Assyrian palace. Its foundation was found to consist

of layers of brickwork twenty feet thick, upon which were reared, in

symmetrical architecture, imposing columns and sculptured forms in

bas-relief. More than twenty centuries later, Handel's choruses were
written in layers of melodies, Beethoven's symphonies in imposing
columns of harmony.

II. REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF INTERVALS AND CHORDS.

374. The first essential in the study of harmony, is to obtain complete
mastery of major and minor thirds, for all chords are first built by a

combination of these intervals. On the key-board a minor third is easily

distinguished from the major, by observing that two digitals remain,

untouched between the notes played, and three between a major.

KEY-BOARD REFLECTIONS.

MAJOR AND MINOR THIRDS, FROM D, AND G $ OR A J7 CENTRES.

D Centre. Major Thirds.

Ex. 234.

A> or G # Centre. Minor Thirds.

Ex. 235.

* The student will find most excellent articles upon the differences between these

schools in Grove's Dictionary,
" Schools of Composition," vol. iii., pp. 258-314, and

"
Strict Counterpoint," p. 740.
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KEY CHORDS.

375. Key chords are readily found by playing in succession the first

five notes, of any major or minor scale, and retaining only the first, third,

and fifth. The following, regarded as independent phrases from the

above example (231), will illustrate this :

Key Chord of C major. Key Chord of D minor.

Ex. 236.

III. KEY-BOARD CENTRES THE SOURCE OF ACCIDENTAL NOTATION TO
COMMON CHORDS.

376. Although we have spoken of the key-board as possessing two-

centres,* the following illustrations show that these centres are repeated
at intervals of two octaves.

377. If a hand-mirror, with its face to the right, be placed upon D,.

by looking into it when in the treble major and minor thirds are alter-

nately being played, these white or black keys will appear repeating
themselves in the bass

; hence from them major and minor common
chords may be developed in reflective order.

(MINOR thirds are shown by black notes, MAJOR by white.)

Ex. Minor.
4

i

_g
__, ,

i

, ^ i , -P"
'"'

i "f^-, -^ IF-, n
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379. From G# or A I? centre flow a double notation of black digitals,
and double sharps and flats of white. The following shows the reflective

aspect of major and minor common chords when the mirror is removed
from D to G $ or A fr.

IV. ACCIDENTAL NOTATION TO COMMON CHORDS FROM A!? OR G$ CENTRE.

Ex. 239.
V-w-

Minor. H .

_*te
e

iMc

A p or G$ First Minor Thirds,
centre. then Major.

Efr B]?

F| B

Ex. 240.

itj; Major.f 7 j
J

t

be. 4!? 3?
q= Major, u^

U '

4-_.pa
First Major Thirds,

then Minor.

Et? Bi?

^^:

^kd

"*" jtiT Minor.
*^ 4 3*

Ex. 241.

GforAt?
centre.

First Minor Thirds,
then Major.

; D} AJ

Di? G^ Ci?

^gH^j^^^pg-I^^EP^ii-trSSI- ^+ MaW '

Major.

No. 242.

7?

#

First Major Thirds,
then Minor.

Gl ~DJ
cir

Flat
Minor.
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380. The final chords of Ex. 242, introduce C x and E ife as new
names of D # our first and now familiar key-board centre. If from
this centre, with its new names, we reflect the white keys of Ex. 237,

key chords are found which complete the second key circle, and also

F x and G tb as the penultimate chords of limited notation.

Ex. 243.

No. of sharps in Key signatures.

nj 12 J 13$
*- s!_

E| B|
Major Key chords.

Fx

cti?

Cz Gz
Their relative minors.

DX

No. of flats in Key signatures.

381. Double flats or sharp? generated from E&orCxare chiefly
found amongst chromatic harmonies. The F x and G tb as key notes are

not, to the writer's knowledge, found in any work. But F x is the
dominant note of B $ ,

or twelve sharp key ;
and G tb is the subdominant

of D fc
;
and therefore these come within the radius of keys from which

composers borrow notation.!

* Ex. 6, p. 4.

t If we exclude, as exceptional notation, D X, Ax, and Gtb of the most extreme

keys of Ex. 7, it is curious to find how double sharp or double flat accidentals negative
each other. A double flat note is not used as a double sharp, and vice versa.

Ex. 244.
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V. KEY CHORDS.

382. In the following study of key chords, the bass (as in above

examples) descends first to minor and then major intervals of thirds.

Major thirds represent major key-notes; minor thirds, their relative

minor key-notes. In the treble, the alteration from chord to chord is

-only a single note, and its progression is to the same root note to which

the bass moves.

No. I. STUDY OF KEY CHORDS.*
Ex. 245.

Bars12 34
-y-
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VI. THE REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF A COMMON CHORD

383. The central note, or third of a common chord, is, when in close

form, the pivot of its inversions.

Ex. 246. 6 6

3 ^ - 3 *v-> Kft

r> v 5
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VIII. INVERSIONS OF COMMON CHORDS (CLOSE HARMONY) IN THE

TREBLE STAFF, CONSIDERED AS INDEPENDENT OF THE BASS.

386. Now it matters not whether the treble staff chords in Study I,

commence with a first or second inversion, for the same rule applies

viz., that the alteration of a single note from chord to chord corresponds
to the note to which the bass moves.

Ex. 251.

C A F C A

(N.B. To be played through as a continuation of Study i.)

387. Of course these limited examples need not be regarded as key
chords ; their progression equally belongs to one key. For instance, the-

first three chords of example 251 begin Luther's tune, "Worms."

5*
,

^ K=f=*F



TONIC AND DOMINANT HARMONY IN CONTRARY MOTION.

Ex. 254. KEY-NOTES DESCEND BY THIRDS.

C dom.

maj.

Ex.255.

A dom. F dom. D dom.
min'. maj. . min.

"ST. BRIDE" (Third strain).*

Bj?:.

maj.

Lr C^ Q __



MENTAL EFFECT OF CONCORDS.

Ex. 258.

C E G B D
mi mi mi mi

392. This progression in the treble from root to fifth is reflective of

the fifth to root, in Study I.

XII. THE MENTAL EFFECTS OF CONCORDS AND THEIR INVERSIONS.

MENTAL EFFECT OF CONCORDS.

393. When eight bells are heard in descending order, the lowest or

key-note, impresses the mind with its
" firm

" and "
strong

"
tone. So

also is the mental effect of a key chord. For example, listen to the key
chord of the dominant subject in the first movement of Beethoven's

Symphony in D.

Ex. 259.

Dom. 7th of E major
key chord.

* The small notes in bass staff are only inserted to show readily the compound fifth

to which the treble notes move.
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XIII. THE MENTAL EFFECT OF FIRST INVERSIONS OF CONCORDS.

394. A first inversion of a key chord has its third (the third note of

the scale) in the bass.

Ex. 260. :ZLIZ

:<;

5 C major.

3

first inversions.

395. Now the mental impression ascribed to the third note of the

scale,
*

is that of calmness and tranquility. So also is the effect of first

inversions, not only of the key chord, but of every triad upon any degree
of the scale.

Ex. 261.

-M- -&-

~^E

396. What, for instance (again referring to Beethoven's symphony),
can more effectually represent a sudden calm in the midst of a whirling
blast of wind, string, trumpet, and drum, than the soft flute effects of

first inversions.

Ex. 262.

397. Though the diminished triad on the seventh note of every scale

is a discord, yet when its third is in the bass (second note of the scale),

Ex. 263.

it loses all its dissonance, the same tranquil effect prevails, and is in all

* Tonic sol-fa literature.
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respects treated as a first inversion among concords.'

examples are found in Handel's works :

Organ Concerto, No. 5. Edited by W. T. Best.

Bars 16-18. **
,

Beautiful

Ex. 264.

r i
+ '

Twelfth Bar in
"
Every Valley" (Messiah).

Ex. 265.

=2

398. In the following example, Handel, when composing music to

words demanding quiet treatment, employs prominently concords of

first inversions.

"When Thou

Ex. 266.
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399. In this short passage there are no less than fourteen concords of

first inversions, seven of major triads, six of diminished, and one minor.

The effect of the passage is very restful, and after listening to the song
there remains an impression of quiet dignity and tranquility.

XIV. THE MENTAL EFFECT OF SECOND INVERSIONS OF CONCORDS.

400. The second inversion of a key chord has its fifth (the fifth note of

the scale) in the bass :

Ex. 267.
-9-

6
* C major. 4

Second inversions.

It may be viewed as a reflection of a first :

Ex. 268.

, I ;^L ! O

401. Now the mental effect ascribed to the fifth note of the scale is

"
grand," "bright," and "clear," which may be illustrated by military

trumpet calls :

Ex. 269.
jfc g=ggc=p:

So the second inversion of a key chord is very powerful ;
the dominant

note for its bass causes great anticipation of dominant harmony, which

in turn anticipates the key chord : hence the second inversion so

closely connected with the dominant and tonic chords which make the

"perfect," "authentic," or "full close" cadence is named the cadential

| chord *
(see last bar of Ex. 259).

Ex. 270.

^B

402. After the following model the student is recommended to com-
mence at the end of Study I. Ex. 245, p. no, and play to the beginning.

Stainer's "Harmony," p. 35, par. 71.
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Ex. 271.

REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF CONCORDS.

CADENTIAL SIX-FOUR CHORDS.

Cadential 6 C maj.

4

E min.

J I

E ^-j+^nfjfp
P-

G maj. B min.

403. Similar progressions are found in psalm tunes and chants.

Ex.272. "ST. BRIDE."*

m
-R- -e-

A min. 6 C maj. 6

4 4

(See Morley's Chant in D minor, No. 319, Bristol Tune Book.)

XV. REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF THE CONCORDS OF C MAJOR AND
ITS RELATIVE MINOR.

404. The ^EOLIAN MODE of the Greeks, (Ex. 185), is our A minor
scale without a LEADING NOTE, and its concords, major or minor, with

the diminished triad, are seen in the following example to be a perfect

key-board reflection of its relative C major. (N.B. White notes show

major, and black indicate minor intervals.)
A minor.123 4 567

Ex. 273.

MIRROR.

* For the third strain, see Ex. 255, p. 113.
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405. The number FOUR shows the central chords. These are the

centres for radiation of major chords upward and minor downward.

Ex. 274. A. * B.

MIRROR.
D

D

&
Here are twice shown, all the concords of the previous C major and
A minor scales (^EOLIAN).

406. When we compare the above examples, the chords in Ex. 274 (A)
move in 5ths towards D, the key-board centre, and (B) as in Ex. 237,

p. i o 7, from it.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

XVI. THE HARMONIC FORM OF A MINOR MODE.
Ex. 275.

Downward Numbers
of

/EOLIAN MODE, A MINOR.:

4

_z &- _ ^
TONAL NUMBERS of C major, i n in iv v vi vn

407. If E minor were converted into E major, G $, the LEADING NOTE

to A minor, would appear : ~/JT #+-~ - This chord being the

fourth downward from the key-note, is the DOMINANT.

408. By making E minor into E major, we rob the ^EOLIAN MODE of

one of its minor chords. Only TWO, therefore remain, that of the tonic

(I), and that of the subdominant (IV).

Ex. 276.

TONAL..,

V of A MINOR.

ASCENT by 5ths. The same chords by DESCENT of 4ths.

409. Please note, that the D minor chord, (the subdominant of A
minor key), is situated on the second degree of C, its relative major key.

By using FIRST inversions of the 5th of these minor chords, we descend
to common chords situated a FOURTH below, as in the above example
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410. Beginning, therefore, with the minor common chord on the

second degree of any major scale, a beautiful modulation on a gradient
of minor chords may be effected to the relative minor key.

411. So Mendelssohn in the following example, beginning with E
minor on the 2nd degree of D major, modulates to its relative B minor,

by using with the R.H., ist inversions as intermediate to minor chords,

which descend by intervals of fourths.

Ex. 277. Lieder. No. 35.

E min. mm. *F $ maj. DOM. of B min.

E minor the iv of B minor.
v of B minor.

412. To ascend by major or minor chords in fifths upward, a second

inversion in the treble is best as an intermediate chord. Each of the

following treble staff examples, should be accompanied by a bass part of

their root notes in contrary motion.

Ex. 278.

D is on the 2nd degree of key C major. Here we pass upward

through minor common chords to its relative minor key. By these

intermediate chords, J upward and downward, consecutive FIFTHS are

avoided.

-^f
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Second FIFTHS UPWARD AND DOWNWARD.

414. Again by the aid of \ upward and downward.

Ex. 280. j*_ :g: _ ..

121

C 6

4

415. We cannot pass these limits of F downward and G chord upward
without trespassing into another key.

Ex. 281.

G D
Dom. of Key G.

F B{?
Subdom. of Key F.

416. The point to be observed is, that when passing from a common
chord (major or minor) by intervals of fourths and fifths, the intermediate

chords are only attached to their preceding chords by a single note, so

that two notes of the first chord are altered. But it is not so when a

chord is exchanged for that of another at an interval of a major or minor
third

;
two notes of the first chord will then remain part of the second,

which is fully demonstrated by Study I, Ex. 245, p. no.

417. As a minor 3rd is the smallest interval in a common chord, it is

obvious, that when

XVIII. PASSING FROM ONE COMMON CHORD TO ANOTHER AT A

SEMITONE OR A TONE APART,

no note of \hzfirst can be employed in the second, for example :

Ex. 282.

J
l

-

_l
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Ex. 283.

F 6 E
4

Or a 6
chord, where again a note is common to the first chord, and

another to the second

Ex. 284.

But one of the smoothest effects, full of dignity and beauty, is found
when we begin with a 6 of the common chord in hand, and pass through
a 3, to the common chord a tone apart from the first chord, so :

Ex. 285.

418. In bars 23 to 27 of Mendelssohn's Lied, No. 7, this effect is

obtained by the following progression. (Transposed from E !? minor
to A minor).

(The second bar of this example, affords an illustration of the 5th bar

of Ex. 282.)
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419. If in the first bar, (Ex. 286), the second chord had possessed A
instead of B, the bass (D) would have been the root, and thence to a
common chord of E major so :

Ex. 287.

(The 3rd and 4th, also 5th bars of Ex. 282, are here illustrated.)

m r
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422. To attach TONAL NAMES to these roots, will reveal all the notes

of the concords in C major.

D F A reflectively GEC CDEFGA
II IV VI V III I I II III IV V VI

Even. Odd.

423. How easy, therefore, to move from the chords in the centre to

other chords of the key, in THIRDS. We have revealed in the roots of

these chords, GUIDO'S SCALE HEXACHORD.

XX. WITH WHAT CHORD SHOULD A SEQUENCE BEGIN, IN ORDER TO

EMPLOY ALL CONCORDS OF A MAJOR OR ITS RELATIVE MINOR KEY.

424. On page 84, Ex. 191, shows in sequence all the concords of C
major and A minor keys. Because each sequence begins and ends with

a chord on their key-notes, such sequences may be termed AUTHENTIC.

The bass, which is the ROOT of each concord, alternately descends by
fourths and rises by seconds. To reverse this progression of Ex. 191,

(i.e., rising by fourths and descending by seconds), reveals the inhar-

monious effect of the minor chord on the MEDIANT of the major key,

and a strong demand for a sharp to its major 3rd is felt, in order to

make a DOMINANT chord to the relative minor key (A).*

425. But there is another method, which may be termed PLAGAL, i.e.,

when, say in key C, the sequence begins with the minor chord on D the

subdominant of the relative A minor key, and the bass which is the root

of every concord ascends by thirds, so :

Ex. 290.

And REFLECTIVELY
D F A C E G (G MAJOR CHORD being G E C A F D

a reflection of D min. ) so:

-p-

~~
Maj. Ma. Mi. Ma. ^7** ~w

t D min. Subdom. of A min. key.
l '

Ma. Mi.
G maj. Dom. of C maj. key.

426. We may easily find, by reference to Exs. 237 and 238, p. 107,

why, in order to take in all the concords, these sequences begin on D,
and reflectively on G. It is because the concords, D minor, and its

reflected chord G major, are those which first radiate from the key-board
centre D. D being the centre of A minor key (A B c D E F G), and
G counting downward from C, the centre of C major (c B A G F E D),

it is on this account that such progressions may be termed Plagal

sequences,! to distinguish them from AUTHENTIC. SEQUENCES composed
of the same scale notes are named TONAL

; but REAL when the intervals

of a first progression are strictly adhered to, and therefore necessitates

the use of other scale notes. U

* This demand is gratified in Exs. 254 to 257.

f 409 to 411. J 364, p. 102. II Prout's Harmony, 138-9.
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CHAPTER XII.

RELATED KEYS, AND THE ART OF MODULATION TO THEM.

I. RELATED KEYS.

KEY-CHORDS MADE OUT OF SCALE SOUNDS OF C MAJOR.

"Fn
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upon the middle notes of the scale may be regarded as FORERUNNERS
of the TRITONE, and consequent establishment of the key.*

Ex. 293- /T
i .^=0:

ty g..--w 1 ^

430. If we add a /0* 0#<rr a major third on the key-note, a modulation

is effected to the FIRST SHARP key :

Ex. 294. Ex. 295.

l^-N I

\ & ^r>~ I Q B or reflectively a TONE under

) i N^TI H to a FIRST FLAT key :

431. It is obvious that major thirds on these key-notes, G and F, as

shown in Ex. 293, will be forerunners of a return to the principal, key C.

These THREE are the MAJOR KEYS under the name of RELATIVE, OR
RELATED KEYS.

IV. RELATED MINOR KEYS.

D MINOR : A MINOR : AND E MINOR.

432. G is on the fourth degree of D minor; hence a major third on

this note will be the forerunner of its TRITONE in its melody mode, so :

Ex.

D Minor.

433. D again is the 4th degree of A minor, hence a major 3rd on D
is forerunner.

Ex.298,

vii A Minor.

A is on the 4th degree of E minor, therefore a major third on A is

forerunner of its TRITONE.

:#= =S=|i=g
!x - 299- (0) ^j^ * ' *-TT

^^
I IV VII iv E minor.

*
72, p- 32.
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434. From these major thirds we may easily modulate a return, so :

Ex. 300.

_l v v
. .

v^
i

D
minor.

to

SECOND STEP.

V. THE MAJOR THIRD, AS FORERUNNER TO THE TRITONE, CONNECTED
WITH THE MINOR COMMON CHORD ON THE SECOND DEGREE OF
THE SCALE.

435. This is exactly what Beethoven does in the " Scherzo
"

in his

Sonata, Op. 26. In fact he makes this progression his subject^ so :

Ex. 301.

The slur is not Beethoven's, but the writer's, in order to show the

tritone of the scale, first of Et>, and second of Afr key.

436. To reverse this subject, the major 3rd as forerunner to the

tritone will be found in connection with the minor common chord on
the THIRD DEGREE of the scale, so :

-9-
Ex. 302.

--

437. So in all the above examples the major third as forerunner of

the tritone may be connected with the minor chord on the second degree
of the scale when ascent is made to the tritone, and on the third degree
when descent.

VI. THE DOMINANT SEVENTH DERIVED FROM THE FIRST AND SECOND
MINOR CHORDS OF THE KEY.

As we have seen, in every major scale there are three minor common
chords, and their position is on the second, third, and sixth degrees,

_3
I _3

Ex.303. -TJk *j g ^ o rj
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438. Placing the FIRST and SECOND minor CHORDS in different octaves,
we may see at a glance how the TWO upper notes of the chord on the

3rd degree and the two lower notes of the chord on the 2nd degree are
identical with, and constitute the DOMINANT SEVENTH CHORD.

Ex. 304.

3rd degree of

the C scale.

2nd degree. Dominant

7 th.

Diminished
triad.

439. If from these minor chords we omit A and E, the remaining

notes compose the central discord of scale sounds, i.e., the 4 or

second inversion of the dominant seventh, so :

Ex. 305.

440. The two centre notes of these chords are the two middle notes

of the scale, and constitute the centre of Dominant discords which appear
in reflective aspect on the staves,

Ex. 306.

m

but the key-note is the centre for the key's CONCORDS.

Ex. 307.

1
F C A DEED

G, however, is the centre for the

concords of C and G major chords :-
Ex.
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VII. THE SIX- FOUR-THREE OR SECOND INVERSION OF THE DOMINANT
SEVENTH.

441. For present purposes of modulation this chord is preferred,

because its highest note is the LEADING NOTE, and it lends itself better

than other forms of inversions, to establish the key into which it is

resolved. It is the centre to which the two minor chords, of which we
have spoken, naturally gravitate,

Ex. 309.
"-* t^z*^- f^

6
D minor. 4

3

and certainly there is an unnatural effect not to do so.

Ex. 310.

442. In these progressions there is a positive outcry from the D minor

chord, for B, the LEADING NOTE belonging to the E minor chord, and
from the E minor, for the F, the fourth of the scale which belongs to the

D minor. Therefore these chords are bound together in sympathetic

affinity by the tritone, this is their marriage tie ; so that when one

chord is heard, the natural tendency of the mind is to anticipate a note

which belongs to the other.

Tritone. Tritone.

Ex. 311.

VIII. THE MINOR TRIAD ON THE SIXTH DEGREE OF THE SCALE.

Ex. 312.

443- The special characteristic of this chord is, that it does not

possess a single note of the dominant seventh chord, but in contrast to

this, all the notes of this yth were found to be possessed by the two
minor chords of which we have spoken, and which are exhibited in

Ex. 304.

444. But if the three notes of the minor chord on the vith degree
are not essential to the DOMINANT SEVENTH of its own key, they are

nevertheless essential to dominant chords of TWO other keys. Its

lowest TWO notes are the highest TWO of the dominant seventh in

Key G.

,->. JJ- ^ I x->

Ex. 313.
-- ^

(vi of C, and the II of G.)
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And its highest TWO notes are identical with the lowest TWO of the

dominant seventh of key F, so :

Ex. 314.

I
cj ^ira

(VI of C, and the in of F.)

445. This minor common chord on the SIXTH degree, may therefore

be regarded as a double winged door, hinged to its middle note C (the

key note), when F$ is touched its right wing opens, through which we

glide to key G (Ex. 313), the other wing, A, C, remaining as essential

notes of the dominant chord of the new key.

446. On the other hand, by touching Bi?, the left wing opens, through
which we glide to key F, the R.H. wing, C, E, now remaining as essential

notes of the dominant chord of the new key.

447. This chord may therefore be looked upon as the way of

departure out of the key in hand to FIRST RELATED MAJOR KEYS.

448. By this analysis we learn that minor common chords are

FORERUNNERS to dominant chords and thence to MAJOR keys.

An example of this is to be found in the 24th and 2yth bars of

Handel's chorus, "AND THE GLORY OF THE LORD."* So:

Ex. 315.

u, jt
|

i

|
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KEYS. Ex. 69, p. 32, is a diagram which shows how these keys are

situated with reference to the head of the circle. The arrow pierces
F Major as the one flat related key (subdominant to C), then follows to

the right C and G major, the next three on the circle, viz., D, A, E, are

to be regarded as minor keys, which are in order relative minors to

the first three major, viz., F, C and G. So any six keys on the circum-

ference, looked at in the way in which the hands of a watch move, are

related keys, the FIRST three are major, the middle key of these being
the principal, and the next three their relative minor.

451. If on diagram 106, p. 49, the N. end of the needle were turned
westward tp EP, then B? major may be regarded as the principal key
in which a composition is set. E b would be the subdominant, and F
the dominant major keys ;

the C, G, and D on the right of these should
be regarded as their relative minor keys. The key-chords of these

being composed entirely of the scale sounds of Bi? major, are, therefore,
honoured as relatives of this their principal.

X. EXAMPLE OF MODULATIONS TO RELATED KEYS IN B 1? MAJOR.

452. Mendelssohn's "LiED," No. 26.

Ex..
Bars 3 and 4

Bar 2.

Q j^V20 -

_ S i

Bar 6.
/K h bl

'

\ bg! ^ ^ar ^' ^e ^ars 3 an(^ 4'
to ^

2pE
* ^ =*^= Bar 10, like bar 6, to C minor.

again to B fr. V

C mi.

Ex. 321.

Bar ii. / b
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which key is retained until bar 28, when a transient chord of B 2 minor
leads through a chromatic yth chord on the supertonic to the original

subject in the original key, then a recapitulation of similar modulations
to the end.

453. Now all the keys herein employed have their key-chords composed
of the scale sounds of B? major. None else are admitted, but care

is evidently taken that all keys related to the principal should in this

family gathering take part in the game. It may be observed that D
minor is reserved for the middle portion of the composition.

454. Such an exposition is full of incitement to serious and practical

thought, for it reveals how, at the time of composition, the mind of the

composer is pre-occupied with RELATED KEYS and consequent limit to

modulations. This is so important, and so near to debatable ground,
that it is necessary to establish the position by further investigation.

455. In order to do so, and also to contrast flat and natural notation,

the following extracts are selected, one from Mendelssohn's "Lied"
in A, No. 30, and the second from the slow movement in Beethoven's

Symphony in C.

XI. ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENTAL NOTATION EFFECTING MODULATIONS TO-

RELATED KEYS.

456. The KEY-NOTE of every composition is the head of a key circle,

into the keys of which composers modulate.

ANALYSIS OF MODULATIONS FOUND IN MENDELSSOHN'S "LIED IN Ay

NO. 30."*

457. It is convenient for present analysis, that all the keys employed
throughout this composition, are also found clustered together between

bars 39 and 43, so :

Ex. 326. Bars : 39.

Emaj. F$mi.
41.

Amaj.
42.
B mi.

43-
D maj.

3*^Z

vi IV

* This favourite Lied, which has the wholly unauthorized title of "
Spring Song,'

r

was composed by Mendelssohn at a house in the suburbs of London, where he stayed

during his visit of 1842. A picnic had been arranged by his host, with Windsor as

the destination. At the time for starting, Mendelssohn excused himself from joining

the party, and he was left at home with the children of the house as his companions.

They were fond of romping with him, and he with them. When the picnic party

returned, Mendelssohn played the Lied which he had composed during their absence.

The Lied is dated,
"
London, June I, 1842." Communicated by Mr. F. G. Edwards.
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458. Now it would have been easy, and natural, for Mendelssohn to

have continued this sequence to the next minor and its relative major

keys, viz.. E minor and G major :

Ex. 327.

E minor. G major.

why did he not do so ? Because they are not RELATED KEYS to A
major.
An examination of the key circle will show this :

Ex. 328.

EXTRANEOUS C, Bj
KEYS. {

T

Augmented 6th the basis of the circle.*

459- When the key circle for compositions in A major is under

consideration, the N. end of the needle must be stationed at D, one

remove N.W. from its head, and its S. end will then point at G J, one

remove S.E.

460. These notes cover the TRITONE of A major

Ex. 329.

and, as its scale notes from its key-note ascend to the R., so all the

scale notes are on the R. or eastern side of the needle.

B C| D E Ffl G|
Ex.330,

TRITONE.

*
Exposition of key-circles, pp. 32 to 38.
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461. More than this, each scale note may not only be regarded as a

KEY-NOTE, but all their key-chords are entirely composed of the above

scale notes.

Ex. 331.
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If the S. end pointed to E $, its N. end would show B, the tritone to

F J minor :

Ex. 334.

The S. end at A $, its N. would point at E, the tritone to B minor :

Ex. 335-

and finally, if the S. end pointed at Gft, its N. end would show C#, the

leading note to D major. But in this case C # is not the accidental

required, because it is a diatonic note in the A major scale, but instead

of it, G H is required, in order to institute the tritone in key D :

Ex. 336.

467. So that the sharp KEY-NOTES on the western side of the needle

are required as accidentals to institute tritones when modulating into

RELATED KEYS on the eastern. And, of course, key-board reflection from

sharp key-signatures to flat, will appear by continuing to move the

needle round the dial, when one point would show natural key-notes on

the eastern side, as LEADING NOTE accidentals necessary to institute the

tritone for modulations into FLAT KEYS on the western.

XIJ. AN EPISODE, IN WHICH IS INTRODUCED BY WAY OF CONTRAST
WITH THE ABOVE EXPOSITION, AN EXTRACT FROM BEETHOVEN'S

FIRST SYMPHONY.

[Supposed questions by a Student]

468. Ques. But are not FLATS, as accidentals, used in modulations

to sharp related keys ?

469. Ans. Yes ! and theseflats are key-notes employed as accidentals,

which, if the composition for example were set in C, would be found on

the western side of the circle, so :

Ex. 337. KEY CIRCLE OF C.

F G

The basis of the Circle.*

*
Exposition of key circles, pp. 32 to 38.
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470. Ques. But if sharp keys do not admit of flat notes in their

scales, how can flats be employed as a means of modulation into them ?

for 'when key circles were under consideration, for example, on p. 36,
Exs. 79 and 80, it was clear enough that all sharps were situated on the

eastern side and flat key-notes on the western ; at that time, however,
we did not understand that sharp keys with the addition of one flat,

were the only keys to be regarded as RELATED to the head of the circle
;

we thought they all were !

471. Ans. All keys are diatonically connected, as will be seen by
reference to 105, p. 39, but not all related to the head of a circle. When
however, flat key-notes of EXTRANEOUS keys, found on the western side

of the needle, are employed as accidentals for modulating purposes into

related sharp keys on the eastern, they are chromatic notes, which are

minor ninths measured from the dominant roots of the three major
key-chords of the scale in which the composition is set. A reference to

Ex. 132, p. 63, will show this so :

Ex. 338.

472. Example 133, p. 64, exhibited the above minor ninths with

flats as a key-board reflection with sharps, which may now be reviewed

AS KEY-BOARD REFLECTIONS OF RELATED KEYS, SO :

EASTERN
SIDE OF THE

CIRCLE.

Here are seen all RELATED KEY-CHORDS of C major, and FLATS are

now employed when resolving to them.

Ex. 340.

C maj. D mi. E mi. F maj. G maj. A mi. B minor.

473. If B minor be added, all the scale notes of C major would be

regarded as key-notes, and so we find modulations to all the above

keys in the following :
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EXTRACT FROM BEETHOVENS "ANDANTE" IN F, FROM HIS SYMPHONY IN C,
TRANSPOSED (IN ORDER TO SHEW CHROMATIC NOTATION OF THE

ABOVE EXAMPLES) TO C.

Ex. I
G maj. C maj. E mi.

D mi. C maj. B mi. G maj. F maj. C maj.

XIII. ANALYSIS.

474. If B minor be excluded, no other keys are here employed but

related keys.

FLAT NOTATION IN THE ABOVE EXTRACT.

475. To keys F, C, G, and D minor, we find flats as dominant minor

ninths, or (as shown in Ex. 339, with the lowest notes as sharp LEADING

NOTES), DIMINISHED SEVENTHS.

476. First To think of a note, a major third above a flat, is to

think of a KEY-NOTE to which, in above example, the flat belongs.

34,.

F C G D

477. Second To think of a note one SEMITONE below the FLAT, is to

think of the dominant note of the key to which the fUi. belongs.

478. Third To think of an augmented second above the FLAT, is to

think of the LEADING NOTE to the key-note.

479. Now LEADING NOTES are the last sharps in key signatures, and
.rise to key notes ;

and dominant minor ninth flats are the last flats in

key signatures, and fall to dominant notes. This is their reflection of

resolution, so :

Ex ' 343-

F mi. C mi. Gmi. D mi.

480. If these keys were major, the naturals and the sharps to the

chords would not be required, because the sharps would be in their

key signatures. But the flats, being withdrawn from the above

signatures, would be needed, so :

F maj. Cmaj. G maj. D maj.
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481. So in major keys the flats in Ex. 344 are borrowed from the last

flat in the signatures of their tonic minor keys, Ex. 343, and in these

minor keys sharps are borrowed from the last sharp in the signatures of

their tonic major keys, Ex. 344.

482. But when a composition is set in C, both the FLATS and the

SHARPS are required for modulations into RELATED KEYS, as the above

extract from Beethoven shows, Ex. 341.

483. It should be noted, that although the above flats are chromatic

in major keys, the sharps or naturals are not chromatic in the minor

keys, they being essential scale notes.

XIV. A PRACTICAL EXERCISE

may be constructed from the above analysis, thus :

484. First. Take any key-note of a RELATED KEY and regard it as.

the highest note of a SUBDOMINANT CHORD in a major key, then follow it

by its dominant and leading note.

4^5. Second. The same process as a subdominant minor chord.

486. Third. Alter this subdominant minor chord, by lowering its

highest note a semitone to its leading note, making thereby an,

augmentedfourth chord, and resolve to key-chord. For example :

:z.g=g=E=g-- Pn?g=-ttt Slj g-.j iJ-ftK^ ~9
?*r-f-Ex. 345-

IV of G
Major.

487. To add the second note of the scale to these, as a bass, com-

pletes four-part harmony, as in Ex. 344.

Ex. 346. fe^I^=HP* n

t

XV. HOW TO FIND KEY-NOTES.

488. Key-chords are always major or minor common chords. Their

ROOTS, particularly in inversions, should be looked for immediately after

the chords with accidentals, and each root may be regarded as the NEW
KEY-NOTE.

XVI. NATURALS AS MINOR NINTHS.

489. We now resume investigation of Mendelssohn's Lied in A,
No. 30.

490. From previous investigation in close harmony of the modulations
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to related keys, we learn by the TWO examples shown, Exs. 326 and 332,

pp. 132 and 134:

491. First. When sharps are found in modulations to related keys,

in compositions set in a sharp key, only dominant sevenths are

employed. So also,

492. Second. When naturals are found in modulations to related

keys, in compositions set in a FLAT key, only dominant sevenths are

used.

493. We have now to show that naturals, as minor ninths in sharp

keys, are employed.
494. Reference to Mendelssohn's own setting of modulations to

related keys, so :

MENDELSSOHNS'S LIEJJ IN A, No. 30.

Bars 39. 40.

Ex. 347.

*1 -~

1
E maj.

Ffmi.

41. 42. v 43-

A maj. B mi. D maj.

shows a D
fcj

in Bar 39. Applying to this D
t}

the thought given in

476, viz.,
"
to think of a note a major third above a flat, is to think of

a key-note to which (in the above examples) the flat belongs." So here,
in bar 40, we see that F f is the key into which modulation is made,
and to which this D

t] belongs, as the minor 9th over the dominant root

C J, of F # minor : In Bar 40, appears F fcj,

which is

Ex. 349.

the dominant minor 9th of A : 7m u
E fl is the

vT/
ffi

I "Q ~rl

Dom.

,

Ex. 350.

dominant root. Bar 41, G t| is the dominant J

minor gth of B, it is a semitone above its dominant root, F J.
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Bar 42. B I? is the dominant minor 9th of D,
it is a semitone above its dominant root, A

Ex. 351.

Dom.

By these naturals, therefore, the key may be anticipated.

495. But for a moment consider bars 39 and 41. The dominant yth
of key A has D tf as the highest note :

Dom. 7. Fjmi.

It is, however, easy to see that this D ft is the minor 9th of the relative

minor key, F$; so in bar 41, the dominant yth of key D has Gft as its

highest note :

Ex. 353-

and this Gtf is the dominant minor gth of key B minor.

496. N.B. The SEVENTH may be known by its resolution to the

THIRD of the key-chord, and the NINTH by its resolution to the FIFTH.

497. It is therefore to be observed, that the dominant yth note of any
major key may be regarded as the dominant minor gth of its relative

minor key, and accordingly such a modulation may be effected.

XVII. MODULATION INTO RELATED KEYS BY DOMINANT SEVENTHS OF

THE MAJOR KEYS, BEING REGARDED AS DOMINANT MINOR NINTHS

OF THEIR RELATIVE MINOR KEYS.

EX. 354.

-y~.*--
~ W^~

Fmaj. mi. 9 Dmi. v 7. Cmaj. vg Ami. V7 Gmaj. vn Emi.
VII jj.

498. When this example rs played from the end to the beginning, the

diminished 7th (or dominant minor 9th) is changed to a dominant 7th
of its relative major key.

499. It may be further observed, that Mendelssohn's second triplets

in each bar begin on the second degree of the new key ;
this is so in

every instance, and the middle note of this triplet is the octave bass of

the following chord.

500. The last chord of each bar, viz., the 4, is one of very powerful

effect
;

it is found by simply playing in the bass a TONE below the ROOT
of the dominant common chord or its inversions, so :



Ex. 355-

MODULATION INTO RELATED KEYS.

6 6

4 3

I4-I

:Q:

-o- J&
501. So modulation into any key may be powerfully effected (as.

Mendelssohn does in Ex. 347), by taking, in the bass, the octave

subdominant Rote of the new key ;
and in the treble the ^ dominant

chord.*

XVIII. ILLUSTRATIONS FROM SCHUMANN AND BEETHOVEN, SHOWING
THE REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF MODULATION TO RELATED KEYS, FLATS-

DOWNWARD AND SHARP KEYS UPWARD.

SCHUMANN.

502. The progression of major and their relative minor keys which are

acknowledged to be most natural and beautiful, are everywhere traceable

in the compositions of the Great Masters : which shows how RELATED
KEYS must have been with them a study of importance.

503. Take for example the following illustrations, which show that

the Great Masters, whether consciously or unconsciously, were often

guided in their ch.oice of keys and harmonic progressions by this

principle or law of reflection. If consciously, it would be interesting
and instructive to know if any record or intimation has been left of their

having been guided when composing by such a principle, for it is certain

their works reveal it. If they follow unconsciously such a law, it is the

more remarkable, for it shows an unwritten law "
written on their

hearts," and in this light the result of our endeavours is but the discovery
and giving expression in words of such a law, and thereby rendering it

accessible as an important basis for study, which cannot but be regarded
as worthy of careful consideration by all professors and students of

musical composition.

504. The following selections from Schumann, Beethoven, and

Mendelssohn, will be sufficient to testify to the effect, conscious or

unconscious, which this principle has had on the modulations in their

compositions.

*
Study I, Ex. 245, p. no, should be played through, preceding each key-chord

with a dom. 4 ,
so :

i

Ex. 350!

^=^
F
maj.

D
mi. maj.

G
mi. ma.

4 6
2 C mi.
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SCHUMANN'S A MINOR CONCERTO (Op 54). (Fourteenth score.)

9-

Ex. 357.

C maj. A mi. F maj. R Dom. of key C.

505. These key chords (C major, A minor, F major) are the first

three of Study I, p. no. By contrary motion (from the end of the

study) they are C, E minor, G major, and this reflective aspect is found
in the sixth and seventh scores of the same Concerto, thus :

m% ~

EmL
it dom.

G maj.
its dom.C ma> its dom.

BEETHOVEN.

-XIX. REFLECTIVE ASPECTS OF MODULATIONS IN BEETHOVEN'S SONATAS.

506. Key chords of third and fourth bars of Study I, preceded by
their dominant harmonies, are found in the sixth score of Beethoven's

Sonata in E fiat (No. 4) :

""
359-

t

fc

Dom. of maj. G mi. E J2 maj.

* In this, and the following extracts from Great Masters, it is intended that attention

should be chiefly directed to the progression of KEY-CHORDS.

f Arpeggios and passing notes are omitted in order that the key chords may be
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507. The keys G, Efr, C, of Example 359, are found in contrary or

reflective order in the Rondo of "Sonata Pathe"tique."

,

Ex. 360. m
itr

C mi.

-jM' i tq
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then to D major and its relative B minor
;
A major and its relative to

F$ minor, thence to E major. REFLECTIVELY, E major, Fit minor to

A major, B minor to D major, &c. These reflective aspects may be
considered as a second pair.

510. Beethoven's FIRST movement of his Symphony in D (Ex. 262,

p. 115, q.v.) affords an illustration of the first progression of this second

pair of minor thirds and major seconds. And again, this progression is

followed from the opening of the dominant subject : A major, F$ minor,
and E major, Ex. 259, p. 114, q.v.

We here find Beethoven descending on the key-board through
sharp keys, the signatures of which increase from G, one sharp, to E,
four sharps. But in Mendelssohn's Lied in A (see Ex. 347, p. 139),
we find this order reversed. Beginning (bar 39) with E (four sharps),
he passes upward on the key-board to F$ minor, A major, B minor,
and D major. Mendelssohn is therefore in contrary motion to Beet-

hoven, for ascending, sharp signatures decrease from four of key E to two
of key D.

XXI. HANDEL.

511. Again, a* common practice of composers is to omit the above
related minor keys, and' move in FIFTHS round to the R. and L. of a

circle, either in the order of major or minor keys. Not more than two
removes at one time is usual. As an example, read the following
with the key circle in view, Ex. 328, p. 133.

In Handel's chorus, "And the glory of the Lord,"'* (key A), modulations
are in a set groove of fifths, upward and downward. A, E, B, major,
and B, E, A. In the same key, his setting of "When Thou tookest upon
Thee," f the same modulations occur, which may be observed in bars

25 to 40, viz., A, E, B, and return to B, E, A. In the middle subject
in FJ minor, the order of related keys in FIFTHS is preserved.

Ex. 362.
Dom. to F jt mi. - Bmi. E maj. Dom. A maj.

512. Various other systematic upward and downward arrangements of

keys are to be found in the works of the Great Masters, which may be

regarded in the light ofpairs. I

513. These examples of contrary aspect of key progressions in pairs,

suggest how the perplexing art of modulation may be classified and

intelligently studied in set grooves ; and thereby power over key rela-

tionship be obtained, for which the Great Masters have ever been
remarkable in th^ir extempore or " cadenza "

performances.

Foot note, p. 130. f Ex. 266, p. 116.

Ex. 163, p. 73, C downward to G a 4th, then a 2nd to F, and again home to C.
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XXII. RELATIVE KEYS IN COMPOSITIONS SET IN MINOR KEYS.

514. On page 118, it was shown by Ex. 273, how the concords of

C major are inversions to those of its relative minor, Le., the major
chords of the EOLIAN A minor mode when reflected on the key-board,
become the minor common chords of C major, and vice versa. So
when a composition, say in C minor, is under consideration, its related

keys are those of its relative major, i.e., E b major. This will be clearly
demonstrated by the use of key circles, and the analysis of a compo-
sition by Mozart.

RELATED KEYS, TO E|? MAJOR.

mi.

Ex. 363.

RELATED KEYS, TO C MINOR.

Ex. 364. mi.

. C, Key-note.

G, maj. dom., or G mi.

515. By these key circles, we observe that the related keys to C
minor, on the circumference, are to be viewed in contrary direction. It

is difficult to believe that when Mozart composed
"
Qui Tollis

"
in C

minor, which follows the "Gloria in Excelsis" in his i2th Mass, that his

mind was not pre-occupied with the above related keys, for all are ki

request, and none are used which are on the R.H. side of the needle.

These keys, we shall see, follow each other in the composition in the

subjoined order.

516. Beginning, after a two bars prelude m C minor, in the third bar

he modulates to G, the dominant :

G. maj. |
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In bars 6 to 1 2 modulations occur so :

Ex. 366.

E ? maj.

From bars 22 to 35, so :

Ex. 367.
22

{

-IS. ' '

tSSEfeg:
j i

B ^ maj.

T'y^

E !? maj.

:

III II

C mi. F mi. Gmi.

I I ! ! I . I

J J J-
&c.

E j? maj. Cmi.

517.
we see

when a

To trace these keys on the circumference of C minor key circle,

how strictly related keys are adhered to, and are the same as

composition is set in its relative major key E !?, even the G minor
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belonging to E I? major is found amongst them, notwithstanding the

demand of G major which contains B
tj

as a necessary dominant chord

to C minor. The only difference is, whether a composition be set in

E b major, or C minor.* These keys, having the same signature, con-

firm the position shown from the beginning of this work, viz., that key

relationship, or key removes, depend entirely upon a change of key
signatures.

518. All these examples from the works of the Great Masters, strongly

suggest, that during the hours of composition, thoughtful attention has

been directed to the RELATED KEYS of the principal, and when writing,
the thought of these keys has suggested various methods of modulations

into them.

519. To regard the ART of composition in the light of a mere game
of chance, puzzles thoughtful students as to where the ART comes in !

The fact of the existence of a rule requiring a composition to end in the

principal key in which it begins, certainly demands choice of intermediate

keys, and judging by the works of the Great Masters, very much of their

ART has consisted in a careful selection of related keys, and their many
devices of approach and adieu to them.

520. We have purposely entered into detail, knowing how important
it is for a student to grasp fully the meaning of RELATED KEYS. In fact,

a right understanding of the common occurrence of accidentals depends
upon such knowledge ;

and it has been necessary as a foundation, in

order to show clearly the ART OF REFLECTIVE MODULATION TO
EXTRANEOUS KEYS.

* The same relationship of keys is followed by Haydn in his
" Sonata in E minor.'

(Augener, 6135.)
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CHAPTER XIII.

I. EXTRANEOUS AND ULTRA-EXTRANEOUS KEYS, THEIR REFLECTIVE

ASPECTS, AND THE ART OF MODULATION.

521. Key circles naturally divide into three departments :

First, as we have demonstrated, RELATED KEYS, to C major and
C minor

;
DIAL I.

Second, EXTRANEOUS or SECONDARY ;

* DIALS II, and III.

Third, ULTRA-EXTRANEOUS or ENHARMONIC ;
DIAL IV.

Ex. 369.

DIAL I. RELATED KEYS TO C MAJOR, AND C MINOR.

DIAL II.

SHARP KEYS
EXTRANEOUS TO C.

DIAL III.

FLAT KEYS
EXTRANEOUS TO C.

mi.

>G

D

NEEDLE at the

KEY-BOARD CENTRE
DJL

NEEDLE at the
KEY-BOARD CENTRE

A? or Gf.

maj. ma. ma

* For exact degree of relationship, which is dependent upon the number of chords
which one key has in common with another, including chromatic chords, see Dr.
Prout's work,

" Musical Form," chap. IV; also his Table of Related Keys, p. 43,
where it may be observed, that those keys named secondary we have also named
extraneous,
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II. REFLECTIVE ASPECTS OF RELATED KEY-CHORDS OF DIAL I.

522. First The related keys of Ex. 237 on p. 107 shows D, A, and
E minor on Dial I, reflected as G, C, and F major, also on Dial I.

III. EXTRANEOUS KEYS.

523. Second On Dial II, D, A, and E major, are, in Ex. 238, seen

to be reflective of G, C, and F minor, on Dial III. On this Dial III,

B I?, E ?", and A 7 major are, in Ex. 240, seen to be reflective of B, F J,

and Cf minor on Dial II. From TWO to FOUR sharps on Dial II, and
TWO to FOUR flats on Dial III, major key chords, together with their

relative minors, are the extraneous keys to C major.

524. The following is an extract from "Gloria in Excelsis" in Mozart's

1 2th Mass, where he modulates from key C into the EXTRANEOUS key
of Ab major, so :

Ex. 370. &C.

m
All other keys employed in this composition are related to C.

525. On p. 46, Ex. 103, is an instance of extraneous modulation, from
four flats of Dial III, to four sharps of Dial II. In this composition of

Spohr, C major is made an intermediate key. Also the well-known

"Fragment" of Mendelssohn, beginning in At?", four flats, introduces

modulations to key C, and E four sharps.

526. Modulations to four sharp or flat removes, are most charmingly
effected by the employment of the powerful ^ chord. For example :

r527. It will be remembered, how Beethoven passes direct from C
major to Ai? major in our extract on p. 105, Ex. 231.

528. With related and extraneous keys of four flats and four sharps
we have covered two-thirds of a key circle, regarded as major keys.

r ^
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notation, so the second circle of sharps is required. B# 5 sharps or

Ct? 7 flats; F# 6 sharps or G? 6 flats; D7 5 flats or Cj 7 sharps, are

the major keys, and their relative minor keys follow on the circumference

of the circle. These are A? or G# (relative to C? or B), E7 or D#
(relative to GP or F$), and B ? or A$ (relative to D? or Cf ).

These
are therefore the ULTRA-EXTRANEOUS keys to a composition set in

key C major.

530. This division into EXTRANEOUS and ULTRA-EXTRANEOUS, was

clearly intimated and foreshadowed on p. 57, 159, and p. 59, 166, q.v.

PAGE I08, EXAMPLES 239 WITH 24!, AND 240 WITH 242 CONTRASTED.

531. The enharmonic notation of these examples, is due to the

enharmonic change of A? or G$ ,
the source or spring head of the two

stream's radiating in minor and then major thirds, which culminate in

reflec'tive notation of major and minor key chords. The minor chords

iii flats in the treble staff of Ex. 239, are identical on the key-board with

the minor chords in sharps in the treble staff of Ex. 241. So also, are

identical on the key-board, the major sharp key chords of Ex. 239, with

the major flat key chords of Ex. 241.

532. Again, so are the major sharp chords of Ex. 242 enharmonic
with the major flat chords of Ex. 240, and the minor flat chords of

Ex. 242 with the minor sharp chords of Ex. 240.

V. THE PENULTIMATE CHORDS.

533. The chords, with double sharps and double flats, of Ex. 243,

being identical on the key-board with the chords of naturals of Ex. 237,
show that we have arrived at the utmost boundary of practical
accidental notation.

VI. EXTRANEOUS MODULATIONS. THE TRITONE AND THE DIMINISHED
FIFTH.

534. In the construction of the key-board the
jfrSfaii note to C.

REAL OCTAVE is not from key-note to key-note,

neither is it from dominant to dominant, but from
LEADING NOTE tO LEADING NOTE.

535. Between these points at F, the key-board may be said to be
divided into two compartments :

Ex. 373-

Dim. 5th. Augmented 4th.

536. Six semitones are found in each, and although from B to F
shows FIVE white keys, (B, C, D, E, F), and in the upper compartment
only FOUR, (F, G, A, B), yet the balance is preserved by there being three
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black keys in the upper and only two in the lower, which if we consider

F as the
"
conjunct

"
note of the two compartments, each division

consists of seven digitals.

537. So that according to the notation, each section may be as a

composer willeth, either a diminished 5th or an augmented 4th, so :

Ex. 374.12 2 3 4

Dim.

5

Aug.
4

Aug.
4

Dim.

5

538. The difference is a sixth remove, i.e., from one point of the

needle, on the dial, to the other.

539. The diminished triad resolved to F | and G 1? is shown in Ex. 67,

p. 31 (q.v.).

540. The words diminished (contracted), and augmented (expanded),
have a double significance, First^ having reference to INTERVAL, and

Second, to RESOLUTION, for each note of the diminishedfifth CONTRACTS
when resolved :

Ex. 375.

and the augmented fourth EXPANDS :-

-a , *~-^
Ex. 376.

VII. KEY-BOARD REFLECTIONS.

KEY CIRCLES SHOWN ON THE KEY-BOARD. THE NEEDLE IS REPRESENTED BY

LINES, THE ENDS OF WHICH TOUCH THE KEY-NOTES POINTED AT.

Ex. 377.

Tritone, Dim. 5th. Tritone.

or, Aug. 4th.
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(continuous lines indicate the TRITONES, dotted, DIMINISHED FIFTHS,
their NOTATION is as follows.)

-& a. Ji. -ft ..

Ex. 378.
MIRROR ON D.

541. Here we may quickly discern to which compartment of the scale

each interval belongs, by noticing that the augmented fourth has always
its sharp to its highest note, and the diminished fifth to its lowest. This

must be so when all sharps (except the highest sharp in the last

interval) are leading notes, and all the naturals show the fourth degrees
of the scales. In the flat staff in the above example, however, they are

reflective. Here a flat to the highest note denotes that the interval

belongs to the lowest part of a scale
;
a flat to the lowest note shows it to

belong to the higher portion of the scale. This must also be the case

when all their naturals are leading notes, and all flats (except the lowest

in the last interval) show the fourth degree.

542. This may be tested by contracting all the diminshed fifths, and

expanding all the augmented fourths of the above key-board reflections

by semitones. (Ex. 378.)

VIII. EXAMPLE OF RESOLUTIONS OF AUGMENTED FOURTHS AND
DIMINISHED FIFTHS,

543. May be seen by reference to Handel's, "When Thou tookest

upon Thee to deliver man," Ex. 266, p. 116.

544. In the 3rd bar, F $ is resolved both as an augmented fourth (by

expansion), and a diminished fifth (by contraction), to key G. Bars 4,

5, 6, and 7, modulations are made to major related keys by the use of

diminished fifths and their contraction.

545. The first inversions of diminished fifths, or augmented fourths,

may be made into a capital exercise to each key of Study I, by taking
the 2nd degree of each scale in the bass, so :

Ex. 379. FIFTHS contracted. ^Q FOURTHS expanded.

a- 4*^ &c.

D mi. 6 Bfr 6 G mi. 6 Efr 6 C ml
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IX. REFLECTIVE DESIGNS FROM B AND F CENTRES.

A CURIOSITY OF RADIATION.

546. The scientific basis of music as shown in the key-board design

(Ex. 209), is again seen by the following diagrams. The letters refer to

the LAST FLATS AND SHARPS IN KEY SIGNATURES.

Ex. 380.

Ffr Gt? At? B|7

MIRROR.

E Cfr
6 F|G|A|

I

l $ S| 5# 7

5 3 i B 24
CENTRE.

Number of Semitones covered by Lines of Radiation, correspond to number of sharps
or flats in each key signature.

547. The above diagram shows radiation from B and F centres to

black keys, Those with white stripes represent the last sharp, and when
.all are black, the last flat in key signatures. The dotted lines and short

arrows point to key-notes. In the following diagram radiation changes
from black to white keys, and consequently short arrows now point to

FLAT key-notes and dotted lines to white.

Ex. 381.

Gfc? A |7

6[? 4 17

Dp Eb F
sb sl? ifr

7

GAB MIRROR. D E : FJt

'# 3# 5$ f 4# I 6|642013 5 Semitone Nos. 5 3 r 0246
548. From B, as a leading note to C, and centre for radiation, the lines

to the right cover one semitone to C, three to D, and five to E. The
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dotted lines from these point to key-notes which possess sharp signatures-

corresponding to these numbers, one sharp, three sharps, and five sharps.
But radiating lines upward from F centre cover semitones of even

numbers, two to G, four to A, and six to B. The dotted lines from

these, point at key-notes which possess sharp signatures corresponding to

these numbers, two sharps, four sharps, and six sharps.

REFLECTIVELY.

549. From F centre radiating lines to the L. cover one, three, zn&five
semitones, which, as LEADING NOTES, point to key-notes which possess
FLAT signatures of one, three, and five FLATS.

550. But from B centre radiating lines downward cover semitones of

even numbers of two, four, and six ; which, as leading notes, point at

key-notes which possess two, four, and six flats in their signatures.

X. REFLECTIVE MODULATION TO ALL KEYS.

FIRST BY MAJOR AND SECONDLY BY MINOR THIRD INTERVALS, AS

FORERUNNERS TO THE AUGMENTED FOURTH, AND DIMINISHED FIFTH.

Ex. 382. Ex. 383.

551. The THREE major thirds on white notes of Diagram 382, viz.,

F A, C E, and G B, are initiatory to reflective modulations. From
C E, initiate (to the right), modulation to sharp keys with odd numbers
in their signatures, and to the left, modulation to FLAT KEYS with odd
numbers in their signatures, so :

Ex. 384.

7?

F A, is initiatory to EVEN in FLAT, and G B, REFLECTIVELY TO EVEN

SHARP KEYS.



Ex. 385-

REFLECTIVE MODULATION TO ALL KEYS.

I I

=& m. m

fez

.*

Gt?

552. On p. 125, 429, it was said that "a major third is composed'
of two tones, therefore to add a tone, either above or below, will span
the tritone ;" to this we may add, that as one tone is composed .of two

semitones, we may divide and allot one semitone above, and another

below a major third, and thereby span the DIMINISHED FIFTH. This
act reverses the order of resolution, for each major third of the above
bars will revert upon itself as a key chord, so :

Ex. 386. INITIATORY C and E.

c|

(*): F

I

(of course the KEY-NOTES are reflective as on the staves, p. 13,.

Ex. 22.)

Ex. 387. INITIATORY G, B, and for FLATS F, A.

Ct>

^B

553. But the extreme major thirds on Diagram 382 have been omitted

in this list of modulations, for they as major thirds ar<e forerunners to

the tritone in minor keys, thus to begin with E and G J, to the extreme

left on the diagram, and its reflection, A ? and C, to the right.
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Ex. 388. (N.B. The lowest b or fr of the major 3rd is a chromatic note.)

m
\ \ it

MINOR E D
Bt>

KEYS A

JL!. . rj-

D*

XI. MINOR THIRDS AS CHROMATIC FORERUNNERS.

554. To introduce minor thirds as forerunners to the TRITONE means

the introduction of a chromatic note on the augmented 4th above the

key-note or middle semitone of the scale, such as F $ in key C :

389.

XII. KEY-BOARD REFLECTIONS.

MINOR THIRDS AS FORERUNNERS TO THE TRITONE.

Ex. 390. Ai?orG CENTRE.*

AM BP

*??\r*-m~ *\~
I __ II '

i ^*{_~~ IIl=g-y I

r^
|| 7^ I ||

Ex. 391. G
-0-

FROM D CENTRE.*
A B

F Et? DJ?

* For illustrations of such progressions see CHAPTER vn, p. 70, Ex. 151.
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XIII. MINOR THIRDS AS DIATONIC FORERUNNERS TO MAJOR,

555. Modulation may be effected to dominant sharp keys from minor
thirds on leading notes, or last sharp in signatures, and, to flat subdomi-
nant keys, from the last FLAT or 4th of the scale, so :

Ex. 392.

*

~
r

556. From the above illustrations we may gather,
First Major thirds precede tritones or diminished fifths.

Secondly Minor thirds precede major thirds either chromatically or

diatonically.

557. By this knowledge we may ascend, easily, by minor and major
thirds as forerunners of either the tritone or diminished fifths to any
sharp key required, or reflectively to any FLAT :

C major to C
$! 7 $

Ex. 393.

I 3 *" IFF

a
C major to C> 7 {7.

558. It is only required with any major third, as in the last bar

but one, to change the progression of minims into crotchets, and the

crotchets into a minim beat, for a modulation to be made either to a one

sharp, three, or five sharp or flat keys,

559. We are now prepared to follow one of the most interesting

aspects of Reflective modulation which we may designate

XIV. DIATONIC INTERVAL MODULATIONS.

560. The LAW which sets a limit to such may be defined thus :

Any TWO notes composing "an interval, say of C major scale, may be

diatonic notes of other major scales ; but the number of such scales is

limited to the number of times the interval itself occurs in the major key
to which it belongs.

561. For example : First, the six related key chords of C major,,

show six perfect FIFTH intervals :
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w ff=r:
Diminished

5th.

therefore each fifth may be diatonic to six keys, and to no more.

562. The same may be said of their inversions the PERFECT FOURTHS.

DIATONIC INTERVALS of 5th, 4th, 3rd and 2nd with INVERSIONS of 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Ex. 395.
~

54 45 362?99 99
563. Second In key C there are only THREE major thirds :

-/
Ex. 396

564. Therefore each major th'ird can only be diatonic to THREE keys,
C and two others.

565. The same may be said of their inversions, the THREE minor
sixths.

566. Third FOUR minor thirds are to be found in the major key :

Ex. 397.

consequently each minor third can only be diatonic to four keys, to C
and three others.

Minor thirds and major sixths, in key C.

=fc
Ex. 398.

9999
567. The same may be said of their inversions, the major sixths.

568. Fourth FIVE major seconds are found in a major key :

-fr n
Ex. 399.

:2J-

consequently each major second belongs diatonically to FIVE keys and
to no more.

569. The same may be said of their inversions, the MINOR SEVENTHS,

570. Fifth Two minor seconds are found in a major key :

Ex. 400.

j n
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Therefore each minor second, or its inversion the major seventh, can

only belong diatonically to two major keys.

571. Finally Seven single notes are diatonic to C major, therefore

each scale note is diatonic to seven keys.

XV. THE LEADING NOTE, AND THE FOURTH OF A SCALE, APPLIED TO
THE VARIOUS DIATONIC INTERVALS OF A MAJOR SCALE.

572. First To apply to any single note the name of leading note on

the one hand, and \hzfourth of a scale on the other, means a modulation

into keys at a sixth remove from each other.

APPLICATION OF THE RULE TO WHITE KEYS.

Ex. 401.

C LEADER TO C THE FOURTH OF G.

, 2J7 = 6

Ex. 402.

APPLICATION TO BLACK KEYS.

i ..-a A J._M.

,Bt?,2|?=6

&-nst

A, 3 1

573. These modulations show an exchange of key on the circumference
of the dial from one point of the needle to the other.

574. Second Two semitones are only found in a major key between
the 3rd and 4th, also 7th and 8th degrees, therefore each interval

belongs diatonically only to TWO KEYS, c, D, E, F. G, A, B, C.

E F, belong diatonically to keys C AND F.

E, LEADING NOTE to KEY F. F, FOURTH of KEY C.
j

EX. 403. 7E |~ "1 i~ Tj n^iiF^T?^yy J _ I r? . m I r? H f - I f? U

E^ T
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B C, belong diatonically to keys C and G.

B, LEADING NOTE to KEY C. C, FOURTH of KEY G.

575. Here it should be observed, that when the interval is composed
of semitones of ODD numbers, (as ONE semitone certainly is in the above

examples), the LEADING NOTE is the lowest of the two notes which,

compose the interval, and the FOURTH of the scale is applied to the

highest. But this rule is reversed when the diatonic interval is

composed of an EVEN number of semitones, then (as in the following

major second, which is composed of TWO semitones), the highest note is

to be regarded as the leading note, and the lowest, the FOURTH of a

scale.

576. These rules apply all through diatonic interval modulations.

Third. MAJOR SECONDS, C AND D, AS DIATONIC NOTES TO
FIVE KEYS.

577. When the FIVE intervals of major seconds are played upward the

Pentatonic scale appears in double form, so :

Ex. 405.

:jf~
- .. ^50 G^ ^ w m \\
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E i? (three flats), this is the ultimate flat key to which these notes ar*

diatonic (for D tf must be changed to D i? for 4, 5,6 or 7 flat keys),

C D, are, however, essential to B i? (two flats), and F (one flat), also C,

no flats. Here arefour of the five keys, and, C, being the FOURTH of G,
reveals the FIFTH, i.e., the single sharp key to which C and D as scale

notes, can possibly belong.

REFLECTIVELY. TO WHAT KEYS ARE D AND E DIATONIC?

581. The FIVE KEYS to which D and E are scale notes, are found by

naming D the fourth of A (three sharps), and E, the LEADING NOTE to

F (one flat). A, is the ultimate sharp key to which D E, can possibly

belong (for D fc}
must be changed to D $ for 4, 5, 6 and 7 sharp keys), D

and E are, however, essential to D (two sharps), and G (one sharp), also

to C, no sharps. Here are four of the five keys, and E being the leading
note to F reveals the FIFTH, the single flat key to which D and E naturals

can belong.

XVII. PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

582. By placing C D, in the bass staff and D E, in the treble, the

modulations into the five keys to which D E, belong, will be seen by
the following illustration, to be perfect key-board reflections of the

modulations into the five keys to which C D, belong. This may be

tested by placing a hand mirror on the key-board, and looking into

it as the modulations in the treble are being played.

(In this, and the following reflective examples, the TWO staves are not

intended to \>Q played together.}

Ex. 407. D CENTRE.

D E Diatonically belong to keys Ctf, One Flat, and One, Two, and Three Sharps.
D E D E D E

MIRROR.

i
|

i

CD CD CD
C D diatonically belong to keys C fy,

One Sharp, and One, Two, and Three P lats.

DE DE
I

D

Bfr Efr

C D CD
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D AS A KEY-BOARD CENTRE.

583. The reason of this reflection is, that D as a key-board centre is

central to the two intervals, C D, D E. D is the fourth of key A
(three sharps), and LEADING NOTE to E b (three flats). These reflections

show all the keys in the top half of the circle, to the E. A, and w. E b,

as ultimate keys. Also C, in the N., as the original key ofCD,DE,
scale notes.

Ab Or G# AS THE KEY-BOARD CENTRE.

TO WHAT KEYS ARE G AND A DIATONIC.

584. Gtf, to the L. of G$, is the FOURTH of key D (2 sharps). Atf, to

the R. of Ab, is the LEADING NOTE to Bb (2 flats). These four keys,
G (i sharp), D (2 sharps), F (i flat), Bb (2 flats), together with C, are

the FIVE KEYS to which G and A belong diatonically. These keys, on
the key circle, are in fifths to the R. and L. of C ; therefore, in reflective

aspect in a mirror on the key-board, the dominant harmonies to the

FIVE KEYS will show themselves thus :

AG AG AG AG

GA GA GA GA
i I

^-
,.

..J brf
, Q .. -A-

585. The reader may be reminded that the PENTATONIC SCALE down-
ward from G, the lowest note of G A, (both in treble and bass staves),

G, F, D, C, BP, shows the key-notes to which G A belong diatonically.

THE KEYS TO WHICH F AND G BELONG.

586. F and G naturals being on the L. of Ab centre, will on this

account belong chiefly to .FLAT KEYS. Gft, named LEADING NOTE,
shows Ab (4 flats) as the ultimate flat key to which F and G are

diatonic. Here are FOUR keys of the FIVE. F, named the fourth of C,
reveals C as the key to be added to the four.

REFLECTIVELY.

587. A and B, on the R. of G*, will on this account belong chiefly to

SHARP KEYS. A, named the fourth, shows that E (4 sharps) is the

ultimate sharp key to which A B can belong. And B, named LEADING

NOTE, reveals C as the FIFTH key.

588. With a mirror on the key-board, the modulations to the five

keys in which A B are diatonic, will be seen as reflections of modulations
to five keys to which F and G belong, so :
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Ex. 409. A I? or G $ CENTRE.

A B belong to G, D, 2
J.

AB AB AB
3

163

A,3fr

m
D CENTRE.

MIRROR.

7^\l 1*5^
Etr

FG
|

FG
F G belong to F, I j?.

FG

AB E,4#.
1

AB
JdbtSs: ^
FG

, I .
FG

A.fc 4 fc

589. Modulations in the above Ex. 409 are exact inversions of the

modulations in Ex. 407, but with additional keys of E (4 sharps) and
Al? (4 flats) which complete our second division, namely, EXTRANEOUS,
Or SECONDARY, KEYS tO C, DIALS II and III.

XVIII. MINOR THIRDS.

590. The FOUR minor thirds in C major, in the following example,
are shown twice First, on each side of D ; Second, on each side of Afr
or Gj.

Ex. 410.

9
1
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Ex. 4H.
D, leading note to

91

, i "i~i r

DIATONIC INTERVAL MODULATIONS.

Bt?

9

1

I tF

D, the fourth of key A, 3 J.
D

Ex. 412.

*- is

REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF A C, AND E G.

B|? i
F C

icfa

592. After these models, the student may easily supply modulations-

to keys to which the other minor thirds belong : i.e., D B, in the treble

staff, and D F, in the bass.

XIX. MAJOR THIRDS.

593. Major third intervals occur three times in a major scale, therefore

each belongs diatonically to only three major keys.

594. Composed of four semitones (even), therefore according to RULE,
the highest is leading note, and the lowest is the fourth of the scale..

Ex. 413.

D
centre. C

A G J or A t> B
F centre. G

REFLECTIVE ASPECTS OF KEYS TO WHICH MAJOR THIRDS BELONG,

Ex. 414.

Ultimate Keys C, D. C G D
Maj. 3.

B

Maj. 3.

A
F

Ultimate KeysQ

I

-QL

BJ?
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595. Major third C E, (E leading to F), and C (the fourth of G),

together with their own key C, complete the list.

\

XX. TO WHAT KEYS DO PERFECT FOURTHS BELONG?

596. PERFECT FOURTH intervals occur six times in a major key,
therefore each are essential notes to six scales.

597. The interval of the perfect fourth containing FIVE semitones (odd
number), therefore, according to rule, the lowest note is to be regarded
as the LEADING NOTE, and the highest as the fourth of ultimate keys,
thus :

F the highest as 4th of C. C the lowest as leader to D J2.

Ex. 415.

B the lowest as leader to C. E the highest as the 4th of B.

598. Di? (5 flats), and C = 6 keys, are here shown to be the ultimate

'keys to which C and F diatonically belong. Reflectively, B (5 sharps),
and C = 6 keys, are seen to be the ultimate keys to which E and B
diatonically belong.

599. We perceive that we have entered into the region of ultra-

extraneous keys with the 5 it and $$ keys.
600. To pass into Cb (7 flats), and Cj (7 sharps), is to pass the

boundary of fourths as diatonic to these keys, B and D j?

60 1. The question therefore arises How are we to modulate from

any interval which may be in hand to a key beyond the ultimate keys
to which that interval belongs ?

602. Ans. The diatonic bond of connection is by single notes only,
for the same law governs when applied to single as it does when applied
to double notes, or what are called intervals, for,

XXI. THERE BEING SEVEN NOTES IN A SCALE, EACH NOTE IS DIATONIC

TO SEVEN KEYS.

603. For instance, suppose that C E, a major third is in hand,

564, 595, showed that the ultimate keys to which this interval belongs,
to be only one remove from C to keys G and F

;
and from this interval,

suppose it is desired to modulate, say, to E (4 sharps), or A I? (4 flats),

the single note of connection to four sharps will be E, and to At?, C.

We must therefore move to another interval which will contain the

leading note or the fourth of the scale to one or the other of the keys.
This is often easily done by an alteration of semitone moves, as in the

following example :
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Ex. 416,

C

DIATONIC INTERVAL MODULATIONS.

FOURTH REMOVES FROM C.

to to

-a-

MIRROR.

Afr to

Reflected.

Ini

604. Again, how can be utilized for modulation say to B (five sharps)
or D IZ (five flats) ? In this way, as shown in the following examples,
and the reflective aspect between sharp and flat keys will at once be

recognized.

XXII. FIFTH AND THIRD REMOVES.

Ex. 417.

5th remove (5 sharps) I 3rd remove I

C - to- B I C - to - A I A
Inverted.

to - C

m
I I

' i

' '

C to D V I C to E >r E > to C
5th remove (5 flats.) I 3rd remove. j Inverted.

to A A
Inverted.
- to C

-J-

to El? | E? to C
Inverted.
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605. Observe, in the first bar, E is regarded as the fourth of B key,

Ctf is a chromatic note in key B, consequently must move to some

diatonic note, (here it is C f) ;
and thence to the diminished fifth i.e.,

to the leading note. Its reflection shows C as the leading note to

key Di?, and EJ moves through E7 to G7, the fourth of the scale of

D, and the change is made.
606. To modulate therefore say from C E, to C?, (7 flats), and C|

(7 sharps), we must find the F b as the 4th of C 7 key, and the B J as

the leading note to Of, on the key-board the reflective aspect of such

modulation will appear so :

C to Ct?

Ex. 418.

to fcf

XXIII. DIATONIC INTERVAL MODULATIONS ON BLACK KEYS.

607. By simply exchanging augmented fourths, by sharp and flat

notation, with diminished fifths, as shown in Ex. 374, p. 151, a modu-
lation is effected direct from .key C to F$ and Gt? keys. The lower half

scale of C by sharps, is changed into the upper half of Pf ; and the

upper half of C, by flats, become the lower half of Gi?.

608. We have now to regard Fj or Gfr scales as the basis of diatonic

intervals on black keys, as we did the white in key C.

609. From the various diatonic intervals in C major, we have shown
modulations to all keys which compose the inner circle. Now to touch

intervals on black notes which possess two names (sharp or flat) means
diatonic association with the second circle of keys. (Dia. 7, p. 4.) For

example, take

xxiv. E AND F| (MAJOR SECOND).

6 10. Now the same LAW applies to intervals on black keys, as in the

former analysis, viz : there being only FIVE major seconds in a major
key, each major second belongs to FIVE keys.

F# is leading note to G (i sharp), and the FOURTH below E is B
(5 sharps), inasmuch as key G (i sharp) is included in the 5 sharps.
This interval

belongs
to i, 2, 3, 4 and 5 sharp keys.

611. But the Fj is capable of a change to G?, and consequently a

change of the major second below it to F. This Ffr is the last flat of a

7 flat signature, therefore the key-note, a FOURIH below it, is Cb.
Fk is not a diatonic note to any flat scale of i, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 flat keys,

consequently Fl? and Gb are diatonic to the FIVE keys with signatures
f 7 8, 9, 10 and n flats, the .highest number (n) having Alt' as a

key-note, to which Gb is the LEADING NOTE.
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XXV. B AND CHANGED TO AND

6i2. If B and C$ be the major second interval, B is the fourth of

Ff (6 sharps), C$ is the leading note to D (2 sharps), which are both

included in the six. But Cj cannot be a diatonic note to key G
(i sharp), consequently key G (i sharp) must be deducted from the six,

and FIVE remain, to which B and C$ are diatonic notes. This is the

sharp side. Now the reflective principle has brought us by experience
round many a rugged hill, by which we get a view of the other side of

things, and this is the other side of sharps. To change C$ into DP, and
Ex. 419.

consequently a change of the major second below it, is Cfr
-f

ft!

This Cl? is the last flat of a six flat signature, therefore, the key-note is a

FOURTH below, viz., G!?. CP is not a diatonic note of i, 2, 3, 4 or 5

flat keys, consequently C$ and D? are diatonic notes to the FIVE keys,

6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 flats, the 10 flat key-note is Etb, therefore Db is the

LEADING NOTE tO it.

XXVI. REFLECTION OF SHARPS V. FLATS.

Fit, G$ versus At, B b.

613. Ff is the fourth of Cjf (7 sharps), but Gf (the last of a three-

sharp signature) cannot be diatonic to one and two sharp keys, therefore

two sharps deducted from seven, five remain, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 sharp

keys to which F $ and G $ are scale notes. Their key-board reflection

is seen by making A fc and Bp the major second, and analysed thus :

614. Bfr is the LEADER to Cb (7 flats), but Ai? (the last flat of a

three flat signature), cannot be diatonic to one and two flat keys,

therefore two flats deducted from seven, five remain, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 flat

keys to which A fr and B b belong as scale notes :

Cfr, 7fr. B, S

Ex. 420.

9-V&1

^cTrf
615. In the five sharp phrase, A J holds the position as leader to B

because it is the last sharp of five sharps. The fourth below G # is D f,

the key-note of nine sharps. A$ cannot be diatonic to i, 2, 3 and 4

sharp keys, therefore G f and A $ belong as scale notes to 5, 6, 7, 8 and

9 sharp keys.

616, Their reflection is the same in flats; G7 cannot be diatonic to

i, 2, 3 and 4 flat keys, and A fr being the LEADER to B &, (a nine flat key),

therefore G? and A t? belong as scale notes to 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 flat keys.
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C# D%, versus Db Eb.

169

Ex. 421.

^
D | is the last of a 4 sharp signature, and LEADER to E. C $ is the

fourth of GJ, an 8 sharp key. D# is not a scale note of i, 2 and 3
sharp keys, therefore 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 sharp keys possess C | and D $ as
diatonic notes.

617. Their reflection is, Dt? cannot be diatonic to i, 2 and 3 flat

keys, and E I? is LEADER to F t>, an 8 flat key, therefore D $ and E b

only belong, as scale notes to 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 flat keys.

XXVII. THE MAJOR THIRD ON BLACK KEYS.

Ex. 422.

6 1 8. First, Gt> and B P. Second, Ff and A|. 3 ufr"""" This

G& and B b is representative of the only major third on black keys.

619. Bfr is leader to C b (7 flats) and Gb is the fourth of Db
(5 flats). GP cannot belong to i, 2, 3, and 4 flat keys. B P belongs to

all the seven, and no more, (for the eighth flat requires B b to become
Btt)} consequently, D 7 (5 flats), Gt? (6 flats), and C? (7 flats), are the

only major keys to which Gb and B P can be diatonic.

Ex. 423.

Second.
m=|te=fl

F$and A$
620. A f is /flofer to B (5 sharps), and F f is the fourth of C f

<7 sharps). A# cannot be a scale note in i, 2, 3 and 4 sharp keys, and
of course F $ belongs to all the 7 sharp keys, and no more, (for the eighth
sharp requires F$ to become a double sharp), consequently, B (5 sharps),

F# (6 sharps), and C| (7 sharps), are the only keys to which F# and
A | can be scale notes.

REFLECTIVE MODULATIONS TO 5, 6 AND 7 SHARP AND FLAT KEYS.
-

Ex. 424.
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XXVIII. PERFECT FOURTH, OR ITS INVERSION THE PERFECT FIFTH,
ON BLACK KEYS.

621. There are six perfect fourths in the major keys of G? or F$
therefore each fourth is diatonic to six keys.

~
L \ HiJ . L

'

.. L! '

. bJ ^
I u>g . II ,b?=

Ex. 425.

Bib,

-r
^

At?, 4t>

I

622. Ab is leader to Bit? (9 flats), Di? is not a scale note of i, 2 and

3 flat keys, therefore, At? and Db are together diatonic to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
and 9 flat keys, i.e., six keys.

623. G$ is the fourth of D$ (9 sharps), D# is not a scale note of

i, 2 and 3 sharp keys, therefore G$ and D J are together diatonic to

4> 5? 6, 7, 8 and 9 sharp keys six keys.

XXIX, MINOR THIRDS, OR AUGMENTED DIATONIC SECONDS.

, u_J-s

624. There are two minor thirds on black keys. As there are four

minor thirds in the -major scale, each belong diatonically to four keys.

Ex. 427. B JZ LEADER to C ?.

D f? ,
FOURTH Of A 1?.

1 [___kJ- -

At? (4?)

EUft

^B
Df, LEADER to E.

G!? FOURTH to D]7.

F J, FOURTH tO 0$.

LEADER tO

W-

A 4 LEADER to B. Cf FOURTH to Gj.
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Bt? and Dt> are here shown as diatonic to ultimate keys of four, A!?,

Db, G> and Cfr (7 flats). Et? and G> as first and last of FOUR, DP,
Gfr, Cfr and Ffr. Also D# and F$ as diatonic to first and last of FOUR,

E, B, F# and C J; and A| and C J as// and last of FOUR, B, F#, C#
and G|.

XXX. THE TWO BLACK KEYS B I? AND D ft, ALSO E 1? AND G
,
CHANGED

TO AUGMENTED SECONDS, AS DIATONIC INTERVALS IN D AND G
MINOR KEYS.

625. The only instances, of augmented seconds with a notation of a.

FLAT and a SHARP to be played on black keys as necessary scale notes,
are B i> and C J, also E t? and F #.

Ex. 428.

D mi. G mi.

Everywhere else the augmented 2nd in minor keys are white and
black digitals flats and naturals :

Ex. 429.

/ v^cs i i

or natural with sharp or double sharp :

1$ ^G^-

or sharp and double sharp.
As these intervals only occur once in minor keys, they are only diatonic

to their own key.
626. In conclusion, by the above analysis, we observe the following

remarkable coincidence, viz., that the number of semitones to each
diatonic interval, when deducted from the all prevailing number SEVEN,

corresponds to the number of keys to which each interval belongs.
This will be understood by the following :

Ex. 430. Semitone numbers.
'

G
?

(

CC TJ
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629. Third Five semitones from seven, two remain, these two
semitones compose a major second, FIVE are in the scale, therefore each

belong to FIVE KEYS.

630. Fourth Four semitones from seven, THREE remain, which

compose the interval of a minor third. Four minor thirds are in the

scale, and each are diatonic tofour keys.

631. Fifth Three semitones from seven, four remain, which com-

pose the interval of a major third. THREE major thirds are in the

scale, and each belongs to THREE keys.

632. Sixth Two semitones from seven, FIVE remain, which com-

pose the perfect fourth. This interval is not like the other intervals

which, when inverted, change from even to odd numbers of semitones,
such as, for instance, a second inverted becomes seven, three becomes
six ;

but FIVE, an odd number, when inverted shows an odd number,
SEVEN. Both these intervals, perfect fourths, and their inversions

perfect fifths, are interchangeable as to number of times each occurs in

the scale, viz., six; therefore to balance these in accordance to the

number six, we must first add seven to five, which equals twelve, and
then divide, so that six perfect fourths or fifths being in the scale, each

interval, as we have shown, belongs to six keys.

633. Herein lies true science. The number of semitones which
constitute each interval in a major scale deducted from SEVEN, show
how many of such intervals are in the scale, and also the number of

keys to which each interval diatonically belongs.
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CHAPTER XIV.

REFLECTIVE MODULATION FROM ONE KEY TO ANOTHER, SITUATED ON

THE CIRCLE AT THE POINTS OF THE NEEDLE. ONE KEY NOTE

SHOWN TO BE A GUIDE TO THE DOMINANT HARMONIES OF THE

OTHER, AND REFLECTIVE MODULATION BY SUCH GUIDES TO ALL

KEYS, AND THE INTRODUCTION OF SUPERTONIC, AND AUGMENTED'

SIXTH HARMONY.

I. DOMINANT HARMONY.

634. First The following key-board design, shows the important
INTERVALS OF THE DOMINANT MINOR SEVENTHS, LEADING SEVENTHS,
AND AUGMENTED SIXTHS, radiating from A P or G $ centre, and in no
other positions can they be found on the key-board :

Ex. 431.

II. ANALYSIS.

635. The notes upon which rest the ends of radiating lines to the L.

are to be regarded as the ROOTS of DOMINANT SEVENTHS; LEADING

NOTES of LEADING SEVENTHS, and the bass notes of AUGMENTED SIXTHS.

RADIATION AND REFLECTION OF DOMINANT NOTES FROM G AND

C$ OR D? CENTRES.

636. G, as the dominant note to key C, and Cj as dominant to

F$, or Dfr as dominant to G!? keys shown to be centres for radiation

to dominant roots.
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Ex. 432. G Centre.

F G A B
Cf Centre, or

C D E

64 2024 6

DOMINANT NOTES TO
EVEN NUMBERS.

t> 4fr afr 2$ 4# 6#
t> Ap B? D E F j
OF KE\ SIGNATURES.

53 ii3 57
DOMINANT NOTES TO

ODD NUMBERS.

Sfr 3fr ifr if 3$ 5* 7|
Dj7Et> F G A B C|
OF KEY SIGNATURES.

637. The curiosity of these designs is, that the number of semitones
under each radiating line, correspond to the number of sharps or flats

in the key signatures, of which they are the dominant notes. These
dominant notes situated at the ends of the lines are, of course, a fourth

below their key notes. To the right of the centres, the dominant notes

.are to sharp keys ; to the left, to flat keys.

III. REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF DOMINANT AND LEADING SEVENTHS.

THE LEADING SEVENTH.

638. The sounds of the LEADING SEVENTH chord may easily be

recognized and impressed upon the mind, by remembering the har-

monies which are often played on toy instruments by children in the

streets. They little dream that such harmonies are traceable to

Terpander's seven stringed lyre, 700 B.C.*

Ex. 433. Seven-stringed LYRE.

1234567 ,

,

I
|

I
j|

I

LEADING NOTE, therefore

7 called the

LEADING SEVENTH CHORD.

I F. maj.
KEY-CHORD.

639. We perceive that the LEADING seventh is found by adding a

major third above the DIMINISHED TRIAD. To add a major third below

this triad makes the DOMINANT NOTE the ROOT,
j-

640. It is evident that to resolve the dominant seventh to a complete

chord (adhering to the rule of harmony that the seventh should fall], its

resolution is to a minor common chord. (Not to do so is to mutilate it by

cutting off its root.)

P- 79, 259- t Ch. ix, p. 86.
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641. In keys C and Gl? or Ff such a resolution would be a perfect

key-board reflection of relative minor to their relative major KEY-CHORDS,

Ex. 434.

I

642. The dominant seventh may resolve to a major common chord by

rising a semitone just as the leading seventh resolves to a major key
chord by rising a semitone.

Falls a Tone. Falls a Tone.

Ex. 435.

Dom. 7th, rises a Semitone. Leading 7th, rises a Semitone.

643. By a simple alteration of the inner notes, the RESOLUTION of

the DOMINANT SEVENTH may be to the same major chord as the resolution

of a leading seventh, when both chords are on the same bass note.*

Ex. 436.

!>.
>5 II >*:m

LEADING
7

DOM. Cmaj.
7 6th degree

LEADING
7

E is central to all 4 Chords.

of E

DOM. F maj.

7 6th degree
of A mi.

A is central to all FOUR.

644. Here the dominant seventh resolves to a major chord on the

.SIXTH DEGREE of a MINOR KEY.

Secondly, iv. REFLECTIVE BALANCE OF FLATS v. SHARPS.

645. On the key-board we know that F| and Bj? are perfectly
reflective as radiations from D or At? centres, but on the staff the

difference in appearance between a sharp to the 3rd of a dominant

chord, and a flat to the seventh, is very considerable.

Ex. 437.

Ex. 232, p. 105.

1
G maj. F maj.
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646. The reason is, that here, we take only into account resolutions
to major keys, whereas, the key-board design is adapted in equal
proportion for resolutions to minor as well as major keys. The illusion.

of a want of balance is at once dispelled, by observing that the SHARP
rises a semitone to the centre note of a minor key-chord, so :

Ex.438. YfrF

and the FLAT falls a semitone to the centre note of a major key-chord :

Ex.439.

LEADING 7th to F major.

647. Here the appearance of the sharp to the 3rd of the D chord,
and flat to the 5th of the E chord, is seen to be justly balanced in their

positions. According to the reflective principle, therefore, the proper
chord to follow the dominant 7th of a major key, is its relative minor

key-chord.

V. REFLECTIVE ASPECT ON THE KEY-BOARD OF DOMINANT AND

LEADING SEVENTHS WITH THEIR RESOLUTIONS.

Ex. 440.

MINORS E
D Centre.

MAJOR F
i 3 5

FROM D CENTRE.

A W -^

FROM A j? OR G CENTRE.
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VI. THE ABOVE EXAMPLE REVERSED. LEADING SEVENTHS FOR
SHARP KEYS, DOMIMANT SEVENTHS FOR FLATS.

Ex. 441.

648. Handel makes use of THE LEADING AND DOMINANT SEVENTHS
in his DUET,

" The Lord is a Man of War
"

(3rd Score on 6th p. trans-

posed to key F. The dominant seventh to the same vocal music is

written in the last score).

Ex. 442.
his chos - en cap - tains al

Jgu J [=J 1
1 l-4-=4
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650. And the second and third inversions with the AUGMENTED FOURTH
or the higher portion of a scale :

F to B, AUGMENTED FOURTH.

Ex. 444.

Four chords from the dominant root are therefore divisional, two

belong to the lower, and two to the higher portion of the scale.

VIII. ULTRA-EXTRANEOUS OR ENHARMONIC MODULATION FROM C TO
F $ or oi?, BY THE DOMINANT SEVENTH (possessing a Diminished

5th), AND ITS' SECOND INVERSION (possessing an Aug. 4th).

651. The arrow on key circle piercing B and F (Ex. 69), shows the

pivot notes, which on the key-board remain unaltered, but in the notation

change enharmonically from F to E $ and E $ to F, and B to C b and
C fr to B.

Ex. 445- ENHARMONIC NOTATION.

Jto.

4 74
N.B. It is the ROOT and FIFTH which are moved.

IX. ENHARMONIC MODULATION TO A SIXTH REMOVE, BY THE FIRST

INVERSION 5 OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH, (possessing the Dim.

5th), AND THE THIRD INVERSION (possessing the AUG. 4th),

PIVOT NOTES, 3'

Ex. 446.
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65 2. By the above examples we perceive that byretaining a six semitone

interval (i.e., the diminished fifth or augmented fourth), as common to

two dominant chords, a six sharp or flat remove is the result, so to

retain a THREE semitone interval as common to two dominant chords
leads to a THREE sharp or flat remove.

FROM C TO Efr AND REVERSEDEx. 447. TO C.

Ex. 448. FROM C TO A, THREE SEMITONES BELOW C.

It will be observed, that when a modulation is to a third FLAT remove,
it is the ROOT and THIRD which move to root and seventh of the new
dominant chord. But to a third sharp remove (Ex. 448), this is reversed

;

it is the root and seventh which move to root and third.

X. THE SCIENTIFIC STRUCTURE OF THE KEY-BOARD AS A BASIS

FOR MODULATION.

653. On diagrams 17 and 18, p. n, radiation by EVEN numbers of

semitones from C, and ODD from F J or G fr centres, corresponded to

sharp key signatures upward, and to flat downward. Now from the

same centres we have to reverse the order of those numbers, i.e., from
C centre we reckon semitones by ODD, and from F $ or G i? by EVEN, in

order to find the semitones which are central to the octave key-notes,
on each side of which are to be found the dominant and subdominant
diatonic notes of the key, so :

First. RADIATION OF ODD NUMBERS OF SEMITONES FROM C CENTRE.

Ex. 449.

From C.

F G A B CCJ Dj E| Fz
7 531013 5 7

SEMITONES.

654. ONE semitone from C upward shows C f as the central semitone

)f ONE sharp key, G Y=g^#Q=fl ,
on each side of which are its
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dominant and subdominant notes. C $ may therefore be regarded as

the guiding note :

, - ~
GUIDE. 6 G, i $

4
3

655. THREE semitones above C to D# shows Df as the central

semitone of the THREE sharp key A /K ^^^^^
>
on each side of

which are its dominant and subdominant notes, D % and E :

^ GUIDE. 6 A, 3 $
4
3

656. FIVE semitones from C to E f shows E # as the central semitone

Ex. 454- Qn >
'

of the FIVE sharp key, viz., B
JL

9- tgiz :H
, On each side of which

e/

are found its dominant and subdominant notes :

Ex. 455.

GUIDE. 6 B, 5$
4
3

657. SEVEN semitones from C to F x shows F x as the central semitone

Ex. 456.|0-

of the SEVEN sharp key, C # Z *~~~lj~r- :B
f
on each side of which

are found its dominant and subdominant notes :

E*. 4S7 .

m=3=iB=$to&.
GUIDE. 6

3

658. From this exposition it is evident that the central semitone is

always the next sharp added to the signature, again to be cancelled

by the subdominant note.
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ODD numbers of flats, the lowest two in the signature are the dominant
and subdominant notes situated on each side of the central semitone.

664. But in the following exposition of keys with EVEN numbers in

their signatures, although like the above the last flat made natural reveals

the central semitone of the key, the highest two flats in the signature are

now the subdominant and dominant of the key.

Second, xn. RADIATION OF EVEN NUMBERS OF SEMITONES FROM

F# OR ofr.

TO THE RIGHT OF F
jjf.

2 4 6

Ex. 466.

6 4 2

665. Two semitones to the right of F f shows G f the central semitone
Ex. 467.

t^ fl on eacni s^e of which
'^

of the TWO sharp key, D

are the dominant and subdominant notes :

Ex. 468.

666 FOUR semitones to the right of FJ shows A# the central semitone

of the FOUR sharp key, E /L """I I :

JE 1|
,
the subdominant and

dominant notes are to the right and left of it :

Ex. 470.

I

667. Six semitones above F| is B $, the central semitone of the six

sharp key, to the right and left of it are the dominant and subdominant
notes :

Ex. 471.
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668. Again we observe that the central semitone to the key is the

next sharp in order of the sharp signature, and cancelled by introducing

the subdominant (iv) note.

XIII. REFLECTIVELY. FLAT KEYS.

TO THE LEFT OF G 5.

669. Two semitones to the left of G is E
tf,

the central semitone of

the TWO FLAT KEY, to the left and right of it are the subdominant (iv)

and dominant (v) nptes :

Ex. 472.

T

670. FOUR semitones to the left of Gfr is D$, the central semitone

of the FOUR FLAT KEY, A fr, to the right and left of which are the iv and

v notes of its scale :

n .

I
_fr^ , , L* ^. . '^"

Ex. 473.

GUIDE. 6 A I?

4
3

671. Six semitones below G2 is Ctf, the central semitone of the

six FLAT KEY, G & ;
to its right and left are the iv and v notes of its

scale :

33
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675. Now turn to p. 143, Ex. 361, A, B, and C. Example A we
have just described by showing the guide to A P major ; Example B, F
minor, (or major, it matters not, since the dominant chord is the same),
F is a oneflat key, an odd number, therefore one semitone below C, /.*.,

B tf is guide to its dominant chord. Hence Beethoven attacks B b
and C.

676. Again, Example C, D> a fiveflat key, is in request. FIVE (odd)
semitones below C is G. Gtf is guide to G v and Ab, the notes attacked

by Beethoven as preparatory to entering the key of D P.

In example 360, C minor is in request, therefore, the other centre,
Gb or F$, must be the central semitone to C. F and Gtf are, therefore,
the central subdominant and dominant notes of key C, and so they are

employed. Again, E b is next required, a three flat key. Three semi-
tones below C, (A) is central to EJ7, and Beethoven therefore attacks A?
and B b as dominant and subdominant on each side of A ft.

REFLECTIVELY FROM E $ TO A ft.

E ? must now be changed to D f,
which is three semitones above C

this note will therefore be central to Aft, a three SHARP key-note. This

exchange of El? for D $ will be seen in the A key circle, Ex. 328, p. 133,
for these notes are the south pole, of this circle, and it may be observed
in passing, that the natural key-notes in the upper half of the circle are

guides as central semitones to the flat key-notes in the lower half, and
the sharps in the lower are the central semitones as guides to dominant
and subdominant of the natural sharp key-notes in the upper half.

677. So the two key-notes on the circumference of the circle situated

at each point of the needle (no matter what the position the needle

occupies), either key-note shows the other, where its central semitone is,

and is therefore the guide to the dominant chord needed. The following

diagram will illustrate this. The needle is supposed to point at E b or

Df and A (three semitones below C.) A is the central semitone to

E b key, and again, D \ (three semitones above C) is the centre semitone
to A (three sharp) key. In this way, as the needle points out, these

key-notes are guides to the dominant harmonies of each other :

Df EJ7 A|? Bj? E|?

Ex. 476.

D E

678. Now suppose we ask a student who plays well, but possesses
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little knowledge of harmony, to modulate into the keys Beethoven
desired to enter, in the above examples (on p. 143), and our experience
has been that he needs some guide to the dominant harmonies of such

keys, and we have shown that the centre for radiation supplies one.

Take one more example from the same Sonata in C minor, No. 5 (the

igth score), t'o keys G? major and to El? minor. Gi? (six flats) being
an even number, G t> will be the centre of radiation. Six semitones

downward shows C tf as the guide to C P and D ?, the subdominant
and dominant notes of G P key. Or, if E i? minor is the key required,
the other point of the needle shows Atf as Guide to A 7 and B?,
the subdominant and dominant of the E fr key, as the basis for modula-

tion, so :

Ex. 477. ,1.1 I I

Beethoven.
, 2*. tydL JiL A. ~*

=

jgs ^ffp-'
GUIDE to Gt>.

l ' GUIDE to

679. So that natural key notes in the E., on the dial are guides to flat

,key notes on the w., and the flats exchanged enharmonically to sharps
in the w., are guides to the dominant and subdominant notes of sharp

keys in the E. Whether Beethoven was guided to flat keys in the w.,
as in the above example, by

"
seeing a star in the East," we know not.

.Such modulations indicate some such guide, and if not needed by
TBeethoven, is doubtless needful to us who do not possess his genius.
Of course, when a traveller has become accustomed to the road, a guide
becomes unnecessary, but it is an advantage in any case of emergency
to have him close at hand, especially to help us to travel over the rocky
way of supertonic. chromatic harmonies.

XIV. THE CENTRE SEMITONE OF A KEY AS A CHROMATIC NOTE.

680. A study of this central semitone is highly educational, not only
.as a guide to the dominant and subdominant notes, but also when itseH

is regarded as either a LEADING NOTE to the dominant key, or as a

chromatic note, the MAJOR THIRD of the supertonic chord.

68 1. Not having reference to roots, this dual aspect of a sharp note

may be reckoned as a radiation from B centre (Ex. 380, p. 153), or as- a

radiation from C centre (Ex. 449, p. 179). This central note will, in the

following diagram, be then pointed at by radiation in EVEN numbers from

B, and odd from C :
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XV. SEMITONE RADIATION FROM LEADING AND KEY NOTE CENTRES.

DIAGRAMS 380 AND 449 COMBINED.

1 3 5

Ex. 478.

682. C J is a radiation of TWO semitones above B, and is therefore

LEADER to TWO SHARPS. It is also one semitone above C, and conse-

quently the central sharp note of a ONE sharp key. The difference of

the two reckonings is as simple as the moving of a finger to D on the

one side or to C on the other.

Ex. 479.

G
.Q

,
Q.

G

683. Suppose G is the key, from A chord to move the first finger to L>

(the dominant note of G\ a modulation is effected to the dominant key
D, and C $ is regarded as the LEADING NOTE. In the second place, the

first finger is moved to C t{,
subdominant note of key G (a one sharp key),.

consequently C # is the central semitone of G, and a chromatic note a

major third above the supertonic note A, for no change of key has been
effected by its use.

684. It may be noted, that, suppose D had been the key, the moving
of the first finger to C tf the sub-dominant note of G, a modulation to G
the sub-dominant key to D> would by this simple means be effected.

685. As an example of two, four, and six sharp radiations as leading
notes from B, we need only to refer to the well-known tune,

Ex. 480.
"
MELITA," set in key D.

Third strain. i

fcs4 f I

-"

Kv^fit- I -_
SSZJCZiSZ 3EH IHI* . ^

B to C J to D B to D | B to E J
2 semitones. 4 semitones. 6 semitones.

B, a key-board centre for semitone radiation to last sharps in signatures
with EVEN numbers.
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686. In the next line C $ is the central semitone to G, because the

C tf immediately follows.

Ex. 481.

**3

687. The G| on diagram 481, is a radiation from F centre of three

semitones as the leading note to A, three sharp key. This G $ is the

second semitone from F# centre, diagram 466, (see also Ex. 468),
and therefore central to key D, two sharps, which in the above example
immediately follows. The G # again, in the bass, is regarded as central

to D, and although rising to A, as though it were a leading note, it is

not so, because the chord is a
J

on the dominant of D, its powerful
effect cancelling any sense of a modulation to A key.

688. This central semitone is worthy of careful study under the

following aspects :

First Regarded as a guide to dominant and subdominant notes.

Second Regarded as a major third from a supertonic root in the

same key.

Thirdly Regarded as the LEADING note to the dominant key.

689. A beautiful illustration is to be found in the i7th, i8th and
bars of an "Adagio" in F| minor, Op. 99, by R. Schumann :

*' ADAGIO," in F|l minor, Op. 99, by R. Schumann (Best's arrangement).

Ex. 482.

w i
-*r*f

J

&c.

cp:

690. First A$ (Bass) isfour semitones above F$ centre, and conse-

quently, is the centre semitone of the four sharp key E, used here as a

LEADER to B, the dominant minor key of E.

691. Second D $ (in the third bar) is three semitones (odd) above

C tf,
therefore it is the central semitone of the three sharp key A.

692. Thirdly D J is guide to dominant and subdominant notes of

A, which are seen to follow in this extract.

693. These three aspects are in reverse order to the above named,

688, but we think it best to learn them in the order we have given to

them, i.e., the first two to be regarded as belonging to the one key of

which the sharp is the central semitone, and thirdly as the LEADING
NOTE to its dominant key.
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694- Now examine a similar extract written in a flat key :

ELIJAH, p. 102. Pianoforte arrangement by the Author, Mendelssohn.

Ex. 483-

695. In the bass Atf (three semitones below C, and therefore the

central semitone to E J7 key) is LEADER to the dominant of E i?, viz., B fr

key. D ft is the major 3rd of the supertonic chromatic common chord

Ex.484.

of A 1? key It beingfour semitones below the centre

G i?,
is therefore the central semitone of the four flat key, hence is guide

to its dominant and subdominant notes, which are seen to follow in the

extract. Here we find the same progressions of harmonies by Mendel-
ssohn in Afr, as in the extract, in a sharp key, from the Adagio by
Schumann.

696. The student may perfect his knowledge of the general use made
of the central semitone of a key, by the following methods.

697. First By playing the major common chord ofeach bar in Study I,

and regard its major third under the three aspects as above described.

698. Secondly By placing the first and second fingers upon major
seconds as dominant and subdominant notes anywhere, (as shown on
the following diagram) :

XVI. MAJOR SECONDS OR TONE INTERVALS.

Ex. 485-

say for example, A $ and B 1?. The Atf between must be central to

a 3 flat key, because it is three semitones below the C centre :

Ex. 485-
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Ex. 486.

D E

699. By enharmonic change E i? is now to be regarded as D f . This
D $ being three semitones above C centre, must be the central semitone
of a three sharp key and guide to dominant and subdominant notes of
A:

Ex. 487.

700. By this reflective interchange of key notes for semitone centres,
modulation is effected from E? in the w. to A in the E., or anywhere
from one point of the needle to the other.

701. Now regard Atf as the centre of a major common chord on F,
or if so disposed add E t? to it,

El?

and it is the supertonic major common chord, or the supertonic seventh

in E I? major (or minor, which depends on its resolution to the minor

key-chord). Atf is the distinctive feature as guide to the dominant and
subdominant notes of E i? key.

702. Hitherto the 4, or, second inversion of the dominant 7th chord,

has been chiefly used. But now, in the following study, all inversions of

the dominant seventh are employed; which may easily be found by
making the centre semitone of keys, which are seen in the central

columns, the guide to the two notes alphabetically together in those

inversions. So by perfect acquaintance with central semitones, as

exhibited in Ex. diagrams 449, and 466, is known how modulation to

any key may easily be effected. These central semitones are to be

found in scale order in 717.
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XVII. FROM EAST TO WEST OF DIAGRAM Io6, p. 49, MODULATIONS
TO i, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 SHARPS. ALSO, INVERSLEY TO FLATS,

7) 5> 4> 3i 2
> I, BY THE SAME INVERSIONS OF DOMINANT CHORDS

AND THEIR RESOLUTIONS.

Ex. 489- 4TQ GUIDES TO
DOMINANT CHORDS. c ..

i bection.I Section.

FT
.4

2

semitns. semitns.

below GJ?. above Fj.

6 2 4
4 B |7 2 ]7 semitns. semitns.

2 below G|?. above F$.

D a

.
3 3.

semitns. semitns
below C. above.

i 5
below C. above.

XVIII. WHEN TO FIFTH AND SEVENTH REMOVES THE DOMINANT
SEVENTH IS EXCHANGED FOR AN AUGMENTED SIXTH,

703. In the last example, why change the dominant seventh ints an

augmented sixth ? Because not to do so, would cause a progression of

consecutive fifths and sevenths contrary to rules of harmony, so :

Ex. 490- (A).
,

(B).

Dom. 7

ofGp.

B.
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704. It is the same to a seventh remove :

Ex- 491-

705. This rule which forbids consecutive fifths and sevenths, compels
at this point the dominant seventh to be transformed into an augmented
sixth. The fact is, that the FIFTH SHARP KEY being the identical scale

on the key-board as the SEVEN FLAT, and the FIFTH FLAT the same as

the SEVEN SHARP, shows that in notation we here overstep the boundary
of the FIRST KEY CIRCLE, and evidently the RULES of harmony do not

admit of such a trespass. The minor sixth (such as A I? in key C) is, of

course, a diatonic semitone above the dominant G ;
and therefore, the

.minor sixth of C ? key must read A tb, in order to fall a diatonic semitone

.to G7, upon which is built the dominant seventh of CP.

Ex. 492.
-M& '-$-& [

7 C?
706. As we gathered chromatic scale double flat notation from keys

of FIFTH REMOVES, 160, p. 57, so here, double FLAT notation for the

augmented SIXTH, must also be drawn from a key a FIFTH REMOVED,
for example,

707. Suppose the compass needle be placed upon diagram 7 (p. 4),

so that its N. end points at C $ (7 sharps), its s. end will then point at

D lb (a 5 double-flat key). Now it is the dominant 7th of this diatonic

key:-

Ex. 493.

which is the diatonic source of double-flat chromatic notation of

augmented 6th 'in Ci? key.

Ex. 494. D >, or a 12 1? Key.

,7 6 *

the

Diatonic

progression of Consecutive

5ths and 7ths.

Aug. 6.

Consecutive 5ths and 7ths
avoided.

708. The rule of the difference between DIATONIC and CHROMATIC
NOTATION we perceive holds good. This augmented sixth, double flats

in key C ^ (a 7 fr key), are derived from D tb a 1 2 b key ; 7 from 1 2, FIVE
remain. From this exposition will be seen, that THIS rule of a FIFTH
remove is THE DIATONIC SOURCE OF DOUBLE FLAT CHROMATIC NOTATION

-^.-Mgzrn
It is proper to say that Atb is a dominant minor Qth from Gj? root,

-mJb-QH and FQ the major 3rd from Dp root. These are chromatic
c7 ^ 6

in C7 key. AQ2 however is diatonic in D[j? key.
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TO CHORDS which are found in the works of the Great Masters. For

example :

MARCH IN Efc MINOR. F. SCHUBERT.
Ex-495-

i i u !
i

,

|J- J
-J- ' ' J J L u^ J J .

f rp^

Aug. 6th. D 1? chord.

/.tf inversion.
Again, so, Aug. 6. G? key.
ist inversion.

709. Here the resolution to D ^ chord is to the dominant chord of

G 7, and is true to the above signature of six flats. But it is equally true

to a signature of five flats, (or D i? key), in which key Schubert, by the

harmonies of the next two or three bars, evidently regards it ; and again,

he.modulates in the cadence to Gl? key.

710. Now if upon diagram 7, p. 4, we move the needle from pointing
at G 7 (six flats) to A U> key (eleven flats), or from pointing at D 7 (five

flats) to point at E tb key (ten flats), in both cases we see the difference

of signature to be that of a fifth remove, (for to subtract 6 flats from

n, or 5 from 10, FIVE remain). And these DIATONIC keys, Atp and E 37,

are the DIATONIC source of double flat notes to the bass of the augmented
sixth, in keys G fr and D fe.

XIX. CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS AVOIDED.

711. We see how dexterously Schubert avoids consecutive fifths,

By making ist inversions of the two chords, the Elb rises to F. And
Mendelssohn in his Lied hi C, No. 34, (4th score from the end), first

drops the lowest note a semitone, and the other follows it, so :

Ex. 496.

Ap
5th. 5th.

712. AD FLAT chord of an augmented sixth is found in Beethoven's *
" Adieu to the Piano," which is first resolved to the dominant of F, and
afterwards to F minor and major :

Ex. 497.

:H^=B
m 4

Aug. 6th. I Afterwards.

* Known under this title, but not his composition. Dr. Prout.
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713. This augmented 6th changed to a dominant 7th would belong
to key Gl? (6 flats),

Ex. 498.

but an augmented 6th on D fr, resolved to F as above, Ex. 497, shows
its notation to be derived from a fifth flat remove from C, viz. D

714. So the dominant 7th, leading 7th, supertonic 7th, and augmented
6th are, on the key-board, the same identical digitals, as shown on

diagram 431, p. 173.

715. In conclusion, first The necessity of a change from dominant
sevenths to augmented sixths, just at the juncture of passing over the

border of one circle to another (see 99, p. 37), again shows how
augmented sixths are at the base of key circles (see p. 3, 81, 82).
Second Key removes have hitherto been measured to their central

semitone chromatic note by number of semitones from C, and F J or

G 2 centres as key-board fixtures. But it is obvious that the same ratio

of semitones to key centres, and therefore of key removes, may be made
from any key note for odd, and from its centre semitone for even numbers
in key signatures. For instance, suppose A is the key in hand (3 sharps),
one semitone upward to A| shows the central semitone to E (4 sharps)
as one sharp key remove, and therefore GUIDE to its dominant and
subdominant notes. D} is the central semitone to A, therefore the
centre for calculation to even numbers of sharp removes. Two semitones

upward to E $ is central to key B (5 sharps), which is a two sharp key
remove from A (3 sharps). Two semitones downward to C f is the

central chromatic note of a key two sharps less, viz., G (i sharp). &c.

716. Now this is so, but calculations from C for odd, and F f or G P

for even, as key-board fixtures, will answer all purposes for modulation.

CENTRAL CHROMATIC SEMITONES.

717. The central semitones to FLAT KEYS (all naturals), may be learnt

by tracing downward from E to F, in key C. And the central sharp
semitones to sharp keys, as the scale notes of G f,

so :

ft 1 L. :

ft
JfaN ^ " a 3f 1 I

Centre. 2$ 4$ 6j? 17 3? 5? 7!? Centre. a| 4| 6f if 3f $f 7f
EVEN. ODD. EVEN. ODD.

THE KEY-NOTES OF THE FIRST KEY CIRCLE SHOWN IN NOTATION.
(See Ex. 7. p. 4.)

EASTERN SIDE SHOWN BY DIRECT LINE OF SHARP KEY-NOTES ASCENDING;
THE WESTERN BY DIRECT LINE OF FLATS DESCENDING.
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CHAPTER XV.

I. THE ART OF MODULATION BY OBLIQUE MOTION.

718. The pierced key-notes on diagram 69, p. 32, viz., B and F
(B leader, and F, fourth of C), are the major thirds of keys G and
Dflat

C, the Head of the Circle.

\

Key Key
Chord. Chord.

and the scale notes of these keys are the KEY-NOTES of the entire circle.

Now of the seven notes of any major scale, when regarded as key-notes,
the major third is the only diatonic note which is common to all the

seven keys.*

719. The problem therefore is, how, for instance, is Eft, the major

third of key C (the central note of C major key chord yfc' _ :==
ll)> to

be retained as a diatonic note when modulating into the seven keys, the

key-notes of which form the scale of C major ?

Ex. COT.

4T -*-

C,o D,2# E, 4J F.ifr G,i| A, 3# B, 5}

720. The basis of such modulations, which we describe as MODULATION
BY OBLIQUE MOTION, is the chord of the DOMINANT MAJOR THIRTEENTH.
This chord is composed of the seven scale notes of which its root is the

dominant. Before making use of it, we will describe it.

II. DOMINANT THIRTEENTH.

721. The essential notes of a FUNDAMENTAL DISCORD
(i.e.,

the notes

from a dominant root generated by the natural law of harmonics t) are

ihe major third and a minor seventh.

* See sections 71 to 78, pp. 32, 33. f Ex. 201, p. 88.
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722. Now every such chord possesses two names. Its surname, is

derived from its generator, which may be the dominant, supertonic, or
tonic roots. Its other name is the number assigned to the highest note
of any chord built up in thirds from the generator. The highest number
being the representative name of all under it. So the name of dominant
may be regarded as the family name of the 3rd, 5th, yth, 9th, nth, and
1 3th chords belonging to it, because generated from it.

Ex. 502.

723. The name major is attached to the chord of the 9th and i3th in

order to distinguish them from younger members of a later generation
named after them, dominant minor ninth

,
and dominant minor thirteenth.

Ex. 503.

Dom. mi. 9th. Dcftn. mi. 1 3th.

724. The three notes which compose the minor common chord on
the sixth degree of the scale are the highest notes of the dominant major
thirteenth.

Ex. 504.

For the special reason that this minor chord does not possess a single
note of the dominant seventh,* its notes can therefore not only be added
to the dominant 7th, as the major gth, nth, and i3th; but also be a

separate KEY CHORD, with a new dominant 7th, the notes of which are

'built upon its highest note.

Ex. 505.

Dom. maj. I3th of C.

725. Herein is the reason why we have two keys in music, a major,
and its relative minor.

726. The minor ninth and minor thirteenth (Ex. 503) are the root

and fifth of a major common chord on the minor sixth of a minor key.

Ex. 506.

=g:
C mi. A j? on

mi. 6th.

C mi.

i. 1 3th.

*
p. 129, 443. q.v.
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727. The above dominant major i3th (Ex. 505) contains notes repre-
sentative of the entire scale of the C major key, and the key chord of

its relative minor, and the dominant minor i3th contains AP and E,.
which are representative of the tonic minor key. It is evident that

these notes, A? and Ei?, when used in connection with C major key,,

must be chromatic.

728. At present, however, we are chiefly concerned with the seven

notes of C major scale, which are only the notes of the dominant major
1 3th put in alphabetical order, so :

Ex. 507. AS KEY-NOTES.

729. Their dominant notes are those which compose the scale of

their dominant key G :

DOMINANT NOTES. TO EACH SCALE NOTE OF C.

Ex. 508.

-&-

C DG A

and also we are concerned with E
tf, as the major 3rd of C, as a diatonic-

note to all the seven keys.

III. WHEN IS E NOT TO BE REGARDED AS A DOMINANT MAJOR:
THIRTEENTH ?

730. When it is simply a note belonging to the common chords of
the scale, or their inversions :

Ex. 509.

IV. WHEN IS E TO BE REGARDED AS A DOMINANT THIRTEENTH?

731. E changes its scale note character as a major 3rd, to be charac-

terized as a dominant major thirteenth, when D, F, or B are its associates,
either individually or collectively, so :

Ex. 510.

Dom.
maj. 1 3th. C. Dom. mi. BJ2. C minor.
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:3o Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 26, in his final cadence to first variation

(shown in C), E is turned into the dominant major thirteenth, so :

Ex. 511.

6 13

4 7

3

732. As an example of E minor chord being changed into a dominant

major i3th by a sudden attack of the D (5th), F (7th), and B (srd),

we know none so abrupt and powerful in effect, as that in Chopin's
"Funeral March," Piano Sonata, Op. 35, which again we transpose to

C major :

Ex. 512.

=g:ii:f^g=

I

OrganFed. 3 F V changes E into the

E mi. Dj Dom. Major 13* of Key C.

733. Now knowledge is increased as we learn by what trifles great
differences are brought about. For instance, we pass from the common
chord on the dominant note to the dominant major i3th by opening
both wings a tone* or to the minor i3th, by the upper wing rising only
a semitone, so :

Ex. 513.

Maj.
13

Mi.

13

734. The difference in the example 317 and the above, is that the

centre note of the dominant common chord of Ex. 317 remains the

root of the following 4 chord, but in the above example it remains

the LEADING NOTE to the key.

*
449, p. 130.
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V. DOMINANT MAJOR THIRTEENTH NOTES FOUND IN SHARP

SIGNATURES, MINOR THIRTEENTHS IN FLAT.

735. The major third of any sharp key, being the last sharp but one,
is the major thirteenth of the key.

^_.
i

Ex. 514. jf
7

And the major third above the dominant being the last sharp in the

signature, therefore, the last two sharps in key signatures assist to the

rinding of the chord in sharp keys.

736. The last flat but one is also the minor i3th in flat keys :

mi. 13. C mi.
mi. 13.

-8-
G mi.

(N.B. Dominant Major i3ths are, however, found in six and seven
FLAT signatures; and Minor i3ths in SHARP.)

PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

737. Now apply the dominant major and minor i3th to Study I,

p. no, and it will be found that the key note of a major key becomes
the dominant minor i3th to its relative minor, and the key note of the

minor key becomes the dominant major i3th of the next major key on
the FLAT SIDE, so :

Ex. 516. _ ,
,

mi. 13. Ami. maj. 13. F maj. mi. 13. D mi. maj. 13.

738. Again play through Study I, p. no, raising the bass note

of the dominant i3th chord, when resolved, a tone, (*.<?., to the minor

key note), and a semitone to the major key note, as was shown in Exs.

254 and 255, p. 113. This progression is commonly known as an

interrupted cadence, so :

Ex. 517.

C maj. Maj. !3thofC. Mi. I3thof A mi. Maj. i3thofF. Mi. I3th of D.

Resolved to A mi. chord. F maj. chord. D mi. chord. B $ maj.
chord.
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739. If we take the bass notes in above Ex. 517, and the lowest

notes of the treble chords, the whole progression will be seen to have
its foundation in the dominant seventh, resolved to a minor chord on
the sixth of a major key ; and to the sixth of its relative minor key :

Ex. 518.
fl>-

4

A mi.

VI of

Cmaj.

F maj.
vi of

A mi.

D mi.

vi of

F maj.

B|T mi.

VI of

D mi.

740. Now Etf can only be used as a dominant major i3th to key
C major as one key out of seven of its scale notes. And so with every

major 3rd in any major key.

741. One of the surest methods of finding the dominant major
thirteenth to any key, is to play its major third and then find the centre

semitone of the key, a minor seventh below the thirteenth, as guide to

its dominant and subdominant notes, as shown in the last chapter, so :

Ex. 519.
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vii. Second. E$, A SCALE NOTE OF c, REGARDED AS A KEY NOTE,

AND THE ELEVENTH (OR INVERTED, THE FOURTH) ABOVE B, ITS

DOMINANT ROOT.*

a. nth, key-note.

EX. 521. 3py
*~~

IF=*
B root.

MODULATION TO A FOURTH SHARP REMOVE FROM C.

743. Four semitones above F f is A $, the centre semitone of a four

sharp key, therefore the subdominant and dominant are on each side of

this note :

Ex. 522.

GUIDE. nth or 4th to 3rd. nth or 4tft to 5th. E major.

744. The E retained as root of a
J,

and thence to dominant chord,

and itself confirmed as a key note, was shown by Ex. 371, p. 149.

E mi. Key.

VIII. REFLECTIVE ASPECT.

745. There is an inverted likeness in the third inversion of the

dominant eleventh to the last inversion of the dominant seventh. In

key C they appear so :

Fx, 524. /L
' ' ^
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These resolutions are perfectly reflective. In C minor, so :

201

Ex. 526.

In E minor so :

Ex -

746. It should be observed (as shown in the first bars of Exs. 525
and 527), that to add a tone above a subdominant major or minor

chord, produces the 3rd inversion of the dominant nth chord, generally

spoken of as

IX. THE CHORD OF THE ADDED SIXTH.

747. This chord can only be built on the subdominant either of

major or minor keys, consequently it is as decisive in its resolution to

the key chord of the key, as is the dominant seventh, when it is resolved

to the key chord.

748. A modulation therefore from C to either E major or minor,

-retaining E as a diatonic note of both keys, is best effected by the use

of the added sixth chord, so :

38.^^-
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X. MODULATION TO SUBDOMINANT KEYS (MINOR), BY FOLLOWING

KEY-CHORDS WITH ADDED SIXTHS, |
AND DOMINANT

Ex. 530.

-fk -jr
H
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Ex. 532.

SIX-FOUR
OF KEY-CHORD C.

751. If we look at Ex, 509, p. 196, E is shown to be the highest
note of A minor chord. To turn this E into an eleventh or fourth above
a dominant root (B), F f as an added sixth to the chord is all that is

necessary. It should, however, be noted, that the F $ is not the dis-

sonant note, for it is not this note which requires to be resolved. It,

being the fifth above B the dominant, is the most consonant note in

the chord, and therefore the E and C notes are dissonant to this.

Hence it is these notes which need resolution, as in the

Ex. 533.

W]
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XI. PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

753. Play as in the above progression through flat KEYS round the

circle to the left, returning to C through the sharps.

xii. Thirdly. E&, A SCALE NOTE OF c, REGARDED AS THE DOMINANT
MAJOR NINTH OF G.

A FIRST SHARP REMOVE FROM C.

754. The central note of C, viz., F#, is here regarded as a LEADING
NOTE to G. Hence the Etj: having F$ as the bass, is also named the

leading seventh, of which we have spoken and demonstrated in Exs. 440
and 441, p. 176.

XII. PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

755. Play this example in major keys round the circle

xin. Fourth. E ft (OF SCALE c) RETAINED AS THE DOMINANT SEVENTH
OF KEY B.

FIFTH SHARP REMOVED FROM C.

E" *6 '

6 -o-

4 B maj.

756. This is the ultimate sharp key of the seven scale notes of C,

regarded as key notes, it being the fourth under E, 610, p. 167

xiv. Fifth. E tt (OF SCALE c) RETAINED AS ROOT OF THE DOMINANT
CHORD OF A MAJOR.

757. The D$, three semitones above C, being the centre semitone of
A (3 sharps), no difficulty will be found in E as dominant to the right
of it. __

Ex. 537.

A maj.

xv. Sixth. E$ (OF SCALE c) RETAINED AS THE FIFTH OF THE
DOMINANT CHORD OF KEY D.

SECOND KEY REMOVE FROM C.

758. Second semitone above F# is G$, the centre and guide to
-dominant and subdominant notes of key D (2 sharps).

EX. 538. ^E =Eri=^*B=
6 6

4 4
2
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xvi. Seventh. EtJ (OF SCALE c) RETAINED AS THE THIRD OF THE
DOMINANT CHORD OF KEY F.

759. One semitone below C is the centre of key F (i flat), conse-

quently guide to dominant and subdominant notes.

Ex. 539.

F is the ultimate flat key, and B the ultimate sharp of the series.

E, as dominant third, resolves to F, and as seventh, to key B, Ex. 536.

XVII. DIAGRAM 7, P. 4.

760. From this evidence of the diatonic character of the major third,

it follows that B being the major third to key G, and F the major
third to key DP, the scale notes of which cover the entire first circle, F
and B, must be diatonic to the whole. Also the same rule applies to

the outer circle, for they are enharmonic with the inner, and therefore

B will become C fr, and F, E $, as the diatonic notes to this circle.

761. But we have said that the reflective aspect of the key-board has

to do with key signatures. Leaving C out of the question, we must
cross the border to 7 sharps and 7 flats, and over the border of the

second circle, to 13 flats and 13 sharps, so :

XVIII. THE KEY-BOARD CENTRES AND THE REFLECTIVE ASPECT OF KEYS
FROM ONE TO SEVEN FLATS, AND SHARP SIGNATURES.

Ex. 540. KEY-BOARD CENTRES.

DIATONIC NOTE, DIATONIC NOTE,

BJ7, TO D. F J, TO
SCALE NOTES OF G 7 AS KEY-NOTES. SCALE NOTES OF D AS KEY-NOTES.

FIRST SHARP CIRCLE.

4 4f 6f i# 3$ 5* 7*
D F4

FIRST FLAT CIRCLE.

?b si? si? it? 6> 4 >

Key-note. Diatonic Key-note. Diatonic
note. note.

REFLECTIVELY.

DIATONIC. CENTRE. DIATONIC.

FJ7, TO A}7, G$. B
J,

TO

SECOND FLAT CIRCLE. SECOND SHARP CIRCLE.

iifr 9^ 7 j? 12]? ioj? 8t? 8|l 10$ 125!: 7$; 9$ ii
|l

rr: c te^ Hv^ bo n Q
"

,L ^_ ^ :

Key-note. Diatonic Key-note. Diatonic

note. note.
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762. Of course, a moment's thought reveals how F J, being the first

of a seven sharp signature, must be diatonic to all the seven sharp keys ;

and B !?, the first of all flat signatures, must be diatonic to seven flat

keys; and FP which is the major third of D& scale, must be diatonic

to all keys from 8 to 13 flats; also B # ,
as major third to G#, must be

diatonic to the scale of key notes from 8 to 13 sharps.

763. These four notes, therefore, (B i?, F $, Ffr, B $), are diatonically
connected with every scale except C, and modulations may therefore be
taken from them to the seven keys, by each being regarded as a 1 3th,

nth, 9th, 7th, 5th, 3rd, or root.

xix. Finally, DIATONIC INTERVAL MODULATIONS OF CHAPTER xin,
ARE CONFIRMED BY DIATONIC MODULATIONS BY OBLIQUE MOTION
OF CHAPTER XV.

764. It is evident that if any note be chosen and regarded as a

diatonic note to seven keys, (which is the boundary of diatonic modula-

tion), to put together two such notes, will limit the number of keys in

exact ratio to the number of times such an interval occurs in the scale.

For example, take the interval of a major third, c, C will be diatonic to

seven keys, the key-notes of which form the scale of AJ? major. E, as

we have seen, is diatonic to seven keys, the key-notes of which form the

scale of C major. Now when these scales are put together, the keys
which are identical, are the keys to which the interval C E belong, for the

other key-notes of both scales negative each other, so :

Ex. 541. C diatonic.

G
C E diatonic.

C, F, G, are the only keys to which C E belong, 593, p. 164, and

595> P- l6 5-

765. Inversions of all intervals belong to the same keys.

766. So with other major third intervals, F A, are diatonic to three

keys
C C

B>
F

/>

Ex. 542.

Diatonic note.

A
Diatonic note.

keys F, B fr, and C. Naturals in key F negative the flats of key D fc.

767. G, B, are diatonic to THREE KEYS, viz., G, C and D. Major
third below G is E 7, and below B is G |j, see Ex. 414, p. 164 :

Diatonic note. .

* 543- 'I , M ,

C D Diatonic note.
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MINOR THIRDS.
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Ex. 544.

Ex. 545-

(Ex. 411, p. 164.)

FOUR MINOR 3rds of Key C to 4 KEYS.

D F, diatonic.

Diatonic D h
note.

(Ex. 412, p. 164.)

G
E

Ex. 546. (Ex. 411.)

G
Diatonic note.

E
Diatonic note.

D, diatonic note.

(Ex. 412.)

B
Diatonic note.

-y-

C
A

XX. ONE EXAMPLE OF A MAJOR SECOND DIATONIC TO FIVE KEYS.

Ex. 547. (Ex. 409.) Diatonic note.

P Tone. Keys F, G.

Diatonic

note.

For modulations to these five keys to which A, B, belong, see Ex.

409, p. 163.

ONE EXAMPLE OF A MINOR SECOND TO TWO KEYS, AND A PERFECT FIFTH

TO SIX KEYS, 596, p. 165.
Ex. 548.

* (Ex. 404. p. 160.) -"""l*.

Semitone. A]?. G.

^
Pft.Sth. KeysBl?,
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And, finally, if we take the interval of the augmented fourth of szx

semitones, we shall find all the accidentals of one scale negative the

other, the key therefore is at one with itself. An enharmonic interval

Ex. 549.

Gkey.

such as F J and Gi?, are scales which negative each other, and practically
declare that we are in no key whatever. For if we are neither in

GP nor Ff, in what key are we?

768. So the diatonic intervals of Chapter XIV, belonging precisely to

the same number of keys as there are such intervals in the diatonic

scale, are confirmed by another mode of calculation of identical key-
notes from two scales, as described in Chapter XV, and it is obvious that

modulation to all such keys can be effected through the fundamental
dominant harmonies dealt with in this the final chapter of Part II.

END OF P^RT II.
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PART III.

CHAPTER XVI.

CHROMATIC HARMONIES.

1. THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH BOTH AS A DIATONIC AND A CHROMATIC
CHORD.

769. About the year 1874, the following positions of the DIMINISHED

SEVENTH CHORDS were sketched, and the author observed, that no

matter what might be their inversions, they only occupied three positions,

and those positions he numbered thus :

HI

Ex. 550.

Ex. 551.

mum
770. The numbers marked on this design were first suggested as

an aid to memory, and that such a division of the key-board might
some day prove useful as a means for scientific investigation. It was
natural to number them in this way; First because No. i was the

middle black key of three, and therefore was one centre of the key-board
design. Second its bass note, B,

Ex. 532.
9

, _=q= n

was the LEADING NOTE to the FIRST key at the head of the circle.*

*
Diagram 7, p. 4.
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771. No. ii. The bass of this seventh (F$) was the leading note to

Ex. 553.

the SECOND KEY on the circle G. And its highest note (E fc) was, on

the key-board, the SECOND black of the TWO.

772. No. in. Its bass note (Cf) was the leading note to the THIRD

Ex. 554. I

KEY on the circle (D), and its highest note (B i?) showed itself to be the

THIRD black key of the THREE.

773. It was also observed, that in the same way these numbers
attached to these chords would repeat themselves in DOMINANT ORDER
round the entire circle, so :

BLACK NOTES SHOW ON THE KEY-BOARD BLACK KEYS, AND WHITE, WHITE.

D
MAJOR KEYS.

in

II. MINOR KEYS.

774. When resolved to relative minor keys, the highest notes of each

chord, instead of the lowest, must be regarded as a leading note, and

consequently an enharmonic change of notation must take place. For

example :

Ex. 556.
i

A mi. E mi. G|mi.
EfcfiE

Bj7mi.
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775. This change of resolution from major keys with FLATS to minor

keys with SHARPS, only confirmed as accurate the position of the numbers
attached to such key-board digitals, for, adding a thin line to the above

diagram (550) as representative SHARP NOTATION, the SHARPS, as LEAD-
ING NOTES, were the very digitals already numbered i, n, HI; so the FLAT

NOTATION, represented by thick lines, showed diminished sevenths in

major keys ; and the SHARP notation, by thin lines, their relative MINOR

KEYS, so .

Ex. 557. THE THREE DIMINISHED SEVENTHS.

II I III II III

III. THE NOTATION OF DIMINISHED SEVENTHS.

Ex. 559.

776. Notation in thirds with sharps or flats only, compels passing from

one key circle to another in quick succession, so :

Ex. 560.

Ex. 104, p. 47.

2nd. 3rd. fy key
circles.
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777. It is therefore necessary, when the inversions of the diminished
seventh are written, to write AUGMENTED SECONDS

Ex. 561.

778. A practical rule for reading such notation, therefore, comes into

view, viz.:

779. When TWO notes appear together alphabetically, SHARPS belong
to the highest, and FLATS to the lowest note. (See above examples.)

780. This rule also applies to double sharps and double flats, so :

B tb the lowest. F x the highest.

781. Also the rule holds good for reading a natural in flat keys (as a

sharp), and natural in sharp keys (as a flat) :

782. We may consider these changes of position of the natural to the

highest note in flat keys, and to the lowest note in sharp keys in contrast

with flat or double-flat to the lowest note in flat, and sharp or double-

sharp to the highest note in sharp keys, as an accidental reflection.

IV. THE COMPOUND CHARACTER OF THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH.

783. In chapter XIII, from pp. 159 to 165, the leading note, and the

fourth of the scale were applied to various diatonic intervals of the scale,

/.<?., to two notes. The compound character of the diminished seventh

consists in having two LEADING NOTES and two FOURTHS of the very
scales to which key-notes the LEADING NOTES POINT. For example :

G $ is LEADER to A, and the D is the fourth of key A. B
t)

is LEADER
to C, and F is the fourth of C.

784. Again, contrast these when the highest TWO are regarded as

LEADING NOTES :

D, Ap,
4th to A. the 4th of E ?.

Ex. 565. a
A E>

*
625, p. 171.
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785. Here D, (the fourth of A), is regarded, in the second bar, as

LEADER to Ei2. The G$, in order to be a diatonic note in E?, must,

therefore, be changed to A ?, which is the fourth of E J? key.

786. By this change from a diminished fifth in the first bar (Ex. 565)

5th. A maj.

to an augmented fourth in the second,

m
4th. Efrmaj.

we pass (on the key circle) from A major in the E. to E I? major in

the w.

Maj. Efc < A maj.

Fx. 568.
* fr Q ej.

C .... Gfr

787. Again, F, the fourth of C in the first bar, regarded as a LEADER
to G P in the second, the B tf which is LEADER to C in the first bar, is

necessarily (in order to be diatonic in key G ?) changed to C P in the

second, and the difference of keys on the dial is at opposite points of

the needle, from C in the N., to G $ in the s.

788. But G? is capable of enharmonic change to F|, consequently
D as LEADER to E? will be changed to Cx, and E 7 key-note into

D#, so:

G J 4th of B 4th of

'(m [

^^
D $ mi. F $ maj.

Maj.

D $ mi. < E |? mi. < A mi.

V V V
^^> F

jfc maj. ^**i > G |? maj.

789. A diminished seventh therefore presents a two-fold aspect.
First. Its highest two notes may be considered as the fourths of the

scales to which the lowest two are LEADING NOTES ; and

Secondly. The lowest two notes, by enharmonic change, may become
the fourths of the keys to which the highest two are LEADING NOTES.
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V. THE REFLECTIVE ASPECTS OF THE DIMINISHED SEVENTHS,

I III II

Ex. 570.

790. These CHORDS are built by putting together DIMINISHED TRIADS,.
Ex. 67, p. 31.

Ex. 571.

D GJ

The following exposition will show how from such chords the three

diminished sevenths are built. First, from KEY-BOARD CENTRES, D and
G t or A }?. Second, from KEY-NOTE CENTRES, C and F jf or G ?.

Third, from DOMINANT NOTE CENTRES, G and C # or D I? :

feg-

H
r:S=

KEY BOARD CENTRES.

Dand G$or A?.
Exs. I and 2, p. 2 ; also p. 106.

KEY NOTE CENTRES.

CandFfyorG ?.

Exs. 17 and 18, p. n.

DOMINANT NOTE CENTRES.

G and C f or D ?.

Ex. 432, p. 174.

791. The first use to which we may employ the diminished sevenths
is as intermediate chords First, between the dominant seventh and its

resolution to a minor chord (2nd score, ist bar bass, Ex. 441, p. 177),
and Second, between the LEADING SEVENTH and its resolution to a major
chord (2nd score, ist bar treble, Ex. 441, p. 177) :
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TONE. SEMITONES.
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Ex. 573-

Diminished C maj.
7th.

A 7 chromatic.

792. These examples are sufficient to show that the diminished

sevenths may be considered as "bridge" chords between major and
minor keys, according to whether the accidental attached be regarded
as chromatic or diatonic.

793. Study I, p. no, should now be played through, taking the

leading seventh to major keys, and the diminished seventh to minor keys,
on the leading notes of their scales, so :

Ex. 574.

_Q :@- a _

B=fl
Ami. Dmi.

B J7

& >& H
p8

" &c.

G mi.

794. Afterwards insert the chromatic diminished seventh over the

leading note to major keys (otherwise the dominant minor ninth) so :

Ex. 575.

J-W-
&c.

A mi.

VI. FIRST RESOLUTIONS.

795. KEY-BOARD CENTRES chiefly have reference to LEADING NOTES
and FOURTHS of scale.

Rule. When any note of a diminished seventh is regarded as a

LEADING NOTE, all its notes are diatonic to the KEY-CHORD, and therefore
all CHANGE when resolved.

796. Such are the resolutions of Ex. 573. These FIRST RESOLUTIONS

equally apply to their INVERSIONS, so :
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DIMINISHED SEVENTHS, No. i.

1

F* c?6 \fa Jt^-
_ "^g
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VII. EXAMPLES.

80 1. In the following examples an exchange of the NUMBERS attached

to these sevenths is seen to alter the KEY, but not the RULE OF

RESOLUTION :

Ex. 581.
Extract from "Lied" in F major, No. 22, the last score in D minor,

in^ ~^ m
in

sf
Conforza.

=t 1 r

y D minor. A major.

802. EXTRACT from the " Introduction to Mendelssohn's Overture

in C major," composed for a military band, the diminished sevenths

numbered either i, 11, or HI, are found connected with

FIRST RESOLUTIONS.

(The first notes of UPWARD strokes are LEADING notes; DOWNWARD, the FOURTHS
of scales) ; the end notes to the right of both strokes are the key-notes.

Ex. 582.

Resolutions 1st to C
mi.

1st to C
mi.

ist to F ist to G ist to G
maj. maj. maj.

803. These modulations are to first related keys.

C

F G

804. When we consider DIMINISHED SEVENTHS with first resolutions

to MAJOR KEY CHORDS, the lowest note but one is often omitted. For

example, turn to the extract from Mendelssohn's FIRST Concerto,
Ex. 216, p. 98, there F# in No. n is omitted, and also G| in No. i :

Ex. i
&c.

* The n, I, in diminished seventh with FIRST RESOLUTIONS, are also to be found
in Mendelssohn's LIEU in A minor, No, 17, the 29th, 3Oth, and 3 ist bars.
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WHY is THIS? Because if F$ were inserted, it and D$ are the two

LEADING notes in the chord, and therefore the rule for leading notes to

rise a semitone to key-notes would necessitate a resolution to E minor :

this rule therefore requires the A to fall a tone to G, so the omission-

of F $ allows A to be a free note to fall a semitone to G$ :

Ex. 585.

and its effect is very good.

REFLECTIVELY

805. When resolving to MINOR KEY CHORDS, A, the FIFTH of the

diminished seventh, had better be omitted, so :

Ex. 586.

because it belongs to the two highest notes of the chord, and therefore

the A is a fourth of the E major scale, which, according to rule, should

FALL a SEMITONE :

Ex. 587.

and thereby compels the F f,
in this case, to rise a tone; therefore, by

the omission of this fifth, the leading note (F J) is set at liberty to rise

a semitone only, to G tf (Ex. 586). If Mendelssohn had reversed this,

and omitted the FIFTH instead of the THIRD when resolved to MAJOR
CHORDS, so :

Ex. 588.

and the THIRD instead of the FIFTH to MINOR CHORDS, the effect would
not have been so satisfactory :

Ex. 589.
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806. Therefore, when the fifth is omitted and the diminished seventh

resolves to minor chords, and also when the third is omitted and the

seventh resolves to major chords, the effect is good.

807. When the diminished sevenths are inverted, showing LEADING
NOTES in the upper parts, all its notes are often inserted with very good
effect.

Ex. 590. FIRST Resolutions to Major Keys.

Q.

J I DHsE^i

II! D

808. It will occur to the thoughtful student that there is another note
in these sevenths, a third above the note regarded as the FOURTH of the.

resolution key-note. That note is the diminished seventh itself, which
resolves to the fifth of the key chord. See Exs. 576 and 577.

809. The reader will find FIRST RESOLUTIONS to all diminished
sevenths in the extract from Beethoven's Andante, Ex. 341, p. 137,

except in the last resolution to C major, so :

Ex. 591.

8 10. This resolution is different from the rest, inasmuch as one of its

notes (C) remains the root and key-note of the resolution chord. This-

leads us therefore to consider

VIII. DIMINISHED SEVENTH NO. II, AND SECOND RESOLUTIONS.

8n. It is clear that if all the FOUR notes of No i be regarded as

LEADING NOTES that the FOUR KEY-NOTES to which they point constitute

another diminished seventh, No. n, the notes of which are associated

with KEY-NOTE centres (C and Ff or G-t?). In this we may find the
reason for a difference between a FIRST and a SECOND RESOLUTION.
This second resolution may be known by the

812. RULE. Any note of a diminished seventh may remain to be the

ROOT OF a common chord^ or its inversions, and this note is a key-note.

Ex. 592. SECOND RESOLUTIONS.

i ii

REGARDED AS

LEADING NOTES TO No. II.

I II

Key-note C REGARDED AS A minor
2nd resolution. LEADERS TO No. n. 2nd resolution.
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In the last strain of the tune "
Sardis."

* both a first and second
resolution are here to be observed :

Ex. 593-

3J^{?
1
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IX. NO. Ill DIMINISHED SEVENTHS.

"9 ubs Mk I
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B, LEADING NOTE. A {? KEY NOTE. A {? Dom. Root.

Ex. 6oc.

ist Res.

C.

2nd Res.

A?.
3rd Resolution.

Dp.

And it is equally clear, that any note of the FOUR composing the

diminished seventh, may be a note which can be employed in all three

ways, viz., as leading note, key-note, and dominant note. This being

so, anyone of the chords is available to all the 1 2 keys, for four notes

and three resolutions to each, make twelve. In this is revealed the

ubiquitous and complicated character of the DIMINISHED SEVENTH
-CHORD.

XI.- THE THIRD RESOLUTION OF THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH

822. Is often made a medium between other chords and the dominant
seventh or its inversions. For example, a beautiful effect is obtained if

it is inserted between the added SIXTH CHORD and the 4 of the dominant

seventh, so :

Ex. 60 1.

Jf
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824. In this extract, it is significant how Schumann, in diminished
seventh No. n, lays hold of KEY-NOTE centres (C and F $), (diagrams
17, 1 8), and follows it by a KEY-CHORD resolution-, and in bar 28, in

diminished seventh No. HI, he lays hold of dominant note centres
> C#

and G (dia. 432), and follows it by a DOMINANT chord resolution.

Ex. 604. Also opening Subject with FIRST RESOLUTION.

in D in D
mi. mi.

1st reslutn. 1st reslutn.

XII. FOURTH RESOLUTION.

825. Each note of a diminished seventh may be regarded as a centre

semitone of a key, on each side of which lie the subdominant and
dominant notes explicitly dealt with in Chap, XIV.

-9"

Ex. 605.

9
Git centre of D

Btj centre of F

6 &
D centre of F centre of Cfe

So with Nos. n and in.

826. But we hasten to remark, that under whatever NUMBER the

diminished seventh be considered, this aspect of each of its notes being

regarded as central to dominant and subdominant notes, means, that we
have in hand the diminished seventh derived from a supertonic root, just

the same as in the THIRD RESOLUTION we had in hand a diminished

seventh derived from a TONIC root. For instance :

Ex. 606.

--

in Dim. 7th from the Leading note to Key F.

C THIRD
mi. gth. RESOLUTION.
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827. If, therefore, any note of a diminished seventh remains as a
dominant ROOT, the diminished seventh so resolved, is derived from the

TONIC, i.e., the key-note.

828. When, however, any note of the diminished seventh is regarded
as the centre semitone of a key, the chord is bound to possess the

key-note of which that semitone is the centre,

FOURTH RESOLUTION.

Ex. 607 Z3E 1221 i
mi. 9th. ) C

I
F $ Chromatic centre to C.

Root D Supertonic to C.

and that centre (here F #) is GUIDE to its FOURTH RESOLUTION.

829. Although ROOTS have their use, and are important as centres of

radiation of harmonies, (Ex. 201, p. 88), yet when considering resolutions

to diminished seventh chords, have we not concentrated too much attention

upon them ? The very fact, that on account of roots being left out of

the inversions of the fundamental minor ninths, and another name (that
of diminished seventh) being ascribed to such inversions, suggests how
little roots have to do with resolutions. But the above classification of

diminished seventh chords from LEADING NOTES, KEY NOTES, DOMINANT
NOTES and CHROMATIC SEMITONE CENTRES, governing and GUIDING to

the construction, and various resolutions of such chords, force themselves

upon us for recognition as new centres for thought, and as a scientific

basis for classification, and practical exposition.

XIII. OTHER PROGRESSIONS.

830. It is evident that if the diminished seventh can FOLLOW other

discords (as the added sixth for instance, Ex. 60 1), it may also PRECEDE:

them, then the RESOLUTION is named after the chord resolved into.

608. m
n ii n

Dominant note Resolutions.

C Dom. nth.

nth Dom. in ist Res. to A Jj.

of F. of F.

The first, second, third, and fourth resolutions, however, are the most

common.
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XIV. PROGRESSIONS OF DIMINISHED SEVENTHS BY CONTRARY MOTION.

A CURIOSITY.

831. To make music of diminished sevenths in contrary motion, the

same numbers must be played together, and, consequently, ascent must
be by semitones and descent by tones.

* Ex. 609.
ii in ill Dom.

ii in Dom. to C.

We have a curious instance of Weber making progressions of diminished
sevenths upward, by tones, though such a progression is generally

objected to by the schools, because of false relation of parts :

For other examples of the use of diminished seventh chords, see Sir

Sterndale Bennett's "Barcarole," Fourth Concerto, and Mozart's

accompaniment to
" The People that Walked in Darkness," Handel's

"Messiah."

Ex. 153, p. 70.
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CHAPTER XVII.

I. CHROMATIC CONCORDS.

832. The following is a complete list of CHROMATIC CONCORDS IN A

MAJOR KEY found in Macfarren's "Rudiments of Harmony," p. 19 :

Ex. 611.

C MAJOR.

F~ n ^ n ^ n 1 ^ ^~
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KEY CHORD. -*1 f MINOR 6th.

TO
MAJOR 2ND.

U_ DOMINANT 7th. &C.

KEY
CHORD.

834. From this extract we learn, that one chromatic chord may follow

another, but that which decides their chromatic character is that TONIC
.and DOMINANT chords, belonging to any other key, are carefully avoided.

It cannot be too well understood that one chord never decides a key ; it

requires at least two chords to do that, except when chromatic chords

are used, the single chord of the TONIC or DOMINANT of the key used

previous to their employment is sufficient to show their chromatic

character. The fourth and fifth also seventh and eighth bars (Ex. 613)

testify to this statement.

II. MENTAL EFFECT OF CHROMATIC CONCORDS AND THEIR INVERSIONS

ILLUSTRATED.

835. One of the chords omitted from Macfarren's list in the above
extract is that on the minor second of the key :

Ex. 614.

Key F. Mi.2nd.

m

KeyG. Mi. 2nd.

836. Beethoven uses with charming effect the chromatic concord on

the minor second of key F, in his
" Andante "

for the Piano, so :
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Ex. 615.

r^ *-?

a .=]: chord
;

.+: P*~ on the \
"

Minor 2nd.

Dom. of F.

y> p

T
i
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Ex. 618.

Dom. of

840. Here the C J major chord, in the first bar, may be considered

the dominant of F} minor in the second bar, and Dtf regarded as an

appoggiatura.

Ex. 619. ^ I

In this aspect the progression in Ex. 618 is diatonic, and the B$ in the

last chord but one, would then be considered as a chromatic passing note.

841. But if C J major be regarded as a key-chord, the B$ must be

considered as the major third of its dominant chord, i.e., the LEADING
note. The first inversion

Ex. 620.

of D major would then be the chromatic chord of the Neapolitan sixth.

We observe, therefore, that the Neapolitan sixth is a chord borrowed
from a subdominant minor key. (F$ minor is the subdominant of C|
major). In key C the flats to the Neapolitan sixth are borrowed from

F minor :

Ex. 621.

*
Mi. 6. DOM. of F Mi. C Neapn. 6. C

III. NEAPOLITAN SIXTH IN A MINOR KEY.

MENTAL EFFECT.

842. The mental effect ascribed to the above "
Adagio

"
by Czerny is,

.that it is "a night scene in which the voice of a complaining spirit is

heard at a distance." * This weird and gloomy effect is by the use of the

Neapolitan 6th. But this effect is truly deepened into a state of

melancholy, when this chord is followed by a minor key chord. Listen

to the following extract from Handel's song, "Revenge, Timotheus

Vol. IV, Pianoforte School, Cocks & Co.
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crys," which has reference to Grecian ghosts, "that in battle were
slain":

Ex. 622.

"Andun - bur-ied re - main."

G mi. +
Neapolitan 6th.

IV. THE SECOND INVERSION OF THE CHROMATIC CHORD ON THE
MINOR SECOND OF THE KEY.

NOT IN MACFARREN'S LIST.

Ex. 623.

On mi. 2nd. Neapolitan 6th,
1st In. of Gj?.

2nd In. F maj. B> mi.

843. The G? chord being on the minor 6th of Bi? minor, its second
inversion is seen in the above example as falling a semitone to F major
the dominant of BJ? minor.

844. Now it sometimes occurs, with beautiful effect, that instead of

going at once to the dominant chord, passing notes are introduced.
The Gb and B i? (root and third) rise a tone, and these stepwise return

falling to the dominant chord, so :

Ex. 624.

845. Of this effect a notable example is found in Handel's Messiah,." He was despised
"

:

" And acquainted with grief."

Ex. 625.

Dom. ma.
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V. EXAMPLES OF CHROMATIC CONCORDS NOT INCLUDED IN
MACFARREN'S LIST.

846. A chromatic major concord on the minor SECOND both above
and BELOW the KEY-NOTE is found in CHOPIN'S Nocturne, Op. 37, No. 2.

The piece is set in key G :

+-M n . -,

Ex. 626.

Ex. 627.

+ , =1: ,^
fr*^- .*"

Major concord on the Mi.
2nd above the key-note G.

+ .ltd:

Major concord on^the Mi 2nd.
below the key-note G.

VI. THE MAJOR AND MINOR COMMON CHORDS ON THE FLATTENED
SEVENTH OF THE SCALE, AND THEIR FIRST INVERSIONS.

KEY C MAJOR.

Ex.628. Jj g | {? \>o [Fl^ fcJ=H
3 I g H UQ H

FLATTENED
7 th.

Minor
Chord.

847. These chords are referred to by Dr Sawyer in his lecture

delivered before the Musical Association in January last, f he said,
"
Greig used all forms of the minor scale, both in his harmonies and

melodies, and frequently employed the major triad on the FLATTENED

SEVENTH, and the major sixth of the minor key." \

848. Professor Prout, who occupied the chair, "considered, with good
reason, that the prevalence of the FLATTENED SEVENTH in Greig's music

was traceable to the composer's Scandinavian descent, this interval being
common to Norwegian and Danish folk-songs."
"The major sixth of the minor scale was," in the estimation of

Professor Prout, "a survival of the Dorian mode." U

* > Consecutive octaves by semitones.

t "Musical Times, "Feb. 1st, 1896.

I These chords in C minor, for instance, used as chromatic chords in C major, are

these :

Ex. 629.

276, p. 82.

FLATTENED MAJOR
SEVENTH. SIXTH
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849. The following is taken from Dvorak's Stabat Mater, p. 69, as

an illustration of the minor common chord on the FLATTENED SEVENTH
of the major key B :

Ex. 630.

a. m * \W m m -- _ 2

-*- ? -*- ^

VII. FIRST INVERSION OF THE CHROMATIC MINOR CONCORD OF THE
MINOR SEVENTH DEGREE.

Ex. 63 I.

Phrygian Cadence.

S= Mi. 7th. QgdZTJl
KEYC.

D i?. root.

6 Resolution to C.

3

n~Q II
Mi. 7th of E fe.

(Higher Division School Examination, Augener, No. 6135.)

MAZOWSKI'S POLONAISE, OP. 18, No. 5.

Ex. 632.

Dom. of EJ7. + + +
Root D fr. Root D

Jf.
Root D i?.

VIII. MAJOR CHROMATIC CONCORD ON THE MINOR THIRD.

Ex. 633. JfczEEg
9-es*

KeyC.

CHANT DES MARINS.

Ex. 634.

KeyG.

HENRY KETTERER.

Maj. concord on the mi. 3rd degree of key G.
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850. These examples are sufficient to show, that with composers,
limitation to the employment of chromatic concords is regarded as an

open question.

IX. CHROMATIC DISCORDS.

REFLECTIVE ASPECTS OF RESOLUTIONS OF THE SUPERTONIC AND TONIC
SEVENTHS.

SUPERTONIC SEVENTH. KEY C. TONIC SEVENTH.

Ex. 635. ijjeizpgrg^jigp
Ex. 6
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853. The change is from a tonic chromatic yth in key C, to the

diatonic dominant yth in key F minor.

854. This change, however, does not interfere with the fine powerful

melancholy effect of the minor yth from the tonic.

With such an effect Handel employs this chord in his double chorus

in "Israel":

Ex. 640.

"THE PEOPLE SHALL HEAR AND BE AFRAID."

They shall be as still as a stone

7th. IT. 1st resolution.

7th.
Till thy peo- pie pass ov -

er, O Lord.

XII. THE CHROMATIC SUPERTONIC SEVENTH, AND MAJOR NINTH.

Ex. 641.

I i i I !

Jf
rj

\

1 =! r: K . o
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tonic root, and therefore the subdominant (Dtf) and dominant (E) of

key A are on each side of it in the | chord.

Now play or write supertonic chromatic chords, as common chords,

sevenths, or major ninths, regarding the GUIDE notes of Exs. 451 to 474,

pp. 1 80 to 183, as the major thirds of such chords. Such an exercise

is educationally very valuable.

XIII. HOW THE CHROMATIC SUPERTONIC MAJOR NINTH BECOMES THE

DOMINANT MAJOR THIRTEENTH.

13

-r a J. ; i ^ iir c> Q ~ r-^j n
I fay- h5 I

~
II

Ex. 643.

9th.
D root. G root.

856. This example, played from the end to the beginning, converts

the dominant thirteenth into the supertonic major ninth, and the key
chord following is a sufficient resolution into key C.

857. The dominant major thirteenth of key G, when preceded by
harmonies of key C, may be regarded as the supertonic thirteenth of

key C, when it (the thirteenth) changes to the third of the dominant

of C, so :

13 3

Ex. 644,

1
C Super. 1 3th. Dom. 7th. C

858. Atj, the dominant thirteenth of key F, if preceded by harmonies

of C, may be regarded as the chromatic TONIC thirteenth ;
in its resolu-

tion it changes to the major ninth of the dominant of key C.

Ex. 645.

1

859. In order to secure that mental grip, so desirable, of chromatic

harmonies and modulations, the author knows of nothing so helpful as

a thorough knowledge and application of the central semitones of keys
shown on diagrams 449, p. 179; and 466, p. 182, and 717, p. 193.
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CHAPTER XVIII

I. CHROMATIC CHORDS OF THE AUGMENTED SIXTH, AUGMENTED FOURTH,

AND AUGMENTED FIFTH.

AUGMENTED SIXTH. ON MINOR SIXTH AND MINOR SECOND OF KEY C.

l??5 wtt \ir^

FRENCH. GERMAN. ITALIAN. FRENCH. GERMAN. ITALIAN.

860. In this, the final chapter of our work, it is peculiarly fitting that

these chords should occupy our attention, because they are composed
of notes which have been the CENTRES OF RADIATION throughout.

II. THE FRENCH SIXTH.

86 1. In 78, p. 33, this chord was shown to be the basis of a

complete key circle, and which may easily be impressed upon the

memory by adding a flat to the lowest note of the 4 chord in each

example, from 451 (p, 180), to 474 (p. 183). For instance, take

example 451, so :

Ex. 647. ti&L

GUIDE. Written. Played with p added.

862. The final G chord, of course, may be regarded as a KEY-CHORD;
in that case Aj? is the note which makes the chord chromatic. Or if G
chord be considered the dominant of key C, then, both A i? and F # are
chromatic notes. In either case, A b and D are key-board centres,* and
C and F | are key-note centres, f

III. REFLECTION BY ANALYSIS O? ITS NOTES.

863. In one aspect the Afr key-board centre, is a four semitone
Ex. 648.

radiation below C, the key-note centre :

^jT ^ Tl and reflectively, Ff,

*
Diagrams 234 and 335, p. 106. f Diagrams 17 and 18, p. n.
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key-note centre, is a four semitone radiation above D the key-board
Ex. 649.

centre : -/ I Together, these notes constitute the chord of the:

FRENCH SIXTH :

2nd 3rd Inversions.

864. But what is most practical and useful, is to regard the dominant
note (G) as GUIDE to the accidentals of this chord, and also to the

resolution of it, for the accidentals F$ and A? are diatonic semitones
on each side of (G), which resolve to it (G), no matter whether the

chord be followed by a dominant chord or a key-chord.

Ex. 651.

_.^

Either Dom. of C,
or Key-note of G.

4 4
C, Root and Key chord.

865. Of course, the same analysis applies, if the key-note be taken as

a GUIDE to find the chord, or when found, to find its resolution, thus :

Ex. 652.

866. When the French sixth is upon the minor second (or a semitone
above the key-note), only one accidental is required; but when based

upon the minor 6th (or a semitone above the dominant), two are required.
So if C be considered the dominant of key F, as guide to the accidentals
of the augmented sixth, B, as in the above example, would require a
natural :

Ex. 653.

6

4

867. These remarks apply to all chords of the augmented sixths, be

they French, German, or Italian. The Tonic and the Dominant notes
of any key may therefore be regarded as GUIDES.

868. Splendid practice, as shown in the above examples, may be
obtained by referring to diagram 485 (p. 188), and by accidentals altering

any major second (or tone) interval into a diminished third, and

regarding the note between as the dominant, or tonic of a key ; after

finding the augmented sixth chord, resolve accordingly.
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IV. GERMAN SIXTH.

869. Or take any dominant seventh chord, and its inversions, and
alter, by accidentals, its inverted seventh, or tone interval, into a
diminished third, and resolve accordingly, thus :

Ex.

Alf is the central semitone to E7, and guide to subdominant and
dominant notes. Now, consider the Atf as a dominant note and guide
to the diminished third in the augmented sixth chord, and by its use

modulation is at once effected to a FIFTH key remove : three flats to

two sharps, five keys.

Ex. 655.

C
KeyC.

centre.

FfasDom.
GUIDE to Aug. 6th in key B.

870. Because the central semitone of a key is one semitone below its

dominant note (say F# below G, dominant to C), therefore, regarding
F$ as dominant must mean a modulation to a key one semitone below
a key-note, i.e., A FIFTH REMOVE. (See Chap, vi, p. 55).

871. By practice from such centres as guides, ist, to dominant seventh,
and 2nd, to augmented sixth, sound practical knowledge is obtained for

manipulation, and analysis.

Bars 72 and 73,
"
Come, gentle Spring."

Ex. 656.

HAYDN, " Seasons."

German Aug. Key D.
6th on B>. (See Ex. 654.)

872. Some of the most charming modulations in musical literature

are effected by the employment of the French, German, or Italian sixths.

To verify this, listen to a few examples from Spohr's beautiful little

March in
"
Jossonda

"
:
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V. FRENCH SIXTH IN MINOR.

Ex. 657.

7 B mi +
FRENCH
SIXTH.

239

Fit Dom. of*

MODULATION FROM G TO B MINOR, BY USE OF THE GERMAN SIXTH.

Ex. 658.

-*

^E$=S=t-
|

GERMAN B mi.

SIXTH
on G DOM.

KEY-BOARD CENTRE.

Dom. 7th of B mi.

MODULATION FROM D TO F$! MINOR, BY USE OF THE GERMAN SIXTH.

Ex. 659.

-fr-fe-&^
*

-h
i

GERMAN
SIXTH.

FJ
Key chord.

873. In each of the above examples the major third of the augmented
SIXTH may be regarded as the key-note of the key into which the music
.has modulated.

VI. THE ITALIAN SIXTH.

874. The Italian sixth is composed of the same centres as the above

sixth, except D.

875. Regarding G as the bass, Beethoven resolves to Fj major,
so :
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Ex. 660. SONATA in G. (Op. 31, No. i.) BEETHOVEN.

m1r
&c.

ITALIAN it :

SIXTH. ~S~ -jr _Jl

876. These chords of the augmented SIXTHS, being the basis of key
circles, it is (as in the above example) an easy matter to pass from them
into dominant or tonic chords, or contrarywise. For instance, the

above progression may be reversed, i.e., a modulation from F \ to C,

through the Italian augmented sixth.

CHANGED TO THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.

Ex. 66 1.

877. Finally, it should be observed, that if the centre semitones of

keys which, as augmented fourths, are all either sharps or naturals, be

regarded as
'

flats, the diminished thirds of augmented sixths, to which
these flats are central, show double flat notes associated with naturals,

so:

Ex. 662.

root, mi. ninth, BtJ7, mi. ninth,
derived from G|7, the Dom. of C? key. derived from the Dom. AJ? of DJ? key

Cfr.
Dom. mi. gth from B y root, Dom. of E J? key.

VII. KEY-BOARD REFLECTION OF FRENCH SIXTHS.

Ex. 663.

French 6th on mi. and of A mi. resolved to C maj.
I FIRST RESOLUTION.

FIRST RESOLUTION.

French 6th on mi. 6th of C maj. resolved to A mi.
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VIII. THE AUGMENTED FOURTH.

878. First. The highest three notes of the GERMAN augmented sixth

forms the chord of the augmented fourth, thus :

Ex. 664. 1*1
Aug. 6th. Aug. 4th with Aug. 4th with

mi. 3rd. Aug. 2nd.

879. This chord is often met with on the key-note. In the Allegro
movement in Mendelssohn's First Concerto, the arpeggios are founded

on it, the bass progressing thus :

Ex. 665. Jgg-

Aug.
4th.

Aug. 5

4th. 3

880. If we attached Eb to the last chords, the derivation is clearly

seen :

Ex. 666.

Aug. 6 Aug. 6
6th. 4 6th. 4

88 1. Second. With many professors, augmented fourths are regarded
as belonging to diminished sevenths, and these sevenths are found

written by Mendelssohn in the treble of the above examples, so :

7TH SCORE IN ALLEGRO.

Ex. 667

t=i fal

Ex. 668.

in 2nd resolution.

&c.

I 2nd resolution.
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IX. THE AUGMENTED FIFTH.

Ex. 669.

Ex. 670. REFLECTIVE ASPECTS.

* I IV III II III II I IV III II I

A 1? Centre. D Centre.

G
jfc

Centre. D Centre.

g^ig
II III IV III IV I II III IV

882. On the last page but one of Mendelssohn's Capriccio, Op. 33,
No. i, is found the following extract :

Ex. 671.

Z
II E mi. iv D mi. iv D mi.

^
tA. U/4. 1

i
1 1
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is when it is associated with a major key :

Ex. 674.

243

C mi.

DIATONIC.
ft 5 C maj.

El? chromatic
Dom. mi. I3th.

X. INVERSIONS.

884. To raise the highest note shows the chord in the minor key, in its

true position. To raise either of its other notes (leading notes), shows
an INVERSION of the chord :

Ex. 675.
H -8-

ISt. 2nd.

XI. MODULATION, BY MEANS OF THE AUGMENTED FIFTH, FROM A MAJOR
KEY TO ITS RELATIVE MINOR, AND VICE VERSA.

885. Mendelssohn, in his "Capriccio Brilliante," by use of the

augmented fifth, exchanges G major key-chord for E minor chord, so :

Bars 79 and 80. ^
B, v or Dom. of E minor key.

Ex. 676. B
886. Now any major key-chord, when its fifth is made sharp, is at

once established as a diatonic chord on the mediant of its relative minor

key, and its major third (the middle note, B in the above example) is

the v or dominant note of the minor key.

887. But by making the sharp fifth into a flat sixth, the process is

reversed from the minor key to its relative major :

I

Fft
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So when the augmented fifth rises a semitone it reveals a minor key-

chord, and lowered a semitone, its relative major key-chord :

Ex. 678.

Ebmaj 5t|
C C mi. maj.

FIRST RESOLUTIONS.

888. RULE. When SINGLE notes of the augmented fifth chord rise a
semitone to the key-note of a minor key, or fall,a semitone to the fifth of a

major key-chord, it is named a FIRST RESOLUTION.

XII. MODULATION EFFECTED TO FOURTH REMOVES BY MEANS OF
AUGMENTED FIFTHS BASED UPON MAJOR KEY-CHORDS.

889. We have before learnt, that EVEN numbers of semitones from

any key-note, correspond to EVEN numbers of sharp or flat key removes.
So this chord of the augmented fifth, being composed of major thirds

(FOUR semitones), each of its notes, regarded as KEY-NOTES, stands as a
FOURTH key remove from its neighbour :

FOURTH REMOVES DOWNWARD, F, Dfr, A major, and their

Ex. 679. RELATIVE minors, D, B|?, F$.
iSt KEYS. 2nd KEYS.

j, JL 3rd KEYS.
'

F
maj.

DP
maj.

B?
mi. maj.

FOURTH REMOVES UPWARD, Eb, G, B major, and their

Ex. 680. RELATIVE minors, C, E, G J.
1st KEYS. 2nd KEYS. ,, Jt 3rd KKYS.

Efr

maj.

C
mi.

G maj.
6

4

E
mi.

B maj.
6

3 4

N.B. On the key-board, the AUGMENTED FIFTH, |j,
and | chords of

Ex. 679, are identical digitals. So also are they in Ex. 680.

890. It may be observed by the signatures in these examples, that a

FOURTH key remove appears whether we contrast the centre keys with

those on either side of it, or first keys with thirds, or vice versa. The
lines connecting the chords show FIRST RESOLUTIONS.

THE ABOVE EXAMPLES REVERSED, i.e., instead of passing from Augmented Fifths

to Relative Minor by Enharmonic change, MODULATIONS ARE TO MAJOR
KEYS A FOURTH REMOVED.

Ex. 681. DOWNWARD, F, Db f
A.

maj.
to
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891. By these illustrations we learn, that FIRST RESOLUTIONS have

chiefly, if not altogether, to do with AUGMENTED FIFTHS based upon
KEY-CHORDS, with SINGLE note alteration.

XIII. AUGMENTED FIFTHS BASED UPON THE DOMINANT, AND THEIR

SECOND RESOLUTIONS.

Ex. 682.

C Dom. of F.

&
E Dom. of A.

892. RULE. When TWO notes of an augmented FIFTH rise each a

semitone, the progression ts to a MAJOR key-chord, and is named a SECOND
RESOLUTION. The note which remains is always the DOMINANT.

893. Its dominant character is more striking when the seventh

appears in the accompaniment, which effects a change of name to that

of a DOMINANT MINOR THIRTEENTH resolved upward a semitone to the

major third above the key-note; such a progression is found in the

third subject of Mendelssohn's "
Allegro Giojoso," the augmented fifth

from the dominant root appears so :

Ex. 683. 2nd Resolution.

again,

Dom. $ 5 (B) rising to the

3rd of key chord.

Ex. 684. 2nd Resolution.

XIV. INVERSIONS.

894. When the middle note of an augmented fifth is retained as the

dominant, it is the second inversion :

C, Dom. of F.
6

3F

895. The first inversion with the third in the bass, usually has its root

at the top. The second inversion, the root is over the accidental note,

and its
|
character is very powerful and effective. Schumann recognized

this when he wrote the bold and graphic opening to his A minor

Concerto, thus :
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Ex. 686.

SECOND RESOLUTIONS TO AUGMENTED FIFTH CHORDS.

F maj. D mi.

T5 BJLmaj. Ami.
F maj. D mi.

B b naaj. A mi. A mi.

hg hF
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XVI. MODULATION EFFECTED BY REGARDING EACH NOTE OF THE
AUGMENTED FIFTH AS A CHROMATIC SEMITONE KEY CENTRE.

900. It would be easy to classify and number these chords, as fixtures,
on the key-board, as we have done the diminished sevenths, attaching
the same digitals and the same numbers to them as shown on Dia. 550,

p. 209. Thus :

Ex. 689.

Diminished

Seventh,
No. i.*

Augmented
Fifth,
No. 1.

1

EACH NOTE, G$, E
fcj,

C, OF THE AUGMENTED FIFTH No. 1, AS GUIDE TO

DOMINANT SEVENTH OR 4 CHORDS.

Gj GUIDED Ex. 468, p. 182.

Z L" 03
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ac
fog

I Or G
(j
GUIDE to Dj?, 5 I?. Ex. 463, p. 181.

D$ GUIDE to A. Ex. 453, p. 1 80.

i-vh^.<r> I IL^% H

2 7

B GUIDE to F Ex. 459, p. 181.

~7u
'"^
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902. The pianoforte digitals to which the numbers are attached
descend and ascend by fourths :

Ex. 693.

903. Ques. Now what is the benefit to be derived from the numbering
of these chords ?

Ans. To classify for educational purposes, and obtain intelligent

power over modulation. And because each chord has an independent
set of three keys, to which its own particular notes are guides.

904. It is singularly appropriate as a conclusion to our work, that after

development of second and third parts (as though we had been engaged
upon some symphony), we should find ourselves again dealing with the

very centres of radiation, viz., C and F J, with which we began. At the

beginning, semitone radiation by EVEN numbers from C, and ODD from
F $or G , supplied the key to the reflective position of stave notes, key
notes, &c. ;

but now, as though the law of radiation extended its rays

through universal modulations, we find, by simply reversing the process
of calculation, i.e., counting EVEN numbers of semitones from F J, and

ODD from C, show the centre semitones of keys whose key-notes were

shown on diagrams 17 and 18, p. n, when ODD numbers of semitones

were counted from F $ and EVEN from C.

905. These centres (F \ and C) therefore truly represent the Alpha
and the Omega of our work, which will clearly be seen by contrasting
the following diagram (not before shown) with diagrams 17 and 18,

p. u, and also diagrams 449, p. 179, and 466, p. 182 :

Centre.

Ex. 694. Centre. GJ? Centre.

Gt? C FJ B#

GUIDEtoG?. B$GuiDEtoF$.

F$GuiDEtoC.

X
'

"\
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CONCLUSION.

In a work which claims to be an original exposition of harmony
upon a new basis, the author obviously could not copy from other men's
labours. There are, however, branches of harmony, such as

"
passing

notes," "suspensions," "suspensions of complete chords," "essential

diatonic discords,"
"
appoggiaturas," &c., which are secondary to the

main body of harmonic combinations herein treated of under reflective

light, which have not been deemed necessary to establish the main

principle at issue. Happily these branches of study are so ably and

exhaustively dealt with in other works as to render it unnecessary and
even inappropriate to a work of this kind. Therefore the student is

referred to such works as Dr. Prout's "Harmony, its Theory and

Practice," and " Musical Form
;

"
Sir John Stainer's

"
Harmony," Sir

Geo. Macfarren's " Rudiments of Harmony,"
" Schools of Composition

Dictionary of Music and Musicians," Vol. Ill, pp. 258-314, and
"
Strict Counterpoint," p. 740, &c., for such branches of study of which

he finds himself in need.

Sir John Stainer, at the Tenth Annual Conference of the Incor-

porated Society of Musicians, held in Dublin, January i, 1895, said

that "The musician can no longer remain a mere clever craftsman.

He must explore all the by-paths on either side of his course ; and what
was still more important, he must realise the fact, that all this training
had for its sole object the better appreciation in himself, and the better

interpretation for others, of the beauty, the idealism, and the emotional

expression of the creative genius of the composer. This outburst of

intellectual life compelled modern musicians to strive to keep up to

date in all that concerned their art and its exposition."

Now, it is obvious that this work is on the lines of Sir John Stainer's

clever statements, for though the author's endeavour has been to search

for reasons for the perplexing difficulties of musical notation, yet

inevitably it led him "/0 explore the by-paths on either side of his

course" which also led to the discovery of a reflective principle, which
has been a beaming and guiding light, showing both sides of the way :

sharps on one side and flats on the other. It has also shown the

musician's pathway of thought lying between, which has been demon-
strated by examples from the works of the Great Masters.
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